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Summary
Machine Learning in Space Weather
Forecasting, Identification & Uncertainty Quantification
The study of variations in the space environment between the Sun and
the Earth constitutes the core of space weather research. Plasma ejected
by the Sun couples with the Earth’s magnetic field in complex ways that
determine the state of the Earth’s magnetosphere. Adverse effects from
space weather can impact communication networks, power grids and lo-
gistics infrastructure, all crucial pillars of a civilization that is reliant on
technology.
It is important to use data sources, scientific knowledge and statistical
techniques to create space weather forecasting and monitoring systems of
the future. This thesis aims to be a step towards that goal. The work is
organised into the following chapters.
In chapters 4 and 5, we develop probabilistic forecasting models for
predicting geo-magnetic time series. Combining ground based and satellite
measurements, we propose a gaussian process model for forecasting of the
Dst time series one hour ahead. We augment this model with a long short-
term memory (LSTM) network and produce six-hour-ahead probabilistic
forecasts for Dst.
Quantifying uncertainties in the dynamics of the Earth’s radiation belt
is an important step for producing ensembles of high fidelity simulations of
the magnetosphere. In chapter 6, we infer uncertainties in magnetospheric
parameters, using data from probes orbiting in the radiation belts, by com-
bining simplified physical models of the radiation belt with Markov Chain
Monte Carlo techniques.
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In time-varying systems, it is often the case that cause and effect don’t
occur at the same time. A prominent example of this time-lagged behaviour
is the Sun-Earth system. Particles ejected from the Sun, also called the
solar wind, reach the Earth’s magnetosphere after a time delay which is
dynamic and uncertain. In chapter 7, we propose a novel neural network
based method, called Dynamic Time Lag Regression (DTLR), for predict-
ing time-lagged effects of events. We apply the DTLR methodology to the
problem of near-Earth solar wind forecasting from heliospheric data.
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Chapter 1
Outline
The study of variations in the space environment between the Sun and the
Earth constitutes the core of space weather research. Ionised plasma ejected
by the Sun couples with the Earth’s magnetic field in complex processes
that determine the state of the Earth’s magnetosphere. Adverse effects
from space weather can impact communication networks, power grids, and
logistics infrastructure, which are all crucial pillars of a civilization that is
reliant on technology.
It is important to leverage data sources, scientific knowledge and ma-
chine learning techniques to create space weather forecasting and moni-
toring systems of the future. This thesis aims to be a step towards that
goal.
1.1 Research Questions
The research questions addressed in this dissertation center around three
key themes.
1. Standard Forecasting : How can we create probabilistic forecasting
systems for key geomagnetic quantities? What is the time horizon
for such forecasts? Is it possible to get accurate predictions while
increasing the forecast horizons?
2. Parameter Inference & Uncertainty Quantification: Are machine learn-
ing models and physics models two separate pieces or can they be a
Machine Learning in Space Weather 1
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married together in a way which enables identification of unobserved
physical parameters?
3. Dynamic Time Lag Regression: How can we predict near Earth solar
wind speed and its propagation time from solar data? More generally,
is it possible to infer using time series data when the impacts of events
will be felt at their downstream destinations? This is different from
standard forecasting which is always concerned with predictions made
with a fixed time horizon.
1.2 Chapter Outline
The dissertation is organised as follows.
• Chapter 2 provides context for the space weather project and its links
to terrestrial weather via historical anecdotes. It highlights impacts
of space weather events and speculates why space weather research
will become even more important in the coming decades.
• Chapter 3 gives a short introduction to the concepts needed to under-
stand the problems considered in this thesis. Section 3.3 talks about
the magnetosphere and the motions of charged particles trapped within
it. This is the starting point for the material in chapters 4 to 6. Sec-
tion 3.2 gives a quick overview about the structure of the Sun, its
magnetic field, and the solar wind which is the target application of
the method proposed in chapter 7.
• Chapter 4 applies Gaussian process (GP) models for making prob-
abilistic forecasts of Earth based geomagnetic quantities and gives
a practical methodology for building and evaluating such models.
Chapter 5 extends the time horizon of the forecasting models pro-
posed in chapter 4 by proposing a hybrid model based on long short-
term memory (LSTM) networks and Gaussian processes.
• Chapter 6 proposes a model based on the least squares support vec-
tor machine (LSSVM) for estimating magnetospheric plasma density.
The parameters of the model are estimated by minimizing error with
2 Machine Learning in Space Weather
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respect to observed data and the physical dynamics of plasma diffu-
sion. Combining this with Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, we
obtain Bayesian estimates on unobserved parameters of the plasma
diffusion system.
• Chapter 7 introduces dynamic time lag regression (DTLR) a novel su-
pervised regression framework which captures probabilistic and dy-
namic propagation time delays between time series. We propose a
solution methodology for the DTLR setting and provide a theoretical
framework for understanding its convergence. The DTLR method-
ology is applied to the forecasting of solar wind speed from solar
magnetic data.
• Chapter 8 discusses the progress made in the thesis and offers per-
spectives for future research.
Chapters 4 and 5 are based on published journal articles while chap-
ters 6 and 7 are based on work that is in peer review or in preparation for
publication.
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Chapter 2
Historical Perspectives
Weather forecast for tonight: dark.
George Carlin
Earth, Wind, Fire & Water, the classical elements were the basis for
understanding our environment during antiquity. Modern science, based
on experiments, has taken a very different view of the world, one based
on atoms, fundamental particles, and states of matter. However, we could
argue that the classical elements were a more philosophical idea that dis-
tilled our everyday experiences with nature. In fact, many ancient cultures
such as Hellenistic Greece, Babylonia, Japan, Tibet, China, and India had
similar lists of four or five elements. These civilizations had very different
views on the properties of these elements and how they related to natural
phenomena, quite often these links were mythological. The obvious way
in which people experienced the classical elements was through weather
systems.
From the seasons to daily weather variations, nature’s elements drive
and shape our lives. Sometimes weather has had a direct impact on entire
populations. One example was the failed Mongol invasions of Japan in
1274 and 1281. In both attacks, the Mongol fleets were almost entirely
destroyed by storms called kamikaze (translates to divine wind). Although
some attacking Mongol forces did manage to land during the 1274 campaign
and outnumbered the defending armies, they were still defeated by Samurai
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clans with superior knowledge of the terrain.
Figure 2.1: The Mon-
gol fleet destroyed in a
typhoon, 1847. Source:
Kikuchi Yo¯sai / Tokyo
National Museum (Pub-
lic domain)
The invading fleet of 1281 was composed of
‘more than four thousand ships bearing nearly
140, 000 men’ [McClain, 2002, pg. 17], the scale
of which was eclipsed only by the allied invasion of
Normandy in 1944. The fleet was a hastily assem-
bled, consisting of ships which were not suitable
for the harsh waters between Japan and Korea.
The Japanese had built two metre high walls in
the intervening period and the invading fleets were
forced to stay in sea for months. After their sup-
plies were diminished, powerful kamikaze winds de-
stroyed them entirely (an artist’s view of the event
is illustrated in figure 2.1). The failed invasions
were a blow to the idea of Mongol supremacy in
Asia and the Mongols never attempted an invasion
of Japan since.
We now know that weather phenomena are
caused by a combination of air pressure, temper-
ature, and moisture differences between one place
and another. The angle of the Sun’s rays changes
with latitude, and these variations create very dif-
ferent temperature trends from the poles to the
equator. These differences in temperature lead to large scale air currents
which create complex weather systems and climate patterns which we see
across the world. But weather phenomena are hardly exclusive to planet
Earth.
The Final Frontier
Weather phenomena occurring on other planets have been observed even
before the beginning of the space age. Jupiter’s great red spot, a huge storm,
has been continuously observed since 1830 [see Britannica].
Saturn’s great white spot is a recurring storm system which was first
used by Asaph Hall to determine the period of the planet’s rotation [Wik-
isource, 2014]. In the 20th century, missions such as the Hubble space tele-
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Figure 2.2: Jupiter’s Great Red Spot in February 1979, photographed by the
unmanned Voyager 1 NASA space probe. Source: NASA (Public domain)
scope, Voyager, Cassini, and others have shown storms and other weather
phenomena on planetary bodies like Venus, Mars, Neptune, and Titan.
The principles behind many planetary weather phenomena are very
similar. Each planet has a different atmosphere so weather phenomena in
the solar system can have very different characteristics. Extra-terrestrial
weather is just as complex and mind boggling as the weather we observe
on Earth, and its scale is certainly much larger than we are used to.
However, planetary weather is just one side of the puzzle. Venturing into
our cosmic neighbourhood, our solar system has another kind of weather
system that has begun to be probed only very recently.
A Gust of Wind from the Heavens
During the last week of August 1859, several spots appeared on the surface
of the Sun. Southern auroral displays were observed on August 29 as far
north as Queensland, Australia. Just before noon on September 1, British
astronomer Richard Carrington observed a ‘white light flare’ from a group
of sun spots. He created a sketch of his observations which is seen in
figure 2.3. Carrington’s observations were independently verified by British
publisher and astronomer Richard Hodgson; both of them sent their reports
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to the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society.
September 1-2 1859 saw some remarkable events occur around the world.
Auroral displays were observed all around the world, even in low latitude
places such as Colombia [Ca´rdenas et al., 2016]. Auroras above the rocky
mountains in the U.S were so bright that they woke up gold miners who
began preparing breakfast thinking it was morning [Sten F. Odenwald]. In
the northeastern U.S, people could read the newspaper by the aurora’s light
[Lovett].
Figure 2.3: Sunspots of September 1,
1859, as sketched by Richard Carrington.
A and B mark the initial positions of an
intensely bright event, which moved over
the course of five minutes to C and D be-
fore disappearing. Source: Richard Car-
rington (Public domain)
The telegraph network in Eu-
rope and North America failed.
Some operators experienced electric
shocks [Board, 2008, pg. 13] while
in some cases even telegraph equip-
ment that was disconnected from
the power supply could be used to
transmit messages [Carlowicz and
Lopez, 2002, pg. 58].
Based on global reports and ob-
servations taken by Scottish physi-
cist Balfour Stewart at the Kew
observatory in London, Carrington
was able to connect events observed
on Earth to what he saw on the Sun
on the 1st of September [Clark and
Clark, 2007]. His assertion was cor-
roborated by other observers in the
scientific community.
The storm of 1859, later known as the Carrington event, was in some
ways the genesis of the Space Weather domain; however the actual term was
coined much later in the 1950s. Although scientists had observed sunspots
and their links to magnetic field variations on the Earth earlier, the Car-
rington event was a concrete example of how activity on the Sun could have
potentially dramatic effects on the Earth.
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Figure 2.4: One of Faraday’s 1831 experiments demonstrating induction. The
liquid battery (right) sends an electric current through the small coil (A). When
it is moved in or out of the large coil (B), its magnetic field induces a momentary
voltage in the coil, which is detected by the galvanometer (G). Source: J. Lambert
(Public domain)
Space Weather
How do spots and ejections from the Sun produce bright lights and currents
on Earth? During Carrington’s time, progress in the fledgling science of
electromagnetism had picked up and enabled some understanding of the
link between solar outbursts and geomagnetic phenomena. Faraday’s in-
duction experiment in 1831 (figure 2.4) demonstrated that varying magnetic
fields could induce electrical currents in copper wires.
It took approximately a century from the Carrington event for a theo-
retical understanding of Space Weather phenomena to develop. Maxwell’s
equations of electromagnetism [Maxwell, 1865] published in 1864 gave sci-
entists the mathematical tools to model the motions of charged particles in
electric and magnetic fields, and the variations in the fields themselves due
to their motions.
Rapid progress was made in the 20th century in modelling the motions
of charged particles trapped in the Earth’s magnetic field, in the area of
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plasma physics. Plasma was the name given to the state of matter which ex-
isted as an ionised gas. From the scientific advances made in space weather
and plasma physics, we know that the Carrington white light flare in 1859
was accompanied by a large release of energetic plasma from the Sun’s at-
mosphere, also known as a coronal mass ejection (CME). The CME associ-
ated with the Carrington event was particularly energetic and compressed
the Earth’s magnetic field causing currents to flow in conducting materials
like telegraph equipment.
Space weather started gaining relevance with the rise of space missions,
and increasing reliance on communications networks. The risks posed by
space weather to space faring assets like satellites meant that understand-
ing and forecasting space weather events became especially important; al-
though there is still much progress yet to be made.
Impacts
The Quebec power grid failure of 1989 [Kappenman et al., 1997] during a
geomagnetic storm event showed that intense space weather events like the
one observed in 1859 could cause significant damage to communications,
energy, and technological infrastructure that is so crucial to the working of
modern civilization.
It is now widely accepted that space weather events can adversely im-
pact satellite and communication infrastructure, airline industry, naviga-
tion systems and the electric power grid [Board et al., 2009, Cannon et al.,
2013, Bothmer and Daglis, 2007, Baker et al., 2004]. To protect our tech-
nological systems and humans in deep space exploration, it is necessary to
have an advance knowledge of the changes in space weather that can pose
potential threats.
The Future
The solar storms observed in the 20th and 19th centuries are only one part
of the picture. It is now increasingly likely that private companies will be
making significant inroads into space travel for business goals. Companies
such as SpaceX and BlueOrigin aim to make space travel cheaper and more
accessible so that human beings can live and work in space or other planets
in the solar system, potentially starting a second space age.
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Figure 2.5: Artist’s impression of the SpaceX Interplanetary Starship on the
Jupiter’s moon Europa Source: Space Exploration Technologies Corp. [CC0]
This drastic move to become a multi-planetary species will bring with it
risks to human life and equipment. These risks come in the form of severe
magnetic storms, solar flares, and ejections of charged particles, which must
be anticipated if we want to become a successful space faring race.
In order to design resilient technological systems for the new space age,
we need to make progress in understanding and anticipating space weather
phenomena. Physical theories about space plasmas needed to be combined
with the data collected from space missions. The rapid rise of hardware,
software, and data storage; the deluge of space mission data, and the advent
of machine learning techniques means that we are in a unique position to
take strides towards our space goals.
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Chapter 3
Background
Space weather is the branch of physics that studies the time varying phe-
nomena in the solar system. The principal driver of space weather phenom-
ena is the Sun, specifically its magnetic field variations and the solar wind.
The effect of solar variations on the planetary environment are caused by
the coupling between solar wind particles and the magnetic field produced
by the Earth. This chapter gives a semi-quantitative treatment of various
scientific ideas relevant to space weather research.
Table 3.1 provides the reader with a condensed guide to this disserta-
tion. It connects the content presented in this chapter with the main re-
search problems analyzed in the later chapters and provides recommended
prerequisite reading for each chapter.
Chapters Themes Recommended Reading
4 & 5 Forecasting of geomag-
netic index Dst.
§ 3.3.2, § 3.3*, § 3.1*
6 Inference of radiation belt
parameters.
§ 3.3.1, § 3.1* § 3.3*
7 Forecasting of near Earth
solar wind speed using so-
lar data.
§ 3.2.2, § 3.2.3, § 3.2*
Table 3.1: Dissertation Guide. Asterisk* denotes optional material.
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Section 3.1 describes space plasmas and their properties. Section 3.2
provides some background about the Sun and the solar wind which is the
driver for all space weather phenomena. This is used in the solar wind pre-
diction task considered in chapter 7. Section 3.3.1 introduces the plasma
diffusion model (equation (3.10)) and its simplified radial diffusion sys-
tem (equation (3.14)) which is used as the underlying physical model for
chapter 6. Section 3.3 introduces the magnetosphere, giving context for
chapters 4 and 5.
3.1 Space Plasma
Plasma, also known as the fourth state of matter due to its properties that
differentiate it from the conventional gaseous state, is ubiquitous through-
out the visible Universe. Plasma is a gas which is composed of roughly equal
number of positive and negatively charged particles, a property known as
charge quasi-neutrality. The term quasi-neutral is used because although
the gas has almost equal amounts of positive and negative charges, the
mixture is electromagnetically active. Due to incomplete charge shielding,
long range electromagnetic fields play a big role in the dynamics of plasma.
Debye Length
In a quasi-neutral plasma, due to the presence of partial electric shielding
the potential due to the charges now takes the well known Debye form
φ(r) =
q
4pi0r
e
− r
λd , (3.1)
where r is the spatial distance with respect to the charge and 0 is the per-
mittivity of vacuum. The electric potential decays with the Debye length
scale λd at which a balance between thermal vibrations which can dis-
turb quasi-neutrality, and electrostatic forces due to charge separation, is
achieved. The Debye length scale depends on the electron temperature and
plasma density.
λd =
√
0kbTe
nee2
(3.2)
In equation (3.2) above, the Debye length scale is expressed in terms of the
Boltzmann constant kb, the electron temperature Te, free space permittivity
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0, and electron charge e. One can visualise the positively charged ions
having a cloud of electrons shielding them at the distance of λd.
It is also possible to take into account the shielding effect of the ions.
The effective Debye length is now expressed as an addition of two terms: one
for electrons (equation (3.2)) and a similar term for the ions by replacing
Te for the ion temperature Ti (ni ≈ ne).
Plasma Parameter
Consider a Debye sphere of radius λd. This sphere contains Ne =
4
3piλ
3
dne
electrons. The plasma parameter g is defined as N−1e . Rewriting this, we
can say:
g ∼
√
ne
Te
.
The description of plasma used in many applications in space is applica-
ble when g  1. In this situation the Debye shielding is significant, and
the quasi-neutral plasma obeys collective statistical behavior. The plasma
parameter g also correlates with the collision frequency. The collisions in
plasma increase with increasing density and decreasing temperature, and
if g −→ 0 the plasma becomes nearly collisionless. The collisionless prop-
erty helps in making simplifying assumptions about plasma dynamics and
serves as the starting point for the adiabatic theory of plasma motions in
the Earth’s magnetosphere which will be discussed in section 3.3.1.
3.2 Sun & the Solar Wind
The Sun is an almost perfectly spherical ball of plasma which is the the
center of our solar system and the only source of light and energy for
all living and meteorological processes on Earth. Apart from terrestrial
weather, the Sun is also the primary driver of space weather which results
from the interaction between the solar wind and planetary magnetospheres.
3.2.1 Structure
Figure 3.1 shows a cross section of the Sun with various layers. We give a
brief description of them below.
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Figure 3.1: Cross section of the Sun
Source: Kelvinsong [CC BY-SA 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-sa/3.0)]
Core: The core of the Sun is the site for the thermonuclear fusion
reactions which produce its energy. It extends from the center to about
20 − 25% of the solar radius [Garc´ıa et al., 2007]. It has a temperature
close to 1.57× 107 K and a density of 150 g/cm3 [Basu et al., 2009]. Nuclear
fusion in the core takes place via the well known proton-proton chain (pp).
Radiative Zone: The radiative zone extends from 25% to 70% of
the solar radius. The nuclear reactions in the core are highly sensitive to
temperature and pressure. In fact, they are almost shut off at the edge
of the core. In the radiative zone, energy transfer takes place via photons
(radiation) which bounce around nuclei until they reach the convective
zone.
Convective Zone: The convective zone lies between 70% of the solar
radius to a point close to the solar surface. Density decreases dramatically
going from the core to the radiative zone and subsequently the convective
zone. In this region, the solar material behaves more like a fluid. Due
to the temperature gradient which exists across it, the primary source of
transport is here via convection.
Photosphere: The photosphere is the visible ‘surface’ of the Sun, since
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the layers below it are all opaque to visible light. A layer of about 100 km
thickness, the photosphere is also the region from where sunlight can freely
escape into space. The photospheric surface has a number of features i.e.
sunspots, granules and faculae. Sunspots (see section 3.2.3) are magnetic
regions where the solar material has a lower temperature compared to its
surroundings. Magnetic field lines are concentrated in sunspot regions, and
the field strength in sunspots can often be thousands of times stronger than
the on the Earth.
Figure 3.2: Sun’s corona cap-
tured during a solar eclipse.
Source: Steve Albers, Boulder,
CO; Dennis DiCicco, Sky and
Telescope; Gary Emerson, E. E.
Barnard Observatory
Chromosphere: The Chromosphere
extends for a distance of almost 5000 km
after the photosphere. The chromosphere
is known for the existence of features called
spicules and prominences. The chromo-
sphere has a red colour which is generally
not visible due to the intense light given
off by the photosphere but can be observed
through a filter centered on the Hydrogen
Hα spectral line.
Solar Transition Region: A thin
(100 km) region between the chromosphere
and the solar corona where the tempera-
ture rises from about 8000 K to 5× 105 K,
the solar transition region might not be
well defined at all altitudes; however its ex-
istence is evidenced by a bifurcation of the
dynamics of the solar plasma. Below the transition region, the dynamics is
dictated by gas pressure, fluid dynamics, and gravitation while above the
region, the dynamics is dictated more by magnetic forces.
Corona: An aura of plasma around the Sun that extends millions
of kilometers into space, the corona can be observed during a total solar
eclipse (figure 3.2) or with a coronagraph. The temperature of the corona is
dramatically higher than the photosphere and chromosphere. The average
temperature can range from 1× 106 K to 2× 106 K while in the hottest
regions it can be as high as 2× 107 K [Erde´lyi and Ballai, 2007]. Although
the reason for this dramatic increase is still not well understood, there
exist various explanations using concepts of magnetic reconnection [Russell,
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2001, Erde´lyi and Ballai, 2007] and Alfve´n waves [Alfve´n, 1947]. There is a
critical height in the corona, known as the source surface, below which the
magnetic field controls the plasma completely. Above it the plasma carries
the magnetic field with it into the interplanetary medium.
3.2.2 Solar Wind & Heliospheric Magnetic Field
The idea that the Sun was ejecting charged particles outwards into space
was first hinted at after the solar storm of 1859 by Richard Carrington
[Cliver and Dietrich, 2013] and later by George FitzGerald [Meyer-Vernet,
2007]. Arthur Eddington, in a footnote of an article about the comet More-
house in 1910, was the first to suggest the existence of the solar wind,
without naming it so [Durham, 2006].
In the 1950s, studies of the anti-solar orientation of the ion tails of
Halley’s comet led to the theory of solar corpuscular emission [Biermann,
1952, 1957, 1951]. Parker [1958b, 1960, 1965] argued that the corona cannot
remain in hydrostatic equilibrium and that supersonic expansion of the
corona is responsible for the outward expulsion of charged particles, which
the author referred to as the solar wind.
Parker [1958b] also proposed a spiral model for the Heliospheric Mag-
netic Field (HMF) and suggested that the solar wind carried with it the
solar magnetic field. The Parker model was further supported its ability to
explain the effect of the HMF on the modulation of galactic cosmic rays and
their measured intensities close to the Earth [Parker, 1958a]. In 1959 the
Soviet spacecraft Luna 1 was the first to directly observe the solar wind and
measure its strength [Harvey, 2007]. Subsequently, the Mariner 2 mission
recorded properties of the positive ion component of the solar wind and
confirmed the Parker spiral HMF model [Neugebauer and Snyder, 1966].
The structure of the HMF is central to explaining the formation and
propagation of the solar wind. The HMF in steady state points radially out-
ward and rotates with the Sun, producing an Archimedean spiral structure
as postulated in Parker [1958b] and shown schematically in figure 3.3. Pho-
tospheric observations of the magnetic field (see Global Oscillation Network
Group https://gong.nso.edu) are often extrapolated to compute approxi-
mations to the coronal HMF topology. There exist a number of techniques
used to perform such extrapolations: potential field based methods such
as Potential-Field Source Surface (PFSS) [Schatten et al., 1969, Altschuler
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and Newkirk, 1969], PFSS variants such as Potential-Field Current Sheet
(PFCS) [Schatten, 1971], Current-Sheet Source Surface (CSSS) [Zhao and
Hoeksema, 1995], and several others. Apart from potential based mod-
els, there exist more involved techniques based on Magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD) such as Magnetohydrodynamics Around a Sphere (MAS) [Linker
et al., 1999], ENLIL [Odstrcˇil et al., 1996, Odstrcˇil and Pizzo, 1999a,b,
Odstrcˇil, 2003, Odstrcˇil et al., 2004] and EUHFORIA [Pomoell and Poedts,
2018].
The HMF can be seen as a combination of two components: the poloidal
magnetic field and the toroidal magnetic field. The two fields often ex-
change energy between themselves over the course of several years in a
cyclical phenomenon known as the solar cycle (section 3.2.3). Interested
readers can read Owens and Forsyth [2013] for an in-depth review on the
phenomena that drive the HMF.
The expansion of the coronal magnetic field leads to an eventual opening
of field lines at the source surface (see figure 3.3) and the ejection of the
solar wind. This hot plasma consists mostly of protons, electrons and a
small number of helium and heavy ions. The solar wind spirals outwards
in all directions, carrying with it the magnetic field. Close to the Earth’s
magnetosphere, this wind has a nominal speed of about 400 km s−1 while its
high speed component has an average velocity of ∼ 700 km s−1 (figure 3.4).
Near Earth Measurements
The solar wind has the heliospheric magnetic field frozen in1, and as it prop-
agates in the interplanetary medium, it carries the solar magnetic field with
it [Alfve´n, 1942, 1943]. Important solar wind quantities such as: 1. solar
wind speed, 2. proton density, and 3. magnetic field strength are recorded
at the well known L1 Lagrangian point where the gravitational fields of the
Earth and the Sun approximately balance out.
3.2.3 Sunspots & Solar Cycle
Sunspots are temporarily occurring regions on the Sun’s photosphere that
appear as dark spots. They are areas of magnetic field concentration
1the flux of the magnetic field going through a surface that moves with the solar wind
(in a Lagrangian manner) is constant
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Figure 3.3: An illustration of the Heliospheric Magnetic Field in the ecliptic
plane. In the heliosphere, rotation of the HMF foot points within a radial solar
wind flow generates an azimuthal component of the HMF, Bφ, leading to a spiral
geometry. Red and blue lines, showing regions of opposite polarity, are separated
by the heliospheric current sheet (HCS), shown as the green dashed line. Reprinted
by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer
Nature, Living Reviews in Solar Physics [Owens and Forsyth, 2013], c© 2013
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of solar wind speed recorded at 1 au for the time pe-
riod 2008 − 2018, Source: OMNI data set (https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/
ow.html)
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Figure 3.5: The sunspot butterfly diagram. Source: By Con-struct - Royal Ob-
servatory, Greenwich, data prepared on: http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/
greenwch, [CC BY-SA 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/
3.0)]
where the field lines often ‘puncture’ the solar surface inhibiting convec-
tion and producing regions with lower temperatures than the surroundings.
Sunspots generally last anywhere between a few days to a few months. They
can occur in pairs or groups and can accompany other phenomena such as
coronal loops, prominences, and reconnection events.
Since the 19th century the number of sunspots on the Sun’s surface
have been recorded as the sunspot number (SSN). Sunspots populations
increase and decrease, thereby behaving as markers for solar activity levels.
The cyclical behavior of sunspot populations is called the sunspot cycle or
solar cycle (figure 3.5).
Figure 3.5 depicts how the area occupied by sunspots changes with so-
lar latitude and time. During the start of a solar cycle (solar minimum),
sunspots start appearing at higher latitudes. Over the course of the cy-
cle, they move towards the equatorial regions and their number increases
to some maximum (solar maximum). Towards the end, the number of
sunspots diminishes and the entire cycle starts over. This repetitive behav-
ior happens over approximately 11 years.
Because sunspots are magnetic phenomena, the solar cycle represents
cyclical behavior of the HMF. During solar minimum, the poloidal compo-
nent of the solar magnetic field is at its strongest and it is the closest it can
get to a magnetic dipole configuration. Towards solar maximum, energy is
transferred from the poloidal component to the toroidal component, result-
ing in complex field configurations which are evidenced by larger numbers
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of sunspot clusters.
The solar cycle also gives rise to variations in solar irradiance [Willson
et al., 1981]. Between 1645 and 1715, very few sunspots were observed, a
period known as the Maunder minimum. This coincided with lower than av-
erage temperatures in Europe, which was called the little ice age. Although
the Maunder minimum was a period of lower solar irradiance, recent re-
search [Owens et al., 2017] has demonstrated that this was neither the only
factor nor the most significant in causing lower than average temperatures
during the little ice age.
In chapter 7, the sunspot number data as well as the flux tube expansion
factor (fS or FTE) and the magnetic field strength computed by the CSSS
model will be used to create a input data set for building the dynamic time
lag regression model proposed therein. Using the input parameters, the
DTLR model provides an estimate for the near Earth solar wind speed as
well as the propagation time. Measurements of the solar wind speed will
also be used in chapters 4 and 5 as inputs to the Dst forecasting models
applied therein.
3.3 Magnetosphere
The Earth’s magnetosphere (figure 3.6) is a region surrounding the planet
where its magnetic field dominates the interplanetary magnetic field. The
Earth’s magnetic field shields the atmosphere and terrestrial life from the
impact of the solar wind.
As the solar wind approaches the Earth, it is slowed down and deflected
by the Earth’s magnetic field. Since the solar wind is supersonic when it
arrives and slows down to subsonic levels, a shock wave is generated in the
process (bow shock). Much of the solar wind kinetic energy is converted
to thermal energy when it crosses the bow shock into the magnetosheath.
The magnetosheath spans from the bow shock to the magnetopause. The
magnetopause is the outer boundary of the Earth’s magnetic shield. Its
location is ∼ 10RE (RE = 6372 km, the radius of the Earth).
Earth’s magnetic shielding is not perfect, and some particles manage to
get trapped inside the cavity of the magnetosphere. This region of trapped
plasma is known as the the van Allen radiation belts. Particles trapped in
the radiation belts execute complex motions which can be approximately
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Figure 3.6: Three-dimensional cutaway view of the magnetosphere. The light
blue outer surface is the magnetopause, and its boundary layers are shown in
darker blue. Magnetic field lines are shown in blue, electric currents in yellow.
The polar region where the magnetic field lines converge is the polar cusp. The
bow shock has been omitted for clarity. Reprinted by permission from Springer
Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature, Space Science Reviews
[De Keyser et al., 2005], c© 2005.
modelled using ideas from adiabatic theory and diffusion described in sec-
tion 3.3.1 below. The plasmasphere is the inner region of the radiation belts
which contains cold, dense plasma. The portion of the magnetosphere fac-
ing away from the Sun (called the nightside) is stretched out in a tail-like
shape by the deflected solar wind, hence referred to as the magnetotail.
The magnetotail has an approximate extent of up to 1000RE .
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3.3.1 Particle Motions & Adiabatic Theory
This section gives a quick introduction to the theory of charged particle
motions in the magnetosphere. The reader may refer to Roederer [1970]
for an in depth treatment of this subject. To understand the motions of
charged particles in the magnetosphere, the role of electric and magnetic
forces must be understood.
It is well known from classical electromagnetism that the force exerted
on a particle with charge q by a magnetic field B and an electric field E is
given by the well known Lorentz force (equation (3.3)).
F = m
dv
dt
= qE + qv ×B (3.3)
The first component of equation (3.3) (qE) is either parallel or opposite to
the local electric field depending on the charge of the particle. The second
component qv ×B involves a vector cross product so it is always perpen-
dicular to the plane spanned by vectors v and B. In order to understand
its effects, we can decompose the particle velocity in two components; v‖
parallel to B and v⊥ perpendicular to B. If E = 0, then the particle exe-
cutes a circular motion with properties shown in equation (3.4). Here ρ is
the gyroradius and ω is the gyrofrequency or cyclotron frequency. In the
case where v‖ 6= 0, the trajectory is helical.
v2⊥
ρ
=
qBv⊥
m
= ωv⊥ (3.4)
Apart from the gyro motion, there are some important drift forces that
significantly influence particle motions.
• Electric field drift: If E has a component E⊥ perpendicular to B,
the electric field accelerates and decelerates the particle in the two
hemispheres of the orbit. The orbit becomes a distorted circle, and
the particle drifts in a direction perpendicular to the electric field
with a velocity vd = E×B/B2.
• Magnetic gradient drift: When the magnetic field varies in space
(as is the case of the Earth), a gradient in the field strength in the
direction perpendicular to B gives rise to a gradient drift velocity
given by vg =
1
2mv
2
⊥B× ∇BaB3 .
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• Magnetic curvature drift: If the magnetic field has a curvature, this
creates an additional drift motion with velocity vc =
mv‖B×(bˆ·∇)bˆ
qB2
(b = BB ).
The equations of motion for charged particles in the general case of
spatially varying electric and magnetic fields do not admit closed-form so-
lutions. The motions are generally complex and require lengthy numerical
integrations to be resolved.
Figure 3.7: The periodic components of the motion of trapped particles. Reprint-
ed/adapted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH:
Springer Nature, Dynamics of geomagnetically trapped radiation by J. G. Roed-
erer c© 1970.
The guiding center approximation helps us to decompose particle mo-
tions into three periodic components (figure 3.7): 1. gyration around mag-
netic field lines, 2. bounce motions between magnetic north and south poles,
and 3. equatorial drift of electrons and protons, each with its own time scale.
Adiabatic Invariants
When a physical system with periodic motion is varied slowly as compared
to the time period of its periodicity, the transformation can be character-
ized as adiabatic. Formally speaking, for systems which are described by
Hamiltonian dynamics, we can write the equations of motion in terms of
the canonical position q, the canonical momentum p, external parameters
θ, and the system’s Hamiltonian H(q, p|θ):
q˙ =
∂H
∂p
p˙ = −∂H
∂q
.
(3.5)
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If the system shown in equation (3.5) executes a periodic motion in the q, p
phase space, it admits an adiabatic invariant A given in equation (3.6).
A =
∮
pdq (3.6)
The quantity A would remain approximately constant if the external pa-
rameters θ were varied adiabatically (i.e. if changes in θ happen over a time
period much greater than the period of oscillation of the system).
Applying the idea of adiabatic invariance to charged particle motion in
the magnetosphere, it is possible to associate one adiabatic invariant with
each periodic motion i.e. gyromotion M, bounce J , and drift Φ (equa-
tion (3.7)).
M = 1
2
mv2⊥
|B| (3.7)
J =
∮
m0v‖ds (3.8)
Φ =
∮
vdrift · rdφ =
∫
BdS (3.9)
The first invariant M is associated with the Larmor gyration - it is the
magnetic moment of the current generated by the circular motion of the
particle around the field line.
The second invariant J is associated with the bounce motion between
the two magnetic mirrors near the north and south poles (the quantity s is
an appropriately chosen arc length coordinate along the bounce trajectory).
The bounce motion between the magnetic poles can be explained by the
conservation of the particle energy 12mv
2
‖ +
1
2mv
2
⊥ and the first invariant
M. Because field strength |B| increases near the poles, v⊥ also increases
to conserveM; however, to conserve energy, v‖ decreases until the particle
can no longer move farther along the field line (and bounces back).
The third invariant Φ, associated with equatorial drift motion, is ac-
tually the magnetic flux through the barrel shape envelope of the particle
drift. A particle’s guiding magnetic field line can be identified by its radial
position r and its longitude φ. The magnetic flux of the drift can then be
computed by integrating over φ.
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Associated with each adiabatic invariant is a timescale which determines
how easily its conservation can be violated. The timescales forM, J, and Φ
are the time periods of the gyromotion, bounce motion, and equatorial drift
motion respectively. Since it takes much a longer time for the particles to
complete a drift motion around the Earth as compared to bounce and
gyromotion (in that order), the invariance of Φ is most easily violated -
a fact which is used in the simplification of the Fokker-Planck diffusion
system described below.
Plasma Diffusion
Because we consider populations of charged particles, it is natural to employ
some kind of distribution based picture for magnetospheric plasma. The
adiabatic invariants give us a phase space or coordinate system by which
we can express quantities of interest.
The main quantity of interest in this case is the phase space density
f(t,M, J,Φ) which is a function of time and three invariants. The phase
space density tells us the number of particles in a particular region of the
phase space, and at a particular point of time.
Diffusion behavior arises when one or more of the invariants are vio-
lated, which can happen due to a number of reasons such as: 1. non-adia-
batic variations of the magnetic field, 2. external forces, 3. interaction with
electromagnetic waves, and 4. collisions with atmosphere/ionosphere. The
plasma diffusion system [Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974] can be written as a
generalized Fokker-Planck system as shown in equation (3.10).
∂f
∂t
=
3∑
p,q=1
∂
∂Jp
(
κpq
∂f
∂Jq
)
(3.10)
J1 =M (3.11)
J2 = J (3.12)
J3 = Φ (3.13)
It is possible to simplify this system by considering the two main categories
of diffusion: radial diffusion and pitch angle diffusion. Radial diffusion
allows particles to move farther or closer to the Earth, and pitch angle2
2pitch angle being the angle between particle velocity v and the magnetic field B
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diffusion moves the magnetic mirror points along the field lines.
Rewriting Φ ∝ 1` , the third invariant can be expressed in terms of the
drift shell l (larger value of l implies greater distance from the Earth). The
radial diffusion system can be obtained from equation (3.10) by keeping
M and J fixed, considering diffusion in ` (violation of Φ invariance), and by
approximating pitch angle diffusion as a loss process [Walt, 1970, Roederer,
1970]. The resulting system is shown in equation (3.14).
∂f
∂t
= `2
∂
∂`
(
κ(`, t)
`2
∂f
∂`
)
M,J
− λ(`, t)f (3.14)
The first term on the right hand side, `2 ∂∂`
(
κ(`,t)
`2
∂f
∂`
)
M,J
, models diffusive
phenomena in Φ but is expressed in the drift shell coordinate `. Pitch angle
diffusion is approximated using a loss process λ(`, t)f , where λ(`, t) is the
loss rate. As an alternative it is also possible to express the loss rate as
a loss time scale τ(`, t) = 1λ(`,t) , but in this thesis we will use the former
convention.
The radial diffusion system in equation (6.1) is the starting point for
chapter 6 where a surrogate model of the phase space density fˆ is built to
perform Bayesian inference over the parameters of the diffusion coefficient
κ and loss rate λ.
3.3.2 Current Systems & Geomagnetic Indices
As was noted earlier, the solar wind is largely deflected by the Earth’s
magnetic field but some particles still leak into the magnetosphere. This
particle injection is governed by the interaction between the magnetic field
carried by the solar wind and the Earth’s magnetic field, also known as solar
wind - magnetosphere coupling. It plays an important role in determining
space weather conditions in the Earth’s vicinity.
Solar wind plasma gets trapped in the Earth’s magnetic field at a rate
that is modulated by the solar wind - magnetosphere coupling. The drift
motions of charged particles in the magnetosphere as discussed in sec-
tion 3.3 lead to many current systems. The prominent current systems
(pictured in figure 3.6) are 1. the ring current, 2. field aligned current,
3. tail current, and 4. magnetopause current. These current systems induce
magnetic fields that interact with the Earth’s magnetic field and mutate
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it. Weakening of the Earth’s magnetic field strength due to strong ring
currents leads to geomagnetic storm conditions which can have adverse
impacts on orbiting satellites and ground based infrastructure.
For the purposes of space weather monitoring and forecasting, the state
of the magnetosphere and geomagnetic phenomena are often represented
by proxies known as geomagnetic indices. Geomagnetic indices give us the
ability to summarize the state of the magnetosphere in terse framework.
They are often calculated by averaging several ground based measurements
of magnetic fluctuations, generally at a cadence of a few hours.
Chapter 4 gives a brief introduction to the popular geomagnetic indices
and formulates gaussian process models for producing probabilistic one
hour ahead forecasts of the Dst index. In chapter 5, we augment the Dst
model from chapter 4 with long short-term memory (LSTM) networks and
obtain five hour ahead forecasts of the Dst.
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Chapter 4
Forecasting the Disturbance
Storm Time Index: Gaussian
Process Models
We present a methodology for generating probabilistic predictions for the Distur-
bance Storm Time (Dst) geomagnetic activity index. We focus on the One Step
Ahead (OSA) prediction task and use the OMNI hourly resolution data to build
our models. Our proposed methodology is based on the technique of Gaussian Pro-
cess Regression (GPR). Within this framework, we develop two models; Gaussian
Process Auto-Regressive (GP-AR) and Gaussian Process Auto-Regressive with eX-
ogenous inputs (GP-ARX). We also propose a criterion to aid model selection with
respect to the order of auto-regressive inputs. Finally, we test the performance
of the GP-AR and GP-ARX models on a set of 63 geomagnetic storms between
1998 and 2006 and illustrate sample predictions with error bars for some of these
events.
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4.1 Introduction
The magnetosphere’s dynamics and its associated solar wind driver form
a complex dynamical system. It is therefore instructive and greatly sim-
plifying to use representative indices to quantify the state of geomagnetic
activity.
Geomagnetic indices come in various forms. They may take continuous
or discrete values and may be defined with varying time resolutions. Their
values are often calculated by averaging or combining a number of readings
taken by instruments, usually magnetometers, around the Earth. Each
geomagnetic index is a proxy for a particular kind of phenomenon. Some
popular indices are the Kp, Dst, and the AE index.
1. Kp: The Kp index is a discrete valued global geomagnetic activity
index and is based on 3 hour measurements of the K-indices [Bartels
and Veldkamp, 1949]. The K-index itself is a three hour long quasi-
logarithmic local index of the geomagnetic activity, relative to a calm
day curve for the given location.
2. AE: The Auroral Electrojet index, AE, is designed to provide a
global, quantitative measure of auroral zone magnetic activity pro-
duced by enhanced ionospheric currents flowing below and within the
auroral oval [Davis and Sugiura, 1966]. It is a continuous index which
is calculated every hour.
3. Dst: The Disturbance Storm Time index, Dst, is a continuous valued
hourly index which gives a measure of the weakening or strengthening
of the Earth’s equatorial magnetic field due to particle injection in
the magnetosphere. Particle injection has a number of sources such
as, weakening or strengthening of the ring currents and the geomag-
netic storms [Dessler and Parker, 1959], near Earth cross tail current
[Ganushkina et al., 2004, 2010], partial ring current [Liemohn et al.,
2001], substorm current wedge [Munsami, 2000], magnetopause cur-
rent, etc.
For the present study, we focus on prediction of the hourly Dst index
which is a straightforward indicator of geomagnetic storms. More specifi-
cally, we focus on the one step ahead (OSA) (in this case one hour ahead)
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prediction of Dst because it is the simplest model towards building long
term predictions of the geomagnetic response of the Earth to changing
space weather conditions.
Dst OSA prediction has been the subject of several modeling efforts in
the literature. One of the earliest models has been presented by Burton
et al. [1975] who calculated Dst(t) as the solution of an ordinary differential
equation (ODE) which expressed the rate of change of Dst(t) as a combi-
nation of decay and injection phenomena. Their model is described by the
following ODE: ddtDst(t) = Q(t)− Dst(t)τ , where Q(t) relates to the particle
injection from the plasma sheet into the inner magnetosphere.
The Burton et al. [1975] model has proven to be very influential par-
ticularly due to its simplicity. Many subsequent works have modified the
proposed ODE by proposing alternate expressions for the injection Q(t)
[Wang et al., 2003, O’Brien and McPherron, 2000]. More recently Balla-
tore and Gonzalez [2014] have tried to generate empirical estimates for the
injection and decay terms in Burton’s equation.
Another important empirical model used to predict Dst is the non-
linear auto-regressive moving average with exogenous inputs (NARMAX)
methodology [Billings et al., 1989, Balikhin et al., 2001, Zhu et al., 2006,
2007, Boynton et al., 2011a,b, 2013]. The NARMAX methodology builds
models by constructing polynomial expansions of inputs and determines
the best combinations of monomials to include in the refined model by us-
ing a criterion called the error reduction ratio (ERR). The parameters of
the well known NARMAX OLS-ERR model are calculated by solving the
ordinary least squares (OLS) problem arising from a quadratic objective
function. It must be noted that the NARMAX methodology is not limited
to polynomial functions, rather any set of basis function expansions can be
used with it, such as radial basis functions, wavelets, etc [Wei et al., 2006,
2004]. The reader may refer to Billings [2013] for a detailed exposition of
the NARMAX methodology.
Forecasting methods is based on neural networks have also been a pop-
ular choice for building predictive models. Researchers have employed both
the standard feed forward and the more specialised recurrent architectures.
Lundstedt et al. [2002] proposed an Elman recurrent network architecture
called Lund Dst, which used the solar wind velocity, interplanetary mag-
netic field (IMF), and historical Dst data as inputs. Wing et al. [2005]
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used recurrent neural networks to predict Kp. Bala et al. [2009] originally
proposed a feed forward network for predicting the Kp index which used
the Boyle coupling function [Boyle et al., 1997]. The same architecture is
adapted for prediction of Dst in Bala et al. [2009], popularly known as the
Rice Dst model. Pallocchia et al. [2006] proposed a neural network model
called EDDA to predict Dst using only the IMF data.
Apart from the NARMAX and neural network approaches, fuzzy meth-
ods have also been applied for Dst prediction, Sharifi et al. [2006] outline the
application of local neurofuzzy models for one hour and two hour predictions
of Dst respectively. Local neurofuzzy models reduce the input space into a
number of regions each with its own expert predictor. The combined model
predicts Dst for a new point as a linear combination of the prediction from
each expert weighted by a fuzzy score signifying the importance of each
model for the provided input. For improving predictive performance of two
hour Dst forecasts in Sharifi et al. [2006], the authors use singular spectrum
analysis (SSA). Singular spectrum analysis consists of extracting orthog-
onal components from a lagged time series. It is equivalent to principal
component analysis (PCA) which is quite extensively used in the machine
learning community. Loskutov et al. [2001a,b] provide a good background
to the theory and application of SSA to geomagnetic time series.
Although much research has been done on the prediction of the Dst
index, much less has been done on probabilistic forecasting of Dst. One
such work described in McPherron et al. [2013] involves identification of
high speed solar wind streams using the WSA model [Wang and Sheeley,
1990], and using those predictions to construct ensembles of Dst trajectories
which yield the quartiles of Dst time series.
A simple way to construct error bars on the predictions of forecasting
models is by using the well known past cast performance, i.e. by calculating
the standard deviations of the predictions generated by the model on a
hold out data set. One limitation of such an approach is that the variance
of the model predictions is computed once and never changes. It does
not adapt according to the inputs provided to the model. This may lead
to overestimation or underestimation of the uncertainty around a given
prediction, depending on the prevalent geo-magnetic conditions and the
data set used to calculate the past cast model performance.
In this chapter, we propose a technique for the probabilistic forecasting
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of Dst, which yields a predictive distribution as a closed form expression.
Our models take as input past values of Dst, solar wind speed, and the z
component of the IMF and output a Gaussian distribution with a specific
mean and variance as the OSA prediction of the Dst.
We use the Gaussian process regression methodology to construct auto-
regressive models for Dst and show how to perform exact inference in this
framework. We further outline a methodology to perform model selection
with respect to its free parameters and time histories.
The remainder of this chapter is organised into sections as follows. sec-
tion 4.2 gives the reader an historical overview of Gaussian process (GP)
models, how they are formulated, and how to perform inference with them.
Section 4.3 defines the OSA prediction setting for the Dst index. Sec-
tions 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 formulate the GP-AR and GP-ARX models for mak-
ing probabilistic OSA forecasts, and section 4.4 describes their training and
validation process. Section 4.4 evaluates the performance of the proposed
GP-AR and GP-ARX models, and section 4.5 discusses the results and
offers concluding remarks.
4.2 Methodology: Gaussian Process
Gaussian processes first appeared in machine learning research in Neal
[1996], as the limiting case of Bayesian inference performed on neural net-
works with infinitely many neurons in the hidden layers. Although their
inception in the machine learning community is recent, their origins can be
traced back to the geo-statistics research community where they are known
as Kriging methods [Krige, 1951]. In pure mathematics, Gaussian pro-
cesses have been studied extensively and their existence was first proven
by Kolmogorov’s extension theorem [Tao, 2011]. The reader is referred
to Rasmussen and Williams [2005] for an in-depth treatment of Gaussian
processes in machine learning.
Let us assume that we want to model a process in which a scalar quan-
tity y is specified as y = f(x)+  where f(.) : Rd → R is an unknown scalar
function of a multidimensional input vector x ∈ Rd, d is the dimensionality
of the input space, and  ∼ N (0, σ2) is zero mean Gaussian noise with
variance σ2.
A set of labeled data points (xi, yi); i = 1 · · ·N can be conveniently ex-
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pressed by a N ×d data matrix X and a N ×1 response vector y, as shown
in equations (4.1) and (4.2).
X =

xT1
xT2
...
xTN

N×d
(4.1)
y =

y1
y2
...
yN

N×1
(4.2)
Our task is to infer the values of the unknown function f(.) based on the
inputs X and the noisy observations y. We now assume that the joint
distribution of f(xi), i = 1 · · ·N is a multivariate Gaussian as shown in
equations (4.3) to (4.5).
f =

f(x1)
f(x2)
...
f(xN )
 (4.3)
f |x1, · · · ,xN ∼N (µ,Λ) (4.4)
p(f | x1, · · · ,xN ) = 1
(2pi)n/2 det(Λ)1/2
exp
(
−1
2
(f − µ)TΛ−1(f − µ)
)
(4.5)
Here f is a N × 1 vector consisting of the values f(xi), i = 1 · · ·N . In
equation (4.4), f |x1, · · · ,xN denotes the conditional distribution of f with
respect to the input data (i.e., X) and N (µ,Λ) represents a multivari-
ate Gaussian distribution with mean vector µ and covariance matrix Λ.
The probability density function of this distribution p(f | x1, · · · ,xN ) is
therefore given by equation (4.5).
From equation (4.5), one can observe that in order to uniquely define
the distribution of the process, it is required to specify µ and Λ. For this
probability density to be valid, there are further requirements imposed on
Λ:
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1. Symmetry: Λij = Λji ∀i, j ∈ 1, · · · , N
2. Positive Semi-definiteness: zTΛz ≥ 0 ∀z ∈ RN
Inspecting the individual elements of µ and Λ, we realise that they take
the following form.
µi =E[f(xi)] := m(xi) (4.6)
Λij =E[(f(xi)− µi)(f(xj)− µj)] := K(xi,xj) (4.7)
Here E denotes the expectation (average). The elements of µ and Λ are
expressed as functions m(xi) and K(xi,xj) of the inputs xi, xj . Specifying
the functions m(x) and K(x,x′) completely specifies each element of µ and
Λ and subsequently the finite dimensional distribution of f |x1, · · · ,xN .
In most practical applications of Gaussian processes, the mean function
is often defined as m(x) = 0, which is not unreasonable if the data is
standardised to have zero mean. Gaussian processes are represented in
machine learning literature using the following notation:
f(x) ∼ GP(m(x),K(x,x′)) (4.8)
4.2.1 Inference and Predictions
Our aim is to infer the function f(x) from the noisy training data and
generate predictions f(x∗i ) for a set of test points x
∗
i : ∀i ∈ 1, · · · ,M . We
define X∗ as the test data matrix whose rows are formed by x∗i as shown
in equation (4.9).
X∗ =

(x∗1)T
(x∗2)T
...
(x∗M )
T

M×d
(4.9)
Using the multivariate Gaussian distribution in equation (4.5), we can con-
struct the joint distribution of f(x) over the training and test points. The
vector of training and test outputs
(
y
f∗
)
is of dimension (N + M) × 1
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and is constructed by appending the test set predictions f∗ to the observed
noisy measurements y.
f∗ =

f(x∗1)
f(x∗2)
...
f(x∗M)

M×1
(4.10)
(
y
f∗
)
| X,X∗ ∼N
(
0,
[
K + σ2I K∗
KT∗ K∗∗
])
(4.11)
Since we have noisy measurements of f over the training data, we add the
noise variance σ2 to the variance of f as shown in equation (4.11). The
block matrix components of the (N + M) × (N + M) covariance matrix
have the following structure.
1. I: The N ×N identity matrix.
2. K = [K(xi,xj)], i, j ∈ 1, · · · , N : Kernel matrix constructed from all
couples obtained from the training data.
3. K∗ = [K(xi,x∗j )], i ∈ 1, · · · , N ; j ∈ 1, · · · ,M : Cross kernel matrix
constructed from all couples between training and test data points.
4. K∗∗ = [K(x∗i ,x
∗
j )], i, j ∈ 1, · · · ,M : Kernel matrix constructed from
all couples obtained from the test data.
Using the multivariate normal distribution in equation (4.11), prob-
abilistic predictions f∗ can be generated by constructing the conditional
distribution f∗|X,y,X∗. Since the original distribution of
(
y
f∗
)
| X,X∗
is a multivariate Gaussian, conditioning on a subset of elements y yields an-
other Gaussian distribution whose mean and covariance can be calculated
exactly, as in equation (4.12) [Rasmussen and Williams, 2005].
f∗|X,y,X∗ ∼ N (f¯∗,Σ∗), (4.12)
where
f¯∗ =KT∗ [K + σ
2I]−1y (4.13)
Σ∗ =K∗∗ −KT∗
(
K + σ2I
)−1
K∗ (4.14)
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The practical implementation of GP models requires the inversion of the
training data kernel matrix [K + σ2I]−1 to calculate the parameters of the
predictive distribution f∗|X,y,X∗. The computational complexity of this
inference is dominated by the linear problem in equation (4.13), which can
be solved via Cholesky decomposition, with a time complexity of O(N3),
where N is the number of data points.
The distribution of f∗|X,y,X∗ is known in Bayesian analysis as the
posterior predictive distribution. This illustrates a key difference between
Gaussian processes and other regression models such as neural networks,
linear models and support vector machines: a GP model does not gener-
ate point predictions for new data but outputs a predictive distribution
for the quantity sought, thus allowing to construct error bars on the pre-
dictions. This property which is common to Bayesian models makes them
very appealing for Space Weather forecasting applications.
The central design issue in applying GP models is the choice of the
function K(x,x′). The same constraints that apply to Λ also apply to the
function K. In machine learning, these symmetric positive definite func-
tions of two variables are known as covariance functions or kernels. Ker-
nel based methods are applied extensively in data analysis [Scholkopf and
Smola, 2001, Hofmann et al., 2008] i.e. regression, clustering, classification,
and density estimation [Girolami, 2002].
Table 4.1: Popular Kernel functions used in GPR models
Name Expression Hyperparameters
Radial Basis Function (RBF) 12 exp(−||x− y||2/l2) l ∈ R
Polynomial (x · y + b)d b ∈ R, d ∈ N
Laplacian exp(−||x− y||1/θ) θ ∈ R+
Student’s T 1/(1 + ||x− y||d2) d ∈ R+
Maximum Likelihood Perceptron (MLP) sin−1
(
wx·y+b√
wx·x+b+1√wy·y+b+1
)
w, b ∈ R+
4.2.2 Kernel Functions
For the success of a GP model an appropriate choice of kernel function is
paramount. The symmetry and positive semi-definiteness of GP kernels
implies that they represent inner-products between some basis function
representation of the data. The interested reader is suggested to refer to
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Berlinet and Thomas-Agnan [2004], Scholkopf and Smola [2001], Hofmann
et al. [2008] for a thorough treatment of kernel functions and the rich theory
behind them. Some common kernel functions used in machine learning are
listed in table 4.1.
The quantities l in the RBF, and b and d in the polynomial kernel are
known as hyper-parameters. Hyper-parameters give flexibility to a partic-
ular kernel structure, for example d = 1, 2, 3, . . . in the polynomial kernel
represents linear, quadratic, cubic and higher order polynomials respec-
tively. The process of assigning values to the hyper-parameters is crucial
in the model building process and is known as model selection.
4.2.3 Model Selection
Given a GP model with a kernel functionKθ, the problem of model selection
consists of finding appropriate values for the kernel hyper-parameters θ =
(θ1, θ2, · · · , θi). In order to assign a value to θ, we must define an objective
function which represents our confidence that the GP model built from a
particular value of θ is the best performing model. Since GP models encode
assumptions about the probability distribution of the output data y given
inputs X, it is natural to use the negative log-likelihood of the training
data as a model selection criterion.
Q(θ) = −log(p(y|X,Kθ))
= −1
2
y · (Kθ + σ2I)−1y − 1
2
|Kθ + σ2I| − N
2
log(2pi)
Kθ = [Kθ(xi,xj)]N×N
The model selection problem can now be expressed as the minimization
problem shown below.
θ∗ = argmin
θ
Q(θ)
The objective function Q(θ) in the general case can have multiple local
minima, and evaluating the value of Q(.) at any given θ requires inversion
of the matrix Kθ+σ
2I which has a time complexity O(N3) as noted above.
In the interest of saving computational cost, one cannot use exhaustive
search through the domain of the hyper-parameters to inform our choice
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for θ. Some of the techniques used for model selection in the context of
GPR include.
1. Grid search (GS): This method constructs a grid of values for θ by
taking cartesian product of one dimensional grids for each θi. It
evaluates Q(.) at each grid point and chooses the configuration which
yields the lowest value of Q(.).
2. Coupled simulated annealing (CSA): Introduced in Xavier-De-Souza
et al. [2010], CSA follows the same procedure as grid search, but
after the evaluation of Q(.) on the grid, each grid point is iteratively
mutated in a random walk fashion. This mutation is accepted or
rejected according to the new value of Q(.) as well as its value on the
other grid points. This procedure is iterated until some stop criterion
is reached.
3. Maximum likelihood (ML): This technique outlined in Rasmussen and
Williams [2005] is a form of gradient descent. It involves starting with
an initial guess for θ and iteratively improving it by calculating the
gradient of Q(.) with respect to θ. Although this method seems in-
tuitive, it introduces an extra computational cost of calculating the
gradient of Q(θ) with respect to each θi in every iteration, and apply-
ing this method can sometimes lead to overfitting of the GPR model
to the training data [Rasmussen and Williams, 2005, ch. 5,sec. 5.2].
4.3 One Step Ahead Prediction
In equations (4.15) to (4.17), we outline a Gaussian process formulation for
the OSA prediction of Dst. A vector of features xt−1 is used as input to an
unknown function f(xt−1).
The features xt−1 can be any collection of quantities in the hourly res-
olution OMNI data set. Generally, xt−1 are time histories of Dst and other
important variables such as the plasma pressure p(t), solar wind speed V (t),
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and the z component of the IMF Bz(t).
Dst(t) = f(xt−1) +  (4.15)
 ∼ N (0, σ2) (4.16)
f(xt) ∼ GP(m(xt),Kosa(xt,xs)) (4.17)
We consider two choices for the input features xt−1 leading to two variants
of Gaussian process regression for Dst time series prediction.
4.3.1 Gaussian Process Auto-Regressive (GP-AR)
The simplest auto-regressive models for OSA prediction of Dst are those
that use only the history of Dst to construct input features for model train-
ing. The input features xt−1 at each time step are the history of Dst(t)
until a time lag of p hours.
xt−1 = (Dst(t− 1), · · · ,Dst(t− p+ 1)) (4.18)
This description of the GP-AR model in equations (4.15) to (4.18), as a
Gaussian process Dst(t) whose input space x(t) comprises previous realiza-
tions of itself, has been discussed in time series [Roberts et al., 2013], control
systems [Kocijan, 2015], and machine learning literature [Wang et al., 2006,
2007]. The reader may refer to appendix A for detailed notes regarding GP
time series models, some nuances of the GP-AR formulation,and its rela-
tionship to auto-regressive time series models.
4.3.2 Gaussian Process Auto-Regressive with eXogenous in-
puts (GP-ARX)
Auto-regressive models can be augmented by including exogenous quanti-
ties in the inputs xt−1 at each time step, in order to improve predictive
accuracy. While modeling Dst using the OMNI data, one must choose
which solar wind quantities to include in the exogenous inputs of the pre-
dictive model. This choice is not straight forward and eventually requires a
compromise between including important solar wind quantities and keeping
the input space manageable in the interest of simplicity.
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Choice of Solar Wind Inputs
Dst gives a measure of ring currents, which are modulated by plasma
sheet particle injections into the inner magnetosphere during sub-storms.
Studies have shown that the substorm occurrence rate increases with solar
wind velocity i.e. high speed streams [Kissinger et al., 2011, Newell et al.,
2016]. Prolonged southward pointing Bz is needed for sub-storms to occur
[McPherron et al., 1986]. An increase in the solar wind electric field, VswBz,
can increase the dawn-dusk electric field in the magnetotail, which in turn
determines the amount of plasma sheet particle that move into the inner
magnetosphere [Friedel et al., 2001].
Apart from V and Bz, other quantities which have been shown to cor-
relate with geomagnetic activity are solar wind dynamic pressure P , clock
angle tan θ =
By
Bz
, Akasofu  [Pudovkin and Semenov, 1986], and solar wind
magnetosphere coupling functions [Spencer et al., 2011].
Although solar wind magnetospheric coupling functions correlate with
geomagnetic indices, they are expressed in terms of V and Bz, and hence
we do not include them as explicit inputs to the model. Gaussian process
models derive their strength from automatic feature construction achieved
by the covariance functions (interested readers may refer to Rasmussen
and Williams [2005, ch. 6 & 7]). As long as coupling functions can be
approximated in the eigenspace of the covariance function we need not
make them explicit in the input features.
Therefore, our exogenous parameters consist of solar wind velocity Vsw
and IMF Bz. In this model, we choose distinct time lags p, pv and pb for
Dst, V and Bz respectively.
xt−1 = (Dst(t− 1), · · · ,Dst(t− p+ 1),
Vsw(t− 1), · · · , Vsw(t− pv + 1),
Bz(t− 1), · · · , Bz(t− pb + 1))
It is an important question as to how unaccounted inputs such as solar
wind dynamic pressure P and clock angle θ affect the structure of the
GP-ARX model. From a model selection perspective, these unaccounted
inputs should lead to higher values of the noise covariance. In the specific
case of solar wind dynamic pressure, it is calculated as a product of the
plasma density and the solar wind speed, making it highly correlated with
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the latter. As a result, the GP-ARX model can infer a large portion of the
information content from the solar wind speed itself. With respect to the
clock angle, it must be noted that coupling functions such as the Akasofu
 generally contain powers of sin θ, bounding the effect of clock angle to an
absolute magnitude of 1. Hence we do not expect these unaccounted inputs
to greatly improve the predictive capabilities of the GP-ARX model.
4.3.3 Choice of Mean Function
Mean functions in GPR models encode trends in the data. They are the
baseline predictions the model falls back to in case the training and test
data have little correlation as predicted by the kernel function. If there
is no prior knowledge about the function to be approximated, Rasmussen
and Williams [2005] state that it is perfectly reasonable to choose m(x = 0)
as the mean function, as long as the target values are normalised. In the
case of the Dst time series, it is known that the so called persistence model
Dˆst(t) = Dst(t−1) has high OSA correlation with Dst. Due to its simplicity,
we chose the persistence model as the prior mean function in our OSA Dst
models.
The persistence model can be described as Markov prediction mecha-
nism. When it is chosen as the mean function of the GP-AR and GP-ARX
model, the prior probability distribution of Dst(t) is Gaussian with a strong
Markovian behavior
P (Dst(t)|xt) ∼ N (Dst(t− 1),
√
Kosa(xt,xt)) ,
but the posterior predictive distribution of Dst(t) conditional on the model
training data (given in equation (4.13)) is non-Markovian due its depen-
dence on the term denoted by K∗ which contains kernel values computed be-
tween the test data and training data features. Thus, the GP-AR and GP-
ARX models when used conditional on training data are non-Markovian
predictive models.
4.3.4 Choice of Kernel
In this study, we constructed Gaussian Process regression models with a
combination of the maximum likelihood perceptron kernel, and student’s T
kernel as shown in equation (4.19). The maximum likelihood perceptron
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kernel is the Gaussian process equivalent of a single hidden layer feed-
forward neural network model as demonstrated in Neal [1996].
Kosa(x,y) = Kmlp(x,y) +Kst(x,y) (4.19)
Kmlp(x,y) = sin
−1
(
wx · y + b√
wx · x + b+ 1√wy · y + b+ 1
)
(4.20)
Kst(x,y) =
1
1 + ||x− y||d2
(4.21)
4.4 Experiments
Table 4.2: Settings of model selection procedures
Procedure Grid Size Step Max Iterations
Grid Search 10 0.2 NA
Coupled Simulated Annealing 4 0.2 30
Maximum likelihood NA 0.2 150
Training
We chose data from the time periods 00 : 00 January 3 2010 to 23 : 00
January 23 2010 and 20 : 00 August 5 2011 to 22 : 00 August 6 2011
for training the GP-AR and GP-ARX models. The first training data
period consists of ambient fluctuations of Dst while the second contains a
geomagnetic storm.
As discussed in section 4.2.1, the computational complexity of calcu-
lating the GP predictive distribution is O(N3). This can limit the size of
the covariance matrix constructed from the training data. Note that this
computational overhead is paid for every unique assignment to the model’s
hyper-parameters. However, our chosen training set has a size of 243 which
is still very much below the computational limits of the method and in our
case solving equation (4.13) on a laptop computer takes less than a second
for the training set considered in our analysis.
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Selection
In order to find appropriate values of the hyper-parameters of the chosen
kernel Kosa, we used the grid search, coupled simulated annealing, and
maximum likelihood methods. We fixed the parameters d and σ2 of Kst and
model noise to values 0.01 and 0.2 respectively. The remaining parameters
w and b are kept free to be determined by model selection. Table 4.2
summarises the settings used to run each model selection procedure.
Validation
Apart from selecting the kernel parameters, one also needs to choose ap-
propriate values for the auto-regressive orders p in the case of GP-AR and
p, pv, pb in the case of GP-ARX. For this purpose we used a set of 24 storm
events listed in table 4.4 and for every assignment of values to the model
order, we performed model selection with the routines in table 4.2 and
recorded the performance on this validation set.
For measuring performance of model instances on the validation set
storm events, the following metrics were calculated.
1. The mean absolute error
MAE =
n∑
t=1
∣∣∣(Dst(t)− Dˆst(t))∣∣∣ /n . (4.22)
2. The root mean square error
RMSE =
√√√√ n∑
t=1
(Dst(t)− Dˆst(t))2/n . (4.23)
3. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the predicted and actual
value of Dst
CC = Cov(Dst, Dˆst)/
√
Var(Dst) Var(Dˆst) . (4.24)
In the case of GP-AR, we let the model order p vary from 5 to 12. For
GP-ARX we let the total model order pt = p + pv + pb vary from 3 to 12,
and for each pt evaluated every possible combination of p, pv and pb such
that pt = p+ pv + pb and p, pv, pb > 0.
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Evaluation
After selecting the best performing GP-AR and GP-ARX models in the
validation phase, we tested and compared the performance of these models
with the predictions generated from the persistence model on a set of 63
storm events occurring between 1998 and 2006 as given in table 4.5, which
is the same list of storm events as used in Ji et al. [2012].
Table 4.3: Evaluation results for models on storm events listed in table 4.5
Model MAE RMSE CC
GP-ARX 7.219 nT 11.88 nT 0.972
GP-AR 8.37 nT 14.04 nT 0.963
Persistence 9.182 nT 14.94 nT 0.957
4.5 Results
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show how the mean absolute error and the coefficient
of correlation calculated on the validation set storm events from table 4.4,
vary with increasing model order for GP-AR and GP-ARX. The results
are represented as box and whisker plots, in which a rectangle is drawn
to represent the first and third quartiles, with a horizontal line inside to
indicate the median value. Outlying points are shown as dots while the
whiskers indicate the smallest and largest non-outliers. In both cases, the
predictive performance first improves and then stagnates or worsens with
increasing model order.
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 break down the results for GP-ARX by the model
selection routine used. Apart from the general trend observed in figures 4.1
and 4.2, we also observe that grid search and coupled simulated annealing
give superior performance when compared with gradient-based maximum
likelihood.
From the validation results, we choose the model order which yields the
best RMSE performance. For GP-AR it is pt = 6 while for GP-ARX it is
p = 6, pv = 1, pb = 3.
After choosing the best performing GP-AR and GP-ARX models, we
calculated their performance on the test set of table 4.5. The results of
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Figure 4.1: Mean Absolute Error (nT) on validation set storms vs model
order for GP-AR and GP-ARX.
Key: Rectangle borders represent the first and third quartiles, with a
horizontal line inside to indicate the median value. Outlying points are
shown as dots and whiskers indicate the smallest and largest non-outliers
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Figure 4.2: Coefficient of Correlation on validation set storms vs model
order for GP-AR and GP-ARX
Key: Rectangle borders represent the first and third quartiles, with a
horizontal line inside to indicate the median value. Outlying points are
shown as dots and whiskers indicate the smallest and largest non-outliers
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Figure 4.3: Mean Absolute Error (nT) on validation set storms vs model
order for GP-AR and GP-ARX for the CSA, GS, and ML model selection
routines
Key: Rectangle borders represent the first and third quartiles, with a
horizontal line inside to indicate the median value. Outlying points are
shown as dots and whiskers indicate the smallest and largest non-outliers
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Figure 4.4: Coefficient of Correlation on validation set storms vs model
order for GP-AR and GP-ARX for the CSA, GS, and ML model selection
routines
Key: Rectangle borders represent the first and third quartiles, with a
horizontal line inside to indicate the median value. Outlying points are
shown as dots and whiskers indicate the smallest and largest non-outliers
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these model evaluations are summarised in table 4.3. The GP-AR and
GP-ARX models improve upon the performance of the persistence model.
Figures 4.5 to 4.7 show OSA predictions of the GP-ARX model with
±σ error bars for three storm events in the time period between 1998 and
2003. The GP-ARX model gives accurate predictions along with plausible
error bars around its mean predictions.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we described a flexible and expressive methodology for gen-
erating probabilistic forecasts of the Dst index. We proposed two Gaussian
process auto-regressive models, GP-ARX and GP-AR, to generate hourly
predictions and their associated error bars. We also describe how to carry
out model selection and validation of GP-AR and GP-ARX models.
Our results can be summarised as follows.
1. The persistence model plays an important role in the model build-
ing and evaluation process in the context of OSA prediction of the
Dst index. Although it is not a robust predictor for the onset of
intense geomagnetic storms, the persistence model performs well on
classical error metrics such as RMSE and CC. From the considera-
tions above, it is quite evident that classical performance metrics are
not adequate for model evaluation. Nevertheless in space weather
literature, metrics like RMSE are very commonly used to compare
predictive performance of models. Although not the research focus
of this study, we note that there exists a need for the formulation
of more informative performance metrics for the measurement of the
predictive performance of geomagnetic predictive models.
2. Gaussian process AR and ARX models give encouraging benefits in
OSA prediction. Leveraging the strengths of the Bayesian approach,
they are able to learn robust predictors from data. If one considers
the size of the data used in our study, one can appreciate that the
models presented here need relatively small training and validations
sets: the training set contains 243 instances, while the validation set
contains 782 instances.
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3. Because GP models generate predictive distributions and not just
point predictions, they lend themselves to the requirements of space
weather prediction very well.
4. The Gaussian process regression framework described in this study
can also be extended to multiple hour ahead prediction of Dst, which
is currently a work in progress.
Table 4.4: Storm events used for model selection of GP-AR and GP-ARX
Event Id Start Date Start Hour End Date End Hour Storm Peak
1 1995/03/26 05:00 1995/03/26 23:00 −107 nT
2 1995/04/07 13:00 1995/04/09 09:00 −149 nT
3 1995/09/27 01:00 1995/09/28 04:00 −108 nT
4 1995/10/18 13:00 1995/10/19 14:00 −127 nT
5 1996/10/22 22:00 1996/10/23 11:00 −105 nT
6 1997/04/21 10:00 1997/04/22 09:00 −107 nT
7 1997/05/15 03:00 1997/05/16 00:00 −115 nT
8 1997/10/10 18:00 1997/10/11 19:00 −130 nT
9 1997/11/07 00:00 1997/11/07 18:00 −110 nT
10 1997/11/22 21:00 1997/11/24 04:00 −108 nT
11 2005/06/12 17:00 2005/06/13 19:00 −106 nT
12 2005/08/31 12:00 2005/09/01 12:00 −122 nT
13 2006/12/14 21:00 2006/12/16 03:00 −162 nT
14 2011/09/26 14:00 2011/09/27 12:00 −101 nT
15 2011/10/24 20:00 2011/10/25 14:00 −132 nT
16 2012/03/08 12:00 2012/03/10 16:00 −131 nT
17 2012/04/23 11:00 2012/04/24 13:00 −108 nT
18 2012/07/15 01:00 2012/07/16 23:00 −127 nT
19 2012/09/30 13:00 2012/10/01 18:00 −119 nT
20 2012/10/08 02:00 2012/10/09 17:00 −105 nT
21 2012/11/13 18:00 2012/11/14 18:00 −108 nT
22 2013/03/17 07:00 2013/03/18 10:00 −132 nT
23 2013/05/31 18:00 2013/06/01 20:00 −119 nT
24 2014/02/18 15:00 2014/02/19 16:00 −112 nT
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Figure 4.5: OSA Predictions with ±σ error bars for event: 2003/06/17 to
2003/06/19
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Figure 4.6: OSA Predictions with ±σ error bars for event: 2012/03/08 to
2012/03/10
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Figure 4.7: OSA Predictions with ±σ error bars for event: 2003/11/20 to
2003/11/22
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Table 4.5: Storm events used to evaluate GP-AR and GP-ARX models
Event Id Start Date Start Hour End Date End Hour Storm Peak
1 1998/02/17 12:00 1998/02/18 10:00 −100 nT
2 1998/03/10 11:00 1998/03/11 18:00 −116 nT
3 1998/05/04 02:00 1998/05/05 02:00 −205 nT
4 1998/08/26 10:00 1998/08/29 07:00 −155 nT
5 1998/09/25 01:00 1998/09/26 00:00 −207 nT
6 1998/10/19 05:00 1998/10/20 08:00 −112 nT
7 1998/11/09 03:00 1998/11/10 16:00 −142 nT
8 1998/11/13 00:00 1998/11/15 04:00 −131 nT
9 1999/01/13 16:00 1999/01/14 20:00 −112 nT
10 1999/02/18 03:00 1999/02/19 21:00 −123 nT
11 1999/09/22 20:00 1999/09/23 23:00 −173 nT
12 1999/10/22 00:00 1999/10/23 14:00 −237 nT
13 2000/02/12 05:00 2000/02/13 15:00 −133 nT
14 2000/04/06 17:00 2000/04/08 09:00 −288 nT
15 2000/05/24 01:00 2000/05/25 20:00 −147 nT
16 2000/08/10 20:00 2000/08/11 18:00 −230 nT
17 2000/08/12 02:00 2000/08/13 17:00 −235 nT
18 2000/10/13 02:00 2000/10/14 23:00 −107 nT
19 2000/10/28 20:00 2000/10/29 20:00 −127 nT
20 2000/11/06 13:00 2000/11/07 18:00 −159 nT
21 2000/11/28 18:00 2000/11/29 23:00 −119 nT
22 2001/03/19 15:00 2001/03/21 23:00 −149 nT
23 2001/03/31 04:00 2001/04/01 21:00 −387 nT
24 2001/04/11 16:00 2001/04/13 07:00 −271 nT
25 2001/04/18 01:00 2001/04/18 13:00 −114 nT
26 2001/04/22 02:00 2001/04/23 15:00 −102 nT
27 2001/08/17 16:00 2001/08/18 16:00 −105 nT
28 2001/09/30 23:00 2001/10/02 00:00 −148 nT
29 2001/10/21 17:00 2001/10/24 11:00 −187 nT
30 2001/10/28 03:00 2001/10/29 22:00 −157 nT
31 2002/03/23 14:00 2002/03/25 05:00 −100 nT
32 2002/04/17 11:00 2002/04/19 02:00 −127 nT
33 2002/04/19 09:00 2002/04/21 06:00 −149 nT
34 2002/05/11 10:00 2002/05/12 16:00 −110 nT
35 2002/05/23 12:00 2002/05/24 23:00 −109 nT
36 2002/08/01 23:00 2002/08/02 09:00 −102 nT
37 2002/09/04 01:00 2002/09/05 00:00 −109 nT
38 2002/09/07 14:00 2002/09/08 20:00 −181 nT
39 2002/10/01 06:00 2002/10/03 08:00 −176 nT
40 2002/10/03 10:00 2002/10/04 18:00 −146 nT
41 2002/11/20 16:00 2002/11/22 06:00 −128 nT
42 2003/05/29 20:00 2003/05/30 10:00 −144 nT
43 2003/06/17 19:00 2003/06/19 03:00 −141 nT
44 2003/07/11 15:00 2003/07/12 16:00 −105 nT
45 2003/08/17 18:00 2003/08/19 11:00 −148 nT
46 2003/11/20 12:00 2003/11/22 00:00 −422 nT
47 2004/01/22 03:00 2004/01/24 00:00 −149 nT
48 2004/02/11 10:00 2004/02/12 00:00 −105 nT
49 2004/04/03 14:00 2004/04/04 08:00 −112 nT
50 2004/07/22 20:00 2004/07/23 20:00 −101 nT
51 2004/07/24 21:00 2004/07/26 17:00 −148 nT
52 2004/07/26 22:00 2004/07/30 05:00 −197 nT
53 2004/08/30 05:00 2004/08/31 21:00 −126 nT
54 2004/11/07 21:00 2004/11/08 21:00 −373 nT
55 2004/11/09 11:00 2004/11/11 09:00 −289 nT
56 2004/11/11 22:00 2004/11/13 13:00 −109 nT
57 2005/01/21 18:00 2005/01/23 05:00 −105 nT
58 2005/05/07 20:00 2005/05/09 10:00 −127 nT
59 2005/05/29 22:00 2005/05/31 08:00 −138 nT
60 2005/06/12 17:00 2005/06/13 19:00 −106 nT
61 2005/08/31 12:00 2005/09/01 12:00 −131 nT
62 2006/04/13 20:00 2006/04/14 23:00 −111 nT
63 2006/12/14 21:00 2006/12/16 03:00 −147 nT
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Chapter 5
Multiple Step Ahead
Forecasts of the Disturbance
Storm Time Index: The GPNN
Model
We present a method that combines a long short-term memory (LSTM) network
with a Gaussian process (GP) model to provide up to six-hour-ahead probabilistic
forecasts of the Dst geomagnetic index. The proposed approach brings together the
sequence modeling capabilities of a recurrent neural network with the error bars
and confidence bounds provided by a GP. Our model is trained using the hourly
OMNI and Global Positioning System (GPS) databases - both of which are publicly
available. We first develop a LSTM network to get a single-point prediction of
Dst. This model yields great accuracy in forecasting the Dst index from one to
six hours ahead, with a correlation coefficient always higher than 0.873 and a root
mean square error lower than 9.86 nT. However, even if its averaged metrics show
excellent performance, it remains poor in predicting superstorms (Dst < −250 nT)
six hours in advance. Next, we combine the LSTM model obtained from the first
step with a GP model to yield a hybrid probabilistic predictor and evaluate it
using the receiver operating characteristic curve and the reliability diagram. We
conclude that this hybrid methodology provides improvements in the forecasting
of Dst from one to five hours ahead.
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This chapter is based on the following:
Article:
M. A. Gruet, M. Chandorkar, A. Sicard, and E. Camporeale. Multiple-hour-ahead
forecast of the dst index using a combination of long short-term memory neural
network and gaussian process. Space Weather, 16(11):1882–1896, 2018. doi: 10.
1029/2018SW001898. URL https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/
abs/10.1029/2018SW001898
Research work led by M. A. Gruet; M. Chandorkar provided guidance for the
Gaussian process component as well as model tuning and evaluation experiments.
This work has also been presented in Gruet [2018, ch. 5].
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5.1 Introduction
It is widely accepted that solar wind magnetosphere coupling plays a key
role in determining the Earth’s geomagnetic state. Under appropriate con-
ditions, this coupling can lead to injection of energetic particles into the
Earth’s auroral and equatorial plasma currents, leading to geomagnetic
storms. The solar wind conditions that are effective for creating geomag-
netic storms are sustained periods of high-speed solar wind and a southward
directed solar wind magnetic field [Burton et al., 1975]. When Akasofu
[1981] studied the coupling function between the solar wind and geomag-
netic disturbances, they observed that during these extreme events, the
key process is magnetic reconnection [Priest and Forbes, 2007]. Magnetic
reconnection produces an enhancement of particle flux which creates a de-
pression of the horizontal component of the Earth’s magnetic field and an
intensification of the westward ring current circulating the Earth [Gonza-
lez et al., 1994]. When there is a geomagnetic storm, the energy content
of the ring current increases. This increase is inversely proportional to
the strength of the surface magnetic field at low latitudes. To assess the
severity of geomagnetic storms, the Disturbance Storm Time index (Dst)
is often used.
The Dst index [Sugiura, 1964] is based on measurements from four low
latitude stations and represents the axis-symmetric magnetic signature of
magnetosphere currents (such as the ring current, the tail currents, and
the Chapman-Ferraro current). It is computed using 1-hour average values
of the horizontal component of the Earth’s magnetic field and is expressed
in nano Tesla (nT). In the case of a typical magnetic storm, three phases
are observed according to Dst variations. First, there is a sudden drop
corresponding to the storm commencement. Second, the value of Dst stays
in its excited state as the ring current intensifies (the main phase). Finally,
once the z-component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) turns
northward, the ring current begins to recover and rises back to its quiet
level (recovery phase).
Geomagnetic indices like Dst, Kp, AE and others are used in space
weather to describe effects of the solar wind on the Earth’s magnetosphere.
It has been long observed that strong geomagnetic storms disrupt man-
made systems, they can impact satellites, disrupt navigation systems and
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create harmful geomagnetic induced currents in power grids and pipelines.
One of the important research problems in space weather is to predict
geomagnetic disturbances in order to protect technological infrastructure
[Singh et al., 2010]. The aim of this study is to propose an accurate and
reliable probabilistic model to predict Dst from one hour to six hours ahead.
The Dst prediction problem has been extensively researched. Burton
et al. [1975] developed a model that expressed the time evolution of Dst as
an Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE). This method takes into account
the particle injection from the plasma sheet into the magnetosphere and
expresses it based on the solar wind speed, density and on the north-south
magnetic component of the IMF (Bz). Iyemori et al. [1979] used a linear
filtering prediction method to connect Dst with the southward component
of the interplanetary magnetic field. The linear assumption, however, has
limitations since the solar wind and the magnetosphere form a coupled
non-linear system.
To model nonlinear behavior of magnetospheric response, various mod-
els have been proposed. A popular approach used to model nonlinear sys-
tems is based on artificial neural networks (ANN) [Haykin, 1994]. One of
the earliest models of Dst prediction based on ANNs is due to Lundstedt
and Wintoft [1994]. They developed a feedforward neural network to pre-
dict Dst one hour ahead, using Bz, the density, and the velocity of the
solar wind. This model was able to model the initial and main phases of
geomagnetic storms well, but the recovery phase was not modeled accu-
rately. Gleisner et al. [1996] developed a time delay neural network [Waibel
et al., 1989] to predict Dst one hour ahead using the proton density, solar
wind velocity, and Bz. This approach managed to improve the prediction
of storm recovery phases, showing the benefits of using the time history
of solar wind inputs. Wu and Lundstedt [1997] used an Elman recurrent
network [Elman, 1990] to provide forecast of the Dst index from one hour
to six hours ahead. Subsequently, Lundstedt et al. [2002] used the Elman
network architecture to provide an operational forecast of the Dst index
one hour ahead with improved performance. Wing et al. [2005] used a re-
current network, to provide an operational forecast of the Kp index. The
success of these operational models demonstrate that recurrent networks
are quite useful in the empirical modelling of magnetospheric response to
solar wind drivers.
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Another approach at the intersection between physical models and neu-
ral networks is provided by Bala and Reiff [2012]. Their approach is based
on ANNs and uses the so called Boyle index which represents the steady
state polar cap potential as an input. The Boyle index is a combination
of the velocity of the solar wind, the magnitude of the IMF, and the IMF
clock angle; it can be used to predict Kp, Dst, and AE from one to six hours
ahead with good results. Lazzu´s et al. [2017] use Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion (PSO) [Eberhart and Kennedy, 1995], instead of the backpropagation
algorithm [Rummelhart et al., 1986], to learn the ANN connection weights.
Results obtained in this study show that PSO can provide benefits for
training Dst prediction models.
Chandorkar et al. [2017] point out that although several techniques have
been used to predict Dst, these models do not focus on providing proba-
bilistic predictions. Their model is based on Gaussian processes (GP) to
construct autoregressive models to predict Dst one hour ahead, based on
a time history of Dst, solar wind velocity, and the IMF Bz. They demon-
strated that it is possible to generate an accurate predictive distribution of
the forecast instead of a single point prediction. This is important in the
space weather domain where operators require error bars on predictions.
However, the mean value of the forecast does not yield a performance as
accurate as the one provided by ANN.
All the models discussed above are based either on solar wind parame-
ters or past values of Dst. One of the most striking features of the Dst index
is the link between its variation and the impact it has on GPS satellites. It
is widely known that when there is a geomagnetic storm, the quality of the
GPS signal is disturbed [Astafyeva et al., 2014]. The magnetic field mea-
sured onboard GPS satellites might be key information when an important
storm occurs [Morley et al., 2017]. Recently, GPS data has been publicly
released under the terms of the executive order for coordinating efforts to
prepare the nation for space weather events [The White House, 2016].
In this work, we propose a technique which combines the predictive
capabilities of an ANN with the advantages of the probabilistic forecast
provided by a GP. We use the well known long short-term memory network
(LSTM) [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997] to provide a single point pre-
diction of the Dst geomagnetic index from one to six hours ahead. The
prediction produced by the LSTM is used as the mean function of a GP,
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to obtain a probabilistic forecast. We call this hybrid model the Gaussian
process neural network (GPNN). Input parameters of the GPNN are solar
wind parameters (density, velocity, IMF|B| and Bz ), six hour time history
of Dst, and the magnetic field measured onboard GPS satellites. To the
best of our knowledge, the LSTM architecture has never been used in space
weather applications before.
The remainder of this chapter is organised into sections as follows. sec-
tion 5.2 presents the data used in this study, section 5.3 describes the
computational method and how the LSTM and its combination with the
GP are developed and optimised. Section 5.4 presents the performance of
the LSTM model when producing point predictions for the Dst one to six
hours ahead and the evaluation of the probabilistic forecasts provided by
the GPNN model.
5.2 Data
The solar wind parameters and the geomagnetic Dst index are taken from
the OMNI data set1 maintained by the National Space Science Data Center
(NSSDC) of National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
We also consider GPS data made available by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The Combined X-ray dosimeter
(CXD) team at the Los Alamos National Laboratory2 provided this data
set. In this study, we used measurements recorded by the GPS satellite
ns41, which has the widest temporal coverage [Morley et al., 2017].
Figure 5.1 shows the temporal coverage of the database used in this
study compared with previous studies. The temporal coverage of our study
is represented by the green line. As GPS ns41 data starts at 00 : 00 14
January 2001, we consider a set of 134, 398 hourly data points consisting of
solar wind parameters, geomagnetic Dst index, and GPS data between this
starting date and 23 : 00 31 December 2016. This includes 49 storm events,
which are listed in table 5.9. Some of these events in table 5.9 also overlap
with events included in Ji et al. [2012] and Chandorkar et al. [2017].
1https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/ow.html
2https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/space-weather/satellite-data/
satellite-systems/gps/
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Figure 5.1: Temporal coverage of database used in this study and in pre-
vious studies. Wu and Lundstedt [1997] is in orange and their database
starts in 1963, Bala and Reiff [2012] is in yellow, Lazzu´s et al. [2017] is in
blue, and our study is in green. The f10.7 in grey represents the variation
of solar activity.
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Studies done in the past to predict the geomagnetic index Dst have
shown that various solar wind parameters are of interest when improving
performance of Dst models. In the present study, we focused on the use
of the solar wind density n, velocity Vsw, the interplanetary magnetic field
strength ||B||, and its north-south component Bz. Concerning parameters
provided by the GPS satellite ns41, we use its magnetic field measurement,
Bgps.
5.3 Methodology
5.3.1 Long Short-Term Memory Network
The long short-term memory network (LSTM) belongs to the family of
recurrent neural networks (RNN). In an RNN, hidden layers are built to
allow information persistence. They behave as a loop to allow informa-
tion to be passed from one cell of the network to the next. When this
loop is unrolled, the RNN can then be thought as multiple copies of the
same network. The RNN architecture is particularly suited for time series
forecasting applications.
Hochreiter [1991], Bengio et al. [1994] underlined a weakness of RNNs.
They are supposed to connect past information to the present, but if the
information needed is too far in the past, RNNs are unable to to retain it.
This failure is due to the well known vanishing gradient problem occurring
during the training of RNNs.
LSTM networks are designed to overcome the vanishing gradient prob-
lem by retaining information pertaining to long range temporal dependen-
cies in time series data. LSTMs have a chain-like structure like RNNs, but
the repeating module known as the LSTM cell has specific characteristics.
Figure 5.2 shows the computational graph of the LSTM cell. The two
elements fundamental to this cell are the cell state and the gates. The cell
state ct in figure 5.2 is like a conveyor belt which is connected to various
gates. Gates can add or remove information from the cell state depending
on the information required by the LSTM unit. The important pieces of
this architecture are: 1. the forget gate ft, 2. the input gate it, 3. the cell
state ct, and 4. the output gate ot
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Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram of the LSTM cell. Reproduced from https:
//github.com/llSourcell/LSTM_Networks/blob/master/LSTM%20Demo.ipynb
Forget Gate & Input Gate
The forget gate is expressed as
ft = σ (Wf · [ht−1,xt] + bf ) , (5.1)
where σ is the component wise sigmoid function and Wf and bf are the
weight matrix and bias vector of the gate respectively. This notation is kept
for subsequent equations. The forget gate compares the information coming
from the previous cell ht−1 and the incoming information xt, and outputs a
number between zero and one. Zero is achieved if the information is entirely
discarded, and one is given if it is altogether retained. Correspondingly, the
input gate in equation (5.2) decides what information is retained, depending
on past hidden cell state ht−1 and exogenous inputs xt. Wi and bi are the
weight matrix and bias vector of the input gate respectively.
it = σ (Wi · [ht−1,xt] + bi) (5.2)
Cell State
The inputs xt and cell hidden state ht−1 are then passed through a hyper-
bolic tangent transformation to create a vector of candidate values c˜t as
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per equation (5.3). This candidate state c˜t is used to create the updated
cell state ct, Wc and bc being the weight and bias of this layer respectively.
c˜t = tanh (Wc · [ht−1,xt] + bc) (5.3)
The new cell state ct is computed as a weighted sum of the old cell state
ct−1 and the candidate cell state c˜t. This is expressed as
ct = ft ◦ ct−1 + it ◦ c˜t , (5.4)
where ◦ denotes the element wise (Hadamard) product. The old cell state
is appropriately ‘forgotten’ using the output of ft, and information from
the candidate state is allowed to enter ct using it.
Output Gate & Prediction
The output of the LSTM cell is calculated using equation (5.5). First,
the sigmoid transformation helps to define the output ot. Second, the
hidden state ht is computed by multiplying ot with a hyperbolic tangent
transformation of the cell state ct. The value of ht (seen in figure 5.2)
becomes the final prediction computed LSTM cell for input xt.
ot = σ (Wo · [ht−1,xt] + bo) (5.5)
ht = ot ◦ tanh(ct) (5.6)
5.3.2 The LSTM Dst Model
We trained six LSTM models, one for each hour in the forward time window.
Thus for every input, we obtained a vector of outputs [Dˆst (t+ p)], p ∈
{1, · · · , 6}. For inputs xt, we use solar wind parameters (n, Vsw, |B|, Bz)
and the GPS data (Bgps) described in section 5.2. We also use the time
history of Dst, from one to six hours back.
xt = (n (t) , Vsw (t) , |B (t) |, Bz (t) , Bgps (t) ,
Dst (t− 1) ,Dst (t− 2) , . . . ,Dst (t− 6)) (5.7)
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Architecture & Implementation
LSTM cells can be stacked such that the output of one cell provides the
input for the next. One may construct LSTM stacks of increasing size
depending on the task at hand.
In equations (5.8) and (5.9), we describe the Dst prediction architec-
ture. The p hour ahead prediction Dˆst (t+ p) is the output of the function
mpNN(·), which is obtained by successive operation of d LSTM cells. Mathe-
matically this is equivalent to function composition hpd(h
p
d−1(· · · (hp1(·) · · · )).
Dˆst (t+ p) = mpNN(xt) (5.8)
mpNN(xt) = h
p
d(h
p
d−1(· · · (hp1(xt) · · · )) (5.9)
To find the LSTM structure, which is most suitable for predicting geo-
magnetic activity, we built networks consisting of varying number of cells.
After training and validating each candidate architecture, the best per-
forming LSTM network was chosen as the mean function for the Gaussian
process component outlined in section 5.3.4.
The LSTM component of the GPNN model was implemented using the
Lasagne library in Python [Dieleman et al., 2015, Theano Development
Team, 2016].
5.3.3 LSTM Model Training
The LSTM architecture can be trained with an iterative backpropagation
based optimization algorithm. Unlike the case of RNN network training,
the vanishing gradient problem does not persist. A number of stochastic
gradient based variants are used for training neural networks, such as, but
not limited to, Levenburg - Maquardt [Marquardt, 1963], Nesterov Accel-
erated Gradient (NAG) [Nesterov, 1983], adaptive learning rates for each
network weight [Silva and Almeida, 1990], adaptive gradient based methods
such as AdaGrad [Duchi et al., 2011], and adaptive learning rate methods
like RMSprop [Tieleman and Hinton, 2012].
In this work, we use the RMSProp algorithm for training the LSTM
component of the GPNN model. Below we give a brief explanation of its
functioning.
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The RMSProp Algorithm
For the purposes of notational simplicity, the weights and biases of the
LSTM architecture are concatenated into a single vector θ, where θi denotes
an individual scalar element of θ and θki the value of θi at iteration k. The
quantity J(θ) is the objective function which defines how well the outputs
of the LSTM model fit the observed data. The training process of the
LSTM consists of computing an approximate minimum of J(θ). We define
gk,i in equation (5.10) as the gradient of the objective function with respect
to the parameter θi at iteration k.
gk,i =
∂J(θ)
∂θi
∣∣∣∣
θ=θk
(5.10)
The aim of the training process is to successively decrease the value of J(θ)
over a number of training iterations. This is achieved as follows.
First, the running average of the second order moment of the gradients
E
(
g2
)
is computed at each iteration k. Then, the updated parameters
θk+1i are calculated using the gradient gk,i and a damped learning rate of
η√
E[g2]k,i+
( is a small number added to
√
E [g2]k,i to prevent numerical
overflow). The update of parameters using RMSprop can then be computed
using equation (5.11).
E
[
g2
]
k+1,i
= 0.9E
[
g2
]
k,i
+ 0.1g2k,i (5.11)
θk+1i = θ
k
i −
η√
E [g2]k,i + 
gk,i (5.12)
5.3.4 Gaussian Processes
Gaussian processes are a family of models that provide a principled prob-
abilistic framework for forecasting. GP models output a predictive distri-
bution instead of a point forecast. Starting from a prior distribution, GP
models construct a posterior predictive distribution. The appeal of using
GP models is that, their practical implementation is straightforward boiling
down to a simple analytical expression that requires no more than linear
algebra, although their theoretical formulation is general. In this study, the
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GP component is implemented using the GPML Matlab software package
[Rasmussen and Nickisch, 2010].
We will not give a complete review of the GP methodology here. The
interested reader can refer to section 4.2 for a detailed review of Gaussian
process models and their mathematical formulation.
A GP is completely specified by its mean function m (x) and its covari-
ance function or kernel K(x,x′) in equation (4.8).
Kernel Function
Kernels determine how each point xt influences the values that the GP will
have on another point xs. The main idea is that if K(xt,xs)  0, we
expect the output from the GP model at these points to be statistically
correlated.
KNN
(
x,x′
)
=
2
pi
sin−1
(
2x · x′√
(1 + 2x · x)√(1 + 2x′ · x′)
)
(5.13)
Kernels often introduce assumptions about the continuity of the func-
tions that will be represented by the resulting GP regression model. Ras-
mussen and Williams [2005, ch. 4] gives an introduction to common kernels
used in machine learning applications and the type of continuity assump-
tions of their resulting GP models. In this study, we use the neural network
kernel [Williams, 1998] described in equation (5.13).
Mean Function
The mean function m (x) defines an a priori mean value of the GP predic-
tive distribution for some input x. It is quite common to set m(x) = 0
without loss of generality for situations where it is difficult to define an a
priori expression for the predictive mean. Rasmussen and Williams [2005,
ch. 2,sec. 2.7] states that using mean functions is a good way to incorpo-
rate domain knowledge or to augment the model’s capabilities in capturing
complex behavior. This outlines the structure of the hybrid GPNN model
consisting of an LSTM and GP components.
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5.3.5 The GPNN Model
Dst (t+ p) = fp (xt) +  (5.14)
 ∼ N (0, σ2) (5.15)
fp (xt) ∼ GP
(
mpNN(xt),KNN (xt,xs)
)
(5.16)
In equations (5.14) to (5.16), we give a formal specification of the pro-
posed GPNN model in terms of the notations introduced in section 4.2. The
ground truth Dst (t+ p) is assumed to be the result of a Gaussian Process
fp corrupted by Gaussian measurement noise , with p = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 being
the forecast horizon going from one to six hours ahead. The mean func-
tion of the Gaussian process fp is set to m
p
NN (x) described in section 5.3.2
and the covariance is set to the neural network covariance function from
equation (5.13).
5.4 Experiments
5.4.1 LSTM Model Evaluation
For the purposes of training and evaluation, the data set is divided as
follows: 70% for training, 20% for testing and 10% for validation. The
LSTM model is evaluated using the root mean square error (RMSE) and the
Pearson correlation coefficient (CC) defined by equations (5.17) and (5.18)
respectively. Based on the performance calculated on the validation data,
an LSTM network of depth d = 20 cells was chosen as the mean function
of the GPNN model.
RMSE =
√√√√ n∑
t=1
(
Dst (t)− Dˆst (t)
)2
/n (5.17)
CC =
Cov(Dst, Dˆst)√
Var(Dst) Var(Dˆst)
(5.18)
In order to give context for the performance of our LSTM model, we
compare the following models for Dst predictions for the time horizon
t+ 1 · · · t+ 6, summarised in table 5.1.
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Figure 5.3: RMSE comparison of Dst forecast models.
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Table 5.1: Summary of Dst forecasting models compared in this study
Model Description
Wu and Lundstedt [1997] An Elman RNN model having explicitly com-
puted solar wind magnetospheric coupling func-
tions as inputs.
Bala and Reiff [2012] A feedforward neural network model using the
Boyle function as input.
Lazzu´s et al. [2017] A feedforward neural network model using only
the time history of Dst. Trained using particle
swarm optimization.
Persistence model Dˆst(t+ p) = Dst(t), also used for benchmarking
in section 4.4.
LSTM-Dst Our proposed LSTM model. Inputs are solar
wind parameters (section 5.2) and time history
of Dst.
LSTM-Dst-GPS The LSTM model but with GPS magnetic field
data Bgps also included in the inputs.
Figure 5.4 present a comparison of CC and RMSE performance of the
Dst prediction models listed in table 5.1.
Our models LSTM-Dst & LSTM-Dst-GPS provide performance which
is competitive to that obtained by Lazzu´s et al. [2017] for one to three hours
ahead. When the forecast horizon goes from four to six hours ahead, LSTM-
Dst & LSTM-Dst-GPS provide better global performance. As an example,
when considering a six-hour-ahead forecast, LSTM-Dst-GPS provides a CC
of 0.873 and a RMSE of 9.86 nT, while Lazzu´s et al. [2017] obtained a CC of
0.826 and a RMSE of 13.09 nT. The model presented in Lazzu´s et al. [2017]
uses only time history of Dst. This emphasises the performance benefits
of using exogenous data when predicting geomagnetic activity with a time
horizon greater than one hour.
Bala and Reiff [2012] used the Boyle index as an input function and
obtained competitive RMSE performance to LSTM for six hour ahead pre-
dictions. Their model presents a CC of 0.77 and a RMSE of 11.09 nT.
The Elman RNN proposed in Wu and Lundstedt [1997] is an important
benchmark for the GPNN model because the LSTM architecture is a more
sophisticated form of the RNN structure. Wu and Lundstedt [1997] pro-
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Figure 5.5: Dst predictions made by the LSTM-Dst and LSTM-Dst-GPS
models for the 2003 Halloween storm.
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vided for a six ahead forecast, a CC of 0.82 and a RMSE of 20.8 nT. The
LSTM architecture thus offers performance benefits over standard RNNs
when making geomagnetic activity.
We observed that using GPS data generally results in an improved fore-
casts of important geomagnetic storm events. Figure 5.5 presents forecasts
produced the LSTM-Dst in blue and LSTM-Dst-GPS in red for the 2003
Halloween storm event (maximum strength of −422 nT). Predictions for
one to two hours ahead are very similar, but when we consider the forecasts
made for three hours ahead, LSTM-Dst predicts a storm peak of −348 nT
while LSTM-Dst-GPS provides a prediction of −405 nT.
For a four-hour-ahead forecast, LSTM-Dst predicts a storm peak of
−335 nT while LSTM-Dst-GPS predicts −380 nT.
5.4.2 GPNN Evaluation
Since GP models output a predictive distribution, metrics like RMSE and
CC, which are defined for single point predictions, are not adequate for
evaluating probabilistic forecasts.
Table 5.2: Storm Classification
Level of Activity Storm Classification
Dst > −50 nT Moderate
−250 nT ≤ Dst ≤ −50 nT Intense
Dst < −250 nT Super Storm
The GPNN model provides an operator a probabilistic forecast, which
can be important in a decision making scenario. For example, a satellite
operator may choose to turn off a sensitive components or equipment before
an intense storm, when the forecast probability of an intense event exceeds
a predetermined trigger threshold.
Storm activity is often classified by thresholding Dst values. In line
with the most common classification schemes, we distinguished three levels
of geomagnetic activity summarised in table 5.2. It is ideal to use metrics
that will be able to evaluate how well the GPNN model manages to correctly
classify geomagnetic storms one to six hours prior. To do so, we used
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and reliability diagrams.
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Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve
The ROC curve is based on a contingency table which maps how often a
model correctly classifies outcomes when working in a binary classification
setting i.e. occurrence or non occurrence of a predefined event, denoted by
labels 1 and 0 respectively. From table 5.2, we constructed three binary
classification problems for each storm class.
In the case of the GPNN model, we can analytically compute the prob-
ability that Dst lies within a particular storm class or outside it (e.g.
P[−250 nT ≤ Dst ≤ −50 nT] is the probability of occurrence of an intense
storm). For any storm class, by choosing a threshold probability, we can
assign a classification of 1 (belonging to that storm class) if the probability
predicted by the GPNN model is greater than the chosen threshold, and 0
if otherwise.
The ROC contingency table is then constructed by tabulating the rela-
tionship between the true positive ratio (TPR) and false positive ratio for
varying threshold probabilities. A true positive is when an occurrence of
the event in question is correctly classified by the model as such. A false
positive is when a non-occurrence is classified as an occurrence. The TPR
is then the ratio of true positives to the total number of event occurrences,
while the FPR is the ratio of false positives to the number of non occur-
rences. For perfect classification, FPR = 0 and TPR = 1. Thus, the value
of the threshold that produces the point closest to these values is optimal.
In tables 5.3 to 5.8, we present ROC curves obtained from one to six
hour ahead forecasts, organised by storm category. The ROC is usually
shown graphically, but numerical values are more relevant for the reader
to analyse variations depending on the chosen threshold probability. The
optimal TPR and FPR values are in bold, obtained by minimising the
Euclidean distance from FPR = 0 and TPR = 1.
For predictions done from one to five hours ahead, TPR values are al-
ways greater than 0.719 for thresholds from 10% to 40%, and then decrease
with increasing thresholds. If we focus on the six-hour-ahead forecast, the
best TPR is 0.5 for a 10% threshold. It means that the more there is an
increasing probability for a superstorm to occur, the less the model is able
to forecast it without misjudgments six hours in advance. However, for
intense storms (−250 nT < Dst < −50 nT), the GPNN has a TPR higher
than 0.670 for thresholds between 10% and 80%, and for moderate storms,
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this model has a TPR higher than 0.649 for all thresholds, for predictions
going from one to six hours ahead.
Reliability diagram
The ROC tables discussed in the previous section give information about
the ability of the forecasting system to detect the occurrence of geomagnetic
storm events based on a chosen decision threshold, in terms of false and
true positives. Reliability diagrams measure how closely the forecast prob-
abilities of an event correspond to the actual frequency with which an event
is observed. A perfectly reliable forecast is one in which an event predicted
with probability p is observed, on average, with frequency p. The reliability
diagram bins the forecasts into groups according to the predicted probabil-
ity, which is shown on the horizontal axis. The frequency with which an
event was observed to occur for each bin is then plotted on the vertical axis.
If the reliability curve lies above/below than the perfect diagonal slope, the
resulting forecasts are under/over confident (i.e. they yield smaller/higher
probabilities for a specific outcome than observed).
Figure 5.6 presents reliability diagrams obtained from one to six-hour-
ahead forecasts made by the GPNN. It shows that the one-hour-ahead
forecast slightly underestimates the likelihood of storm events when their
occurrence probability is 35%. For example, when there is 80% predicted
chance of a storm, the real observed frequency of it is 90%. The GPNN
provides reliable forecast for two-hour-ahead predictions, as the observed
frequency of storm regarding the predicted probability lies almost perfectly
on the diagonal. For predictions further than three hours ahead, GPNN
tends to overestimate the probability of storms.
If we focus on the six-hour-ahead prediction, when the GPNN model
provides a predicted probability of 90%, the real frequency is 65%. GPNN
t+ 6 model is thus overconfident.
Figure 5.7 presents predictions provided by the GPNN model for the
2003 Halloween storm. For predictions from one to five hours ahead, GPNN
provides accurate predictions with plausible error bars. For example, for
the five hours ahead forecast, the storm peak of −422 nT is forecasted as
−391 nT.
The main benefit of the GP component in GPNN can be appreciated
when comparing figures 5.5 and 5.7, which show that the GPNN model
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Figure 5.6: Reliability diagram for Dst forecast from one to six hours ahead.
The diagonal is in red dot line.
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Figure 5.7: Dst predictions made by the GPNN for the 2003 Halloween
storm. The most probable prediction is the dotted purple line. The ground
truth Dst is the deep blue line. The grey shadow represents ±σ error bars
on the prediction.
gave more accurate six-hour-ahead forecasts for the 2003 Halloween storm.
The error bars calculated by the GPNN model include the storm peak for
one to six-hour-ahead forecasts.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented a hybrid model for Dst forecasting, the GPNN,
based on LSTM networks and Gaussian Processes.
First, we developed a LSTM network to provide Dst predictions one to
six hours ahead. A separate LSTM was developed for each time step of
the forecast horizon, then the global performance of LSTM was compared
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to previously proposed neural network based Dst forecast models. We
observed that the LSTM provides competitive performance in comparison
to the state of the art in Dst forecasting. When focusing on extreme events
like the well known 2003 Halloween storm, we noted that even though
our model’s global performance metrics are excellent, the six-hour-ahead
forecast fails to anticipate the storm peak.
Second, to obtain probabilistic forecasts, we developed a GP which
encapsulates the LSTM model as the mean function. Thanks to this com-
bination, we observed that the GPNN model managed to give accurate
predictions for the 2003 Halloween storm for a one to five hour time hori-
zon. For the six-hour-ahead prediction, the GPNN’s predictive variance
managed to encompass the storm peak.
To evaluate this probabilistic forecast, we used ROC curves and reli-
ability diagrams. The ROC curves demonstrated that, for each forecast
horizon, storm category and acceptance threshold, the FPR is low. The
TPR values are excellent for moderate and intense storms, but for six-
hour-ahead prediction of superstorms, misjudgment is possible when the
acceptance threshold increased. For six hour ahead prediction, the optimal
acceptance threshold is around 10%, which showed room for further im-
provement. The reliability diagram showed that the GPNN provides great
performance for predictions from one to three ahead, but for four to six
hours ahead, an overestimation of storm likelihoods is possible.
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Table 5.3: ROC contingency table for the t+ 1 GPNN model.
1-hr-ahead prediction
Super Storm Intense Storm Moderate
Threshold TPR FPR TPR FPR TPR FPR
10% 0.969 2.70× 10−3 0.981 0.163 0.999 0.434
20% 0.969 1.11× 10−3 0.961 0.105 0.996 0.321
30% 0.969 6.40× 10−4 0.927 0.0719 0.991 0.240
40% 0.969 4.00× 10−4 0.895 0.049 0.984 0.185
50% 0.844 3.00× 10−4 0.855 0.0270 0.972 0.138
60% 0.812 2.78× 10−4 0.806 0.0161 0.951 0.102
70% 0.656 2.78× 10−4 0.753 9.30.10−3 0.929 0.0705
80% 0.625 2.78× 10−4 0.670 3.95.10−3 0.895 0.0371
90% 0.468 9.27× 10−5 0.554 1.61.10−3 0.838 0.0178
Table 5.4: ROC contingency table for the t+ 2 GPNN model.
2-hr-ahead prediction
Super Storm Intense Storm Moderate
Threshold TPR FPR TPR FPR TPR FPR
10% 0.969 3.15× 10−3 0.963 0.199 0.999 0.388
20% 0.937 9.27× 10−4 0.934 0.142 0.984 0.273
30% 0.937 3.71× 10−4 0.914 0.105 0.973 0.211
40% 0.906 1.85× 10−4 0.891 0.0834 0.961 0.167
50% 0.781 1.85× 10−4 0.863 0.0565 0.943 0.134
60% 0.6875 9.27× 10−5 0.824 0.0390 0.917 0.107
70% 0.656 9.27× 10−5 0.783 0.0268 0.895 0.0845
80% 0.500 9.27× 10−5 0.720 0.0156 0.858 0.0646
90% 0.437 0 0.601 5.6810−3 0.802 0.0363
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Table 5.5: ROC contingency table for the t+ 3 GPNN model.
3-hr-ahead prediction
Super Storm Intense Storm Moderate
Threshold TPR FPR TPR FPR TPR FPR
10% 0.875 3.24× 10−3 0.958 0.254 0.984 0.373
20% 0.843 9.27× 10−4 0.939 0.186 0.971 0.278
30% 0.813 4.64× 10−4 0.912 0.139 0.955 0.228
40% 0.750 1.86× 10−4 0.890 0.106 0.940 0.182
50% 0.625 9.27× 10−5 0.880 0.0819 0.919 0.146
60% 0.593 0 0.809 0.0606 0.893 0.1058
70% 0.593 0 0.766 0.0451 0.826 0.0865
80% 0.437 0 0.714 0.0291 0.814 0.0594
90% 0.406 0 0.614 0.0164 0.747 0.0413
Table 5.6: ROC contingency table for the t+ 4 GPNN model.
4-hr-ahead prediction
Super Storm Intense Storm Moderate
Threshold TPR FPR TPR FPR TPR FPR
10% 0.906 3.24× 10−3 0.968 0.311 0.970 0.339
20% 0.875 1.29× 10−3 0.953 0.252 0.949 0.243
30% 0.813 7.42× 10−4 0.933 0.208 0.931 0.192
40% 0.813 6.49× 10−4 0.916 0.169 0.906 0.144
50% 0.781 9.27× 10−5 0.895 0.138 0.874 0.104
60% 0.687 9.27× 10−5 0.843 0.106 0.841 0.0803
70% 0.562 9.27× 10−5 0.795 0.0812 0.802 0.0636
80% 0.468 9.27× 10−5 0.742 0.0621 0.76 0.0449
90% 0.437 9.27× 10−5 0.640 0.0403 0.699 0.0300
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Table 5.7: ROC contingency table for the t+ 5 GPNN model.
5-hr-ahead prediction
Super Storm Intense Storm Moderate
Threshold TPR FPR TPR FPR TPR FPR
10% 0.812 3.06× 10−3 0.956 0.316 0.962 0.346
20% 0.812 1.02× 10−3 0.934 0.246 0.945 0.265
30% 0.750 4.63× 10−4 0.917 0.189 0.926 0.215
40% 0.719 9.27× 10−5 0.891 0.148 0.906 0.171
50% 0.625 9.27× 10−5 0.856 0.120 0.881 0.139
60% 0.562 9.27× 10−5 0.824 0.0942 0.853 0.107
70% 0.468 0 0.779 0.0740 0.810 0.081
80% 0.468 0 0.725 0.055 0.754 0.0654
90% 0.468 0 0.639 0.0381 0.685 0.0430
Table 5.8: ROC contingency table for the t+ 6 GPNN model.
6-hr-ahead prediction
Super Storm Intense Storm Moderate
Threshold TPR FPR TPR FPR TPR FPR
10% 0.500 8.34.10−3 0.953 0.352 0.932 0.307
20% 0.437 4.92× 10−3 0.928 0.289 0.909 0.241
30% 0.437 3.24× 10−3 0.904 0.244 0.886 0.186
40% 0.406 2.78× 10−3 0.890 0.202 0.862 0.161
50% 0.375 1.76× 10−3 0.859 0.167 0.834 0.130
60% 0.375 1.39× 10−3 0.821 0.138 0.798 0.113
70% 0.281 7.47× 10−4 0.788 0.115 0.757 0.0914
80% 0.281 3.70× 10−4 0.735 0.0926 0.712 0.0693
90% 0.281 2.78× 10−4 0.661 0.0691 0.649 0.0455
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Table 5.9: Storm events used to evaluate GPNN model
Start Date Start Time End Date End Time min. Dst
2001/03/19 15:00 2001/03/21 23:00 −149 nT
2001/03/31 04:00 2001/04/01 21:00 −387 nT
2001/04/18 01:00 2001/04/18 13:00 −114 nT
2001/04/22 02:00 2001/04/23 15:00 −102 nT
2001/08/17 16:00 2001/08/18 16:00 −105 nT
2001/09/30 23:00 2001/10/02 00:00 −148 nT
2001/10/21 17:00 2001/10/24 11:00 −187 nT
2001/10/28 03:00 2001/10/29 22:00 −157 nT
2002/03/23 14:00 2002/03/25 05:00 −100 nT
2002/04/17 11:00 2002/04/19 02:00 −127 nT
2002/04/19 09:00 2002/04/21 06:00 −149 nT
2002/05/11 10:00 2002/05/12 16:00 −110 nT
2002/05/23 12:00 2002/05/24 23:00 −109 nT
2002/08/01 23:00 2002/08/02 09:00 −102 nT
2002/09/04 01:00 2002/09/05 00:00 −109 nT
2002/09/07 14:00 2002/09/08 20:00 −181 nT
2002/10/01 06:00 2002/10/03 08:00 −176 nT
2002/11/20 16:00 2002/11/22 06:00 −128 nT
2003/05/29 20:00 2003/05/30 10:00 −144 nT
2003/06/17 19:00 2003/06/19 03:00 −141 nT
2003/07/11 15:00 2003/07/12 16:00 −105 nT
2003/08/17 18:00 2003/08/19 11:00 −148 nT
2003/11/20 12:00 2003/11/22 00:00 −422 nT
2004/01/22 03:00 2004/01/24 00:00 −149 nT
2004/02/11 10:00 2004/02/12 00:00 −105 nT
2004/04/03 14:00 2004/04/04 08:00 −112 nT
2004/07/22 20:00 2004/07/23 20:00 −101 nT
2004/07/24 21:00 2004/07/26 17:00 −148 nT
2004/07/26 22:00 2004/07/30 05:00 −197 nT
2004/08/30 05:00 2004/08/31 21:00 −126 nT
2004/11/11 22:00 2004/11/13 13:00 −109 nT
2005/01/21 18:00 2005/01/23 05:00 −105 nT
2005/05/07 20:00 2005/05/09 10:00 −127 nT
2005/05/29 22:00 2005/05/31 08:00 −138 nT
2005/06/12 17:00 2005/06/13 19:00 −106 nT
2005/08/31 12:00 2005/09/01 12:00 −131 nT
2006/04/13 20:00 2006/04/14 23:00 −111 nT
2006/12/14 21:00 2006/12/16 03:00 −147 nT
2011/09/26 14:00 2011/09/27 12:00 −101 nT
2011/10/24 20:00 2011/10/25 14:00 −132 nT
2012/03/08 12:00 2012/03/10 16:00 −131 nT
2012/04/23 11:00 2012/04/24 13:00 −108 nT
2012/07/15 01:00 2012/07/16 23:00 −127 nT
2012/09/30 13:00 2012/10/01 18:00 −119 nT
2012/10/08 02:00 2012/10/09 17:00 −105 nT
2012/11/13 18:00 2012/11/14 18:00 −108 nT
2013/03/17 07:00 2013/03/18 10:00 −132 nT
2013/05/31 18:00 2013/06/01 20:00 −119 nT
2014/02/18 15:00 2014/02/19 16:00 −112 nT
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Chapter 6
Identifying Radiation Belt
Parameters: A Bayesian
Approach
We present a novel method, which assimilates sparse irregular observations of a
field with its governing physical dynamics. Our method uses a basis function ap-
proach coupled with a least squares support vector machine objective function
which gives different weights to errors arising due to data fitting and satisfaction
of physical constraints. The method is applicable to linear PDE systems, it incor-
porates physical models into classical least squares techniques for the purpose of
data assimilation and uncertainty quantification of latent parameters. We apply
this method to the problem of identifying radiation belt parameters from sparse
observations.
This chapter is based on research which is in preperation for publication. Research
led by M. Chandorkar in collaboration with R. Sarma and supervised by E. Cam-
poreale. Y. Sphrits and A. Drozdov provided assistance in processing Van Allen
probe data.
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6.1 Introduction
The Earth’s radiation belts are the regions of space near the Earth that
extend between 2RE and 8RE (RE = 6372 km, the radius of the Earth),
where the terrestrial magnetic field traps electrons and ions in complex
electromagnetic orbits [Van Allen and Frank, 1959]. Since their discovery,
the belts have been the subject of intensive research due to their com-
plex behavior and damaging effects on spacecraft [Gubby and Evans, 2002,
Welling, 2010, Baker, 2002].
Radiation belt particles generally execute three types of periodic mo-
tion, each with its own corresponding adiabatic invariant: gyration around
magnetic field lines, bounce along field lines, and drift around the Earth.
During active times, when conditions change on time scales shorter than
the periods of motion, adiabaticity can be broken and particle motion can
not be simply decomposed into the aforementioned components. In this
case, particle motion can be represented diffusively along each component
via the Fokker-Planck equation yielding a useful model of radiation belt
dynamics [Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974].
The third invariant represents the total magnetic flux enclosed within a
full particle orbit. Generally, its normalised inverse, the well known Roed-
erer L∗ [Roederer, 1970, ch 3] which is analogous to radial distance from
the center of the Earth (in Earth radii) to the equatorial crossing point
of a bouncing particle, is used when modeling radiation belt dynamics.
Diffusion in L∗ alone (the other invariants shall be considered conserved)
accounts for the capture and inward radial transport of radiation belt par-
ticles [Fa¨lthammar, 1965, Roederer, 1970].
One of the main difficulties of using a physics-based model for studying
and forecasting energetic electrons in the radiation belt is that the parame-
ters that characterise the Fokker-Planck equation, namely diffusion tensor
and loss term, are not directly observable. Hence, their determination is an
inverse problem, which is generally difficult to solve and can often become
ill-posed.
In this chapter we propose an inference model which can learn from
sparse data while taking into account prior knowledge of the system dy-
namics in the form of a linear partial differential equation. The method
replaces a standard finite difference solver with a surrogate model which
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tries to fit the observations and the system dynamics. The surrogate is
expressed as a basis function expansion whose coefficients are computed by
formulating a least squares support vector machine (LSSVM) like optimi-
sation objective.
In the proceeding sections, we give a short introduction to the radial
diffusion equation used in magnetospheric physics. After an overview of the
parameterizations of the radial diffusion unknowns used by the research
community, we give a detailed formulation of our proposed method and
demonstrate how it can be used for performing inference over said diffusion
parameters.
6.2 Radial Diffusion
As discussed in section 6.1 above, plasma motion in the radiation belt can
be modeled as a simplified one dimensional version of the Fokker-Planck
equation. The resulting system, shown in equation (6.1), known as radial
diffusion in radiation belt physics [Lyons and Schulz, 1989]. It governs
the time evolution of the phase space density (PSD) of particles, which is
expressed as a function of the Roederer L∗ (henceforth denoted as `), and
the time coordinate t.
∂f
∂t
= `2
∂
∂`
(
κ(`, t)
`2
∂f
∂`
)
M,J
− λ(`, t)f + q(`, t) (6.1)
The key quantities in the radial diffusion system are summarised below.
1. f : The PSD, for fixed values of the first and second adiabatic in-
variants M and J respectively, as a function of space (`) and time
(t).
2. κ(`, t): A space and time varying diffusion field.
3. λ(`, t): The particle loss rate, a non-negative quantity which indi-
cates how quickly particles are lost from the radiation belts, due to
mechanisms other than radial diffusion.
4. q(`, t): An optional particle injection rate or source term. If this term
is omitted (i.e. q(`, t) = 0), then the boundary conditions f(`min, t)
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and f(`max, t) must be also specified along with the initial condition
f(`, 0) to solve equation (6.1).
Interested readers can refer to section 3.3.1 for a detailed explanation on
plasma diffusion, adiabatic invariants and plasma motion in the Earth’s
radiation belts.
6.2.1 Diffusion Parameters
To solve the radial diffusion system (equation (6.1)), the quantities κ(`, t),
λ(`, t) and q(`, t) need to be specified. It is a common practice [see Selesnick
et al., 1997, Brautigam and Albert, 2000, Fei et al., 2006 and Shprits et al.,
2007] to parametrize the diffusion field κ and loss rate λ as
κ(`, t), λ(`, t) ∼ α`β10bKp(t). (6.2)
The quantities α, β, and b above are parameters which define the diffusion
field and loss rate. The quantity Kp(t) is the well known Kp index, a proxy
for the global geomagnetic activity [Bartels et al., 1939]. In equation (6.3)
we propose a parametrization of the source term q which can approximate
particle injection through the upper boundary (`max) of the radiation belt.
q(`, t) ∼ exp(α− β(`− `max)2)10bKp(t) (6.3)
The expression above is similar to the formulations of the diffusion and
loss terms presented earlier, however it is distinguished by its rapid spatial
decay away from the upper boundary `max.
It is possible to impose reasonable restrictions on the domains of pa-
rameters α, β, and b of the source term q(`, t). The parameter α can take
values on the entire real number line, but since we expect q(`, t) to model
particle injection from the outer boundary `max during active geomagnetic
conditions, β and b must both positive. We shall see in section 6.5 that
these constraints dictate the class of prior distributions can be chosen for
α, β, and b, and alleviate problems of identifiability.
6.3 PDE Inverse Problems
Partial differential equations are usually solved by approximating the deriva-
tives involved on a spatiotemporal grid with numerical quadrature. Solving
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of a PDE system is referred to as the forward problem, therefore inference
of the PDE parameters from observations is naturally called the inverse
problem.
The PDE constrained inverse problem is defined as follows: given a set
of noisy observations D = {(xi, yi) : x ∈ X × [0,∞), y ∈ R} of a physical
quantity f(x) which is governed by the differential equation
Lθf(x) = qθ(x), (6.4)
estimate the parameters θ of the forward model F = (Lθ, qθ), where X ×
[0,∞) is the spatiotemporal domain, Lθ is a differential operator, and qθ is
a source term.
For the radial diffusion system shown in equation (6.1), the differential
operator Lθ is defined as
Lθ = ∂
∂t
− `2 ∂
∂`
(
κ(`, t)
`2
∂
∂l
)
+ λ(`, t).
In this case θ is a collection of parameters which would specify closed form
expressions for κ(`, t), λ(`, t) and q(`, t) such as equations (6.2) and (6.3).
6.3.1 Bayesian PDE Inverse Problem
Bayesian statistics [Lee, 1997] treats the problem of parameter determi-
nation as a problem of probabilistic inference. By specifying: 1. a prior
probability distribution over the system parameters, and 2. a likelihood
distribution which determines the conditional distribution of the observa-
tions given the parameters, the posterior distribution or the conditional
probability distribution of the parameters given the observations can be
computed using Bayes rule.
In PDE constrained inverse problems, the object of interest is the dis-
tribution p(θ|D,F) which is given by
p(θ|D,F) = p(D|θ,F)p(θ)
p(D|F) ,
where p(θ) is the prior distribution, p(D|θ,F) is the likelihood of the data
in the forward model (the radial diffusion PDE), and the denominator
p(D|F) =
∫
p(D|θ,F)p(θ)dθ
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is a normalisation term known as the model evidence. For all but a few
simple problems, the model evidence term cannot be computed in closed
form, therefore, the posterior probability can only be computed up to a
normalisation factor. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) based meth-
ods are used to generate samples from the posterior distribution, as they
work with probability density ratios and hence do not require expensive
numerical integrations needed to compute p(D|F).
In PDE constrained Bayesian inverse problems, computation of the like-
lihood p(D|θ,F) requires solving the forward problem specified in equa-
tion (6.4). Real world inverse problems often involve observations which
are sparse and irregularly spaced, therefore finite difference based PDE so-
lution methods must be combined with interpolation in order to compute
the observation likelihood. Mesh-free PDE solution methods provide are
an alternative to finite difference methods where the PDE solution can be
computed on sets of arbitrarily spaced domain points.
6.3.2 Related Work
A large body of research has been devoted to the development of mesh-
free methods for PDEs; they have been applied in both the forward and
inverse problems. Below we summarise some prominent themes in mesh-
free methods.
Gaussian process (GP) models [Rasmussen and Williams, 2005] have a
rich theory which has much overlap with linear systems and deterministic
and stochastic differential equations. Skilling [1992] presented one of the
earliest works which focused on calculating solutions of ordinary differen-
tial equations (ODE) systems with Gaussian Process methodology, Graepel
[2003] applied it for solving linear partial differential equations with Dirich-
let and Von Neumann boundary conditions.
Interplay between linear operators and GP models applied to Bayesian
filtering was investigated by Sa¨rkka¨ [2011]. Dondelinger et al. [2013] pro-
posed an adaptive gradient matching technique to used Gaussian Process
models for inferring parameters of coupled ODE systems.
Raissi et al. [2018] proposed the numerical Gaussian process method-
ology which placed GP priors on spatial fields and quantified uncertainties
in the solutions of time discretised PDE systems.
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Neural networks were also employed for solutions of boundary value
problems in the works such as Lagaris et al. [1998], Aarts and van der Veer
[2001], Tsoulos et al. [2009], Baymani et al. [2011] which used feedforward
networks for calculating solutions to the Stokes problem. These approaches
generally revolved around decomposing the solution into two components,
i.e. the first one satisfying the boundary conditions and the second one
represented by the feedforward network.
Raissi [2018] used neural networks for the identification of PDE systems
from observations of a spatiotemporal field. The proposed method was
composed of two neural networks, the first one which proposed a candidate
PDE built from a predefined dictionary of derivative terms, and the second
network which computed an approximate solution of the PDE constructed
by the first.
Radial basis functions (RBF) were first applied for solution of PDE
problems in Kansa [1990], the authors used colocation with multi-quadric
basis functions for approximating solutions of boundary value problems.
Radial basis functions have been applied for the mesh-free solutions of
Poisson PDE systems [Aminataei and Mazarei, 2008, Duan, 2008, Duan
and Tan, 2006, Elansari et al., 2001], as well as the Poisson control prob-
lem [Pearson, 2013]. Further applications of RBFs include atmospheric flow
[Tillenius et al., 2015], convection-diffusion [Safdari-Vaighani et al., 2015]
and Schro¨dinger’s equation [Kormann and Larsson, 2013]. Refer to Forn-
berg and Flyer [2015] for a recent textbook with geoscience applications.
Least squares support vector machines have also been applied to calcu-
lating approximate solutions to PDEs as well as parameter estimation of
delay differential equations (DDE) [Mehrkanoon and Suykens, 2015, 2012,
Mehrkanoon et al., 2014]. The approach adopted in Mehrkanoon et al.
[2014] expressed the parameter estimation of the time delay in a DDE as
an algebraic optimisation problem resulting in closed-form approximation
for the time varying parameters while avoiding iterative simulation of the
dynamical system (governed by the delay differential equations) in the pa-
rameter estimation process.
Probabilistic numeric methods (PNM), an area which concerns with
the quantification of errors and uncertainties in numerical methods aris-
ing from loss of precision due to limitations of time and hardware [Hennig
et al., 2015]. Applications of PNM range from Bayesian quadrature, op-
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timisation, mesh-free solutions of PDEs, and PDE constrained Bayesian
inverse problems.
Conrad et al. [2017] propose a probabilistic time integrator for quanti-
fying probability measures over solutions of ODE systems. Cockayne et al.
[2017] introduce a probabilistic mesh-free method (PMM) for quantifying
uncertainty over the solution space of Linear PDEs, their model consists of
a GP prior which is conditioned on a finite set of design points (or coloca-
tion points) which constrain the GP based on the PDE dynamics and its
boundary conditions. The authors apply the PMM method for quantifying
uncertainties in the forward as well as the inverse problem, and also pro-
vide theoretical results regarding the rates of convergence of the posterior
distribution in both cases.
6.4 Methodology
Our approach solving the radial diffusion inverse problem proceeds has two
components.
1. A surrogate PSD model built by formulating a modified version of
the least squares support vector machine predictor for obtaining a
closed form approximation to f which tries to satisfy equation (6.1)
on a fixed set of colocation points while minimizing error on a set of
sparse noisy observations.
2. A multivariate Gaussian likelihood over the noisy observations, the
mean and covariance of which are computed using the surrogate
model.
Below we describe the formulation of the surrogate model for the PSD in
radial diffusion.
6.4.1 Phase Space Density Surrogate
Let D = {(xoi , yi) : i = 1 · · ·no} be a set of noisy observations of the phase
space density f , where xi = (`i, ti) are points in the space-time domain
[`min, `max] × [0,∞). We seek a linear estimator for f of the form fˆ(x) =
wTϕ(x) + b, where ϕ(.) : R2 → Rd is a d dimensional feature map and b is
a scalar intercept.
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Further let C = {(xci , qi) : i = 1 · · ·nc} be a set of colocation points on
which we aim to enforce radial diffusion dynamics. The values qi represent
the particle injection rate at xc, and are calculated using equation (6.3).
We exploit the linearity of the differential operator Lθ and note that
Lθ[fˆ(x)] = wTLθ[ϕ(x)]+Lθ[b], yielding an estimator qˆ(x) = wTψ(x)+Lθ[b]
where ψθ(x) = Lθ[ϕ(x)]. Determining w ∈ Rd can now be cast as the
following constrained L2 regularised least squares problem.
min
w,e,
J (w, e, ; θ) =
1
2
wTw +
1
2γo
no∑
k=1
e2k +
1
2γc
nc∑
k=1
uk
2
k
s.t
yi = w
Tϕ(xoi ) + b+ ei, i = 1 · · ·no
qi = w
Tψθ(x
c
i ) + Lθ(b) + i, i = 1 · · ·nc
(6.5)
The quantities γo and γc are weights attached to the errors on observations
and colocation points respectively. Thus by smoothly varying them we can
assign higher or lower importance to the surrogate model, in order to fit the
observational data and the dynamics of the physical system. The quantities
ui enable us to weigh each colocation point differently.
It can be seen that system in equation (6.5) is similar to the formulation
of the LSSVM model, while incorporating the dynamics of linear PDE sys-
tems into its loss function. Solving the system in equation (6.5) is achieved
by constructing its Lagrangian given in equation (6.6).
L(w, e, , α1···k, β1···k; θ; γo; γc) =
1
2
wTw +
1
2γo
no∑
k=1
e2k +
1
2γc
nc∑
k=1
uk
2
k
+
no∑
k=1
αk(yk − wTϕ(xok)− b− ek)
+
nc∑
k=1
βk(qj − wTψθ(xcj)− Lθ[b]− j)
(6.6)
The quantities α1, · · · , αno and β1, · · · , βnc are the Lagrange multipliers
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introduced for equality constraints of the system. Applying the Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [Karush, 1939, Kuhn and Tucker, 1951],
the solution of the optimisation problem in equation (6.5) can be ex-
pressed in terms of the Lagrange multipliers α = (α1, · · · , αno) and β =
(β1, · · · , βnc).  0 1T ΛθT1 Ω + γoI Ω∗
Λθ Ω
T∗ Ω∗∗ + γcU
bα
β
 =
0y
q
 (6.7)
The components of the symmetric block matrix system on the left hand
side of equation (6.7) are
• Ω ∈ Rno×no : ωij = ϕ(xoi )Tϕ(xoj),
• Ω∗∗ ∈ Rnc×nc : ω∗∗ij = ψ(xci )Tψ(xcj),
• Ω∗ ∈ Rno×nc : ω∗ij = ϕ(xoi )Tψ(xcj) and
• U ∈ Rnc×nc =
u1 · · · 0... . . . 0
0 · · · unc
.
• Λθ ∈ Rnc : λi = λθ(xci )
The surrogate model (equation (6.8)) can now be used to estimate the phase
space density at a point x = (`, t).
fˆ(x; θ) =
no∑
k=1
αkϕ(x)
Tϕ(xok) +
nc∑
k=1
βkϕ(x)
Tψθ(x
c
k) + b (6.8)
Choice of ϕ(.)
The function ϕ(.) maps the spatiotemporal input x to a d dimensional fea-
ture space, which is subsequently the input for the family of linear surrogate
predictors fˆ . It is therefore natural to express ϕ(.) as a basis function ex-
pansion. The choice of ϕ(.) influences the continuity characteristics and
representational capability of the surrogate model class fˆ .
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There exist several options regarding the choice of basis, orthogonal
polynomials, Fourier series, radial basis functions, etc. We express ϕ(.) as
a product of space and time bases φ(.) and $(.) respectively, as follows:
ϕi,j(`, t) = Ti
(
2
`− `min
`max − `min − 1
)
$j(t) ,
where Ti(.) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, of degree i, and
$j(t) =
1√
1+(t−ti)2/s2i
is the inverse multi-quadric RBF centered at ti and
having length scale si.
Role of γo, γc and ui
The quantities γo and γc serve to control the importance assigned to errors
made on the observations and colocation points respectively. Varying them
gives the modeler the ability to vary the behavior of the surrogate model.
In the limiting case of γc tending to zero, the model behaves as if the PDE
dynamics is enforced as a hard constraint. This case is equivalent to the
following formulation.
min
w,e
J (w, e, ; θ) = 1
2
wTw +
1
2γo
no∑
k=1
e2k
s.t
yi = w
Tϕ(xoi ) + b+ ei, i = 1 · · ·no
qi = w
Tψθ(x
c
i ) + Lθ(b), i = 1 · · ·nc
(6.9)
Although choosing γc = 0 is an appropriate choice if the physical dynamics
need to be enforced as a constraint, it can possibly lead to numerical in-
stabilities in inverting system in equation (6.7) and hence choosing a non
zero value for γc works better in practice.
The weights ui have a special interpretation in the context of equa-
tion (6.6). It is possible to interpret the term
∑nc
k=1 uk
2
k as a quadrature
approximation to the integrated error of the surrogate model with respect
to the governing dynamics
∫
x∈D ||Lθ[fˆ(x)]−Q(x)||2. When ui = 1nc , this
corresponds to the Monte Carlo quadrature of the integrated error, but it
is possible to improve the quadrature accuracy by using Gauss-Legendre
quadrature.
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In section 6.5, we use eight point Gauss-Legendre quadrature in space
and time dimension each, thereby setting nc = 64 and weights ui to appro-
priate values as dictated by the chosen quadrature rule [Abramowitz and
Stegun, 1972].
6.4.2 Quantifying Observation Likelihood
We assume a multivariate Gaussian distribution (equations (6.10) to (6.13))
for calculating the likelihood of the observations conditioned on the system
parameters θ.
y|x1, · · · , xno , θ ∼ N (µf ,Σ) (6.10)
y =
 y1...
yno
 (6.11)
µf =
 fˆ(x1)...
fˆ(xno)
 (6.12)
Σ =
 K(x1, x1) · · · K(x1, xno)... . . . ...
K(xno , xn1) · · · K(xno , xno)
 (6.13)
The surrogate model (equation (6.8)) gives the mean value for the phase
space density, and we use a hybrid RBF covariance function
K(xi, xj) = σ
2 exp
(
−1
2
|`i − `j |2
s
+
|ti − tj |
r
)
+ ϕ(xi)
Tϕ(xj)
to quantify the covariance of the phase space density f over two points
xi = (`i, ti) and xj = (`j , tj) in the domain.
6.4.3 Inference
We employ the adaptive Metropolis algorithm as proposed by Haario et al.
[2001], for sampling system parameters. The adaptive Metropolis algorithm
adapts the exploration variance according to the running sample statistics
of the MCMC procedure.
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Table 6.1: Parameters: Prior Distributions
Parameter Prior
α Uniform(−10, 10)
β Uniform(0, 10)
b Uniform(0, 2)
6.5 Experiments
We tested our proposed model on two experiments discussed below.
1. Synthetic Problem: Using a synthetically generated data set, we
evaluated the ability of our model to identify radial diffusion param-
eters, when their ground truth values are known.
2. Radiation Belt Particle Injection: Our model was used to quan-
tify uncertainties in the source term parameters from Van Allen probe
data. The source term q(`, t) (equations (6.1) and (6.3)) models par-
ticle injection in the radiation belts through their outer boundary.
In both experiments, we chose γo = 2 and γc = 10
−4. The parameters
of κ(`, t) and λ(`, t) were fixed to the values computed in Brautigam and
Albert [2000] and Shprits et al. [2007] respectively (see table 6.2) while
inference was performed only on the parameters of q(`, t).
In both experiments, the bases were chosen as described in section 6.4.1.
In the synthetic problem, we chose 5 basis functions in space and 20 basis
functions in time respectively; however in the van allen probe problem,
we chose 6 basis functions in space and 500 in time. With regards to the
temporal basis, the RBF nodes were placed on equally spaced grid and
their length scales were set to the grid cell size.
The quantities s and r which are the length scales of the covariance
function can also be treated as system parameters which can be sampled
by the inference procedure. Since the core aims of this research was the
quantification of the uncertainty over the parameters of the radial diffusion
system, we treated the covariance function parameters as fixed.
The prior distributions chosen for the parameters are shown in table 6.1,
they are in accordance with the constraints discussed in section 6.2.1. The
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posterior distribution over the parameters of q(`, t) was sampled via the
adaptive Metropolis algorithm, the first 2000 samples were discarded as
the ‘burn in’ of the Markov Chain. A total of 2000 samples were generated
after the burn in period, and used for the reporting of results.
After sampling from the posterior distributions, the samples obtained
are taken together with 2000 samples drawn from the prior distributions,
and visualised in the following charts.
1. Density estimate charts: These plots show smoothed kernel density
estimates computed from samples drawn from the prior and posterior
distributions.
2. Scatter charts: The prior and posterior samples are plotted together
along the parameter pairs α, b and β, b.
Table 6.2: Parameters: Ground Truth
Quantity α β b Reference
q −1 2.5 0.75 N.A.
κ log(4.731× 10−10) 10 0.506 Brautigam and Albert [2000]
λ log(0.3678) 0.5 −0.2 Shprits et al. [2007]
6.5.1 Synthetic Data
We generated a noisy synthetic data set by solving the radial diffusion
equation using a forward difference algorithm. The task of our model was
to use the observations to infer the parameters α, β, and b of the source
term q(`, t) that were used to generate the observations.
The ground truth values of the radial diffusion parameters are listed in
table 6.2. The initial phase space density f(t = 0) was chosen as follows
(see figure 6.1a):
f(t = 0) = 2000 + 500(T3(`∗)− T5(`∗))
`∗ = 2
`− `min
`max − `min − 1 ,
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(a) The initial condition f(`, 0).
(b) The time evolution of the Kp index.
Figure 6.1: Synthetic data generation.
where Tn(.) is the is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree n. The evolution
of the Kp index was assumed to be an idealised version of a geomagnetic
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storm (see figure 6.1b) and defined as
Kp(t) =

2.5 0 ≤ t < 2
2.5 + 4(t− 2d) 2 ≤ t < 3.5
8.5 3.5 ≤ t < 5
23.5− 3t 5 ≤ t < 7
2.5 t ≥ 7
.
The radial diffusion solver was run for domain limits ` ∈ [1, 7], t ∈ [0, 9] with
200 bins in the spatial and 50 bins in the temporal domains respectively.
After the solution f was computed, points was sub-sampled uniformly such
that 250 points lying in the interior of the domain, and 50 points at the
initial time step (t = 0) were selected. These observations were then per-
turbed by Gaussian noise to yield the final observation set D which was
provided to the surrogate model fˆ(x). The generated data set is plotted in
figure 6.2a.
6.5.2 Radiation Belt Data: Van Allen Probes
Van Allen probe data from the MagEIS instrument for the time period
ranging from 6 : 00 17th March 2013 to 11 : 00 18th March 2013 was
extracted and used for performing inference over the parameters of q(`, t).
This particular period was chosen because active geomagnetic conditions
occurred in it. Figure 6.2b plots the Van Allen PSD data on a logarithmic
scale. To avoid dealing with extremely small values, we use log10
(
f(`,t)
fmin
)
,
the logarithm of the ratio of the PSD to its observed minimum value in the
data.
There are two differences which stand out between the van allen data
set and the synthetic data used in section 6.5.1 above. Firstly, the synthetic
data is randomly sampled while the Van Allen probe data is sampled along
their orbits (there are two probes). Secondly, the synthetic data is has a
larger density of observations in the space time domain as compared to the
Van Allen data. These factors among others influence the uncertainties in
the posterior inference, which is seen in section 6.5.3 below.
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(a) Synthetic data used in section 6.5.1. Red crosses indicate
colocation points chosen according to 8 point Gauss-Legendre
quadrature in space and time.
(b) Van Allen probe data used in section 6.5.2. Time is mea-
sured in minutes from the starting point 6 : 00 17th March
2013. Red crosses indicate colocation points chosen according
to 8 point Gauss-Legendre quadrature in space and time.
Figure 6.2: Data sets used in the experiments.
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(a) Parameter b
(b) Parameter β
(c) Parameter α
Figure 6.3: Synthetic Data: Comparing prior and posterior densities for
parameters of q(`, t), the black dotted line indicates the ground truth.
6.5.3 Results
Synthetic Problem
For the synthetic problem, the inferred posterior distribution for parameters
of the particle injection rate q(`, t) are shown in figures 6.3a to 6.3c. We see
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(a) Scatter chart: α versus b.
(b) Scatter chart: β versus b.
Figure 6.4: Synthetic Data: Prior and posterior samples drawn from
parameters of q(`, t).
that the marginal posterior distributions of b and α have high probability
density near the ground truth.
The scatter charts in figures 6.4a and 6.4b help us to identify regions in
the parameter space to which our model assigns high probability. From the
scatter plot in figure 6.4a, we see a clear negative correlation between α and
b. This negative correlation is a natural consequence of the parametriza-
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tion of q(`, t) in equation (6.3). When α is increased, b must appropriately
decreased if one is to explain the PSD observations. Examining the depen-
dence between α and b in figure 6.4a, one can make the interpretation that
along the red linear region corresponding to high posterior probability, all
values of α and b can explain the PSD observations with similar likelihood.
We also observe that the density of posterior samples is greater below the
red linear region as compared to above it.
From figures 6.3b and 6.4b, we observe that the model doesn’t identify
the parameter β. Its posterior probability distribution does not have sig-
nificantly reduced uncertainty compared to its prior. The differences in the
inference results between parameters α, b, and β can be attributed to the
vast differences in the sensitivity of the radial diffusion solution to α, b, and
β. The interested reader can refer to appendix B for an introduction to
the sensitivity analysis of partial differential equations and its application
to the radial diffusion system.
Radiation Belt Particle Injection
From figures 6.5a to 6.5c, we see that the posterior probabilities for b, β,
and α approximately peak at 0.64, 4.8, and −5 respectively. In figure 6.6a,
we see a negative correlation between α and b similar to what was observed
in figure 6.4a.
Although the posterior distributions are not uninformative like the uni-
form priors, they have significantly greater uncertainty as compared to the
results of the synthetic problem. This is because of two principal causes.
1. Data sparsity : The radiation belt data is sparsely sampled as com-
pared to the synthetic data.
2. Forward model inadequacy : The radial diffusion PDE is a simplified
model for the dynamics of the radiation belt. This inadequacy of the
forward model can have a strong influence in parameter uncertainties.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed a surrogate model for the phase space density
of particles in the radiation belt, and we presented a method for applying it
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on the Bayesian inverse problem of quantifying uncertainties in parameters
of the simplified radial diffusion model for radiation belt dynamics.
We used our model to perform inference of radial diffusion source term
parameters. For this purpose, we tested it on two data sets:
1. synthetically generated phase space density data and
2. in-situ measurements taken by the Van Allen probes.
The model enabled the identification of regions in the parameter space
which have a high probability of producing phase space density values which
close to the observations.
The strength of the proposed method is the ability to quantify the
uncertainty in the parameters of a physical system, from a sparse set of ob-
servations. Due to the formulation of the surrogate optimisation in its dual
form, it allows the inference to scale well with respect to high dimensional
basis function expansions. The method can be applied for parameter infer-
ence of linear partial differential equations and warrants further research
in its improvement.
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(a) Parameter b
(b) Parameter β
(c) Parameter α
Figure 6.5: Van Allen Data: Comparing prior and posterior densities for
the parameters of q(`, t)
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(a) Scatter chart: α versus b.
(b) Scatter chart: β versus b.
Figure 6.6: Van Allen Data: Prior and posterior samples drawn from
parameters of q(`, t).
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Chapter 7
Forecasting Near-Earth Solar
Wind Speed: The DTLR Model
We model the joint regression problem where one signal drives another signal with
an unknown time delay, with the forecasting of the solar wind speed based on the
Sun’s magnetic flux, as the motivating application. This problem, called dynamic
time lag regression (DTLR) is formalised using a probabilistic setting, modelling
the non-stationary time delay between the causes and the effects on the one hand,
and the cause-effect relationship on the other hand. A Bayesian approach is pre-
sented to tackle the DTLR problem together with theoretical justifications based
on linear stability analysis. The approach is empirically validated with proofs of
concept on synthetic problems and real-world application of near-Earth solar wind
speed prediction.
This chapter is based on research which is under review. Research led by M. Chan-
dorkar, theoretical modeling led by C. Furtlehner, coronal field extrapolations and
solar magnetism expertise provided by B. Poduval. M. Sebag and E. Camporeale
contributed in supervisory roles.
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7.1 Introduction
A significant body of work in machine learning concerns the modeling
of spatiotemporal phenomena [Shi and Yeung, 2018, Rangapuram et al.,
2018], ranging from markets [Pennacchioli et al., 2014] to weather forecast-
ing [Grover et al., 2015] and space weather prediction [Camporeale et al.,
2018a,b, Camporeale, 2019]. This work focuses on the problem of modeling
the temporal dependency between two time series, where the latter one is
caused by the former one [Granger, 1969] with a non-stationary time delay.
7.1.1 Motivation: Forecasting Near-Earth Solar Wind Speed
The Sun, a perennial source of charged energetic particles, drives all ge-
omagnetic phenomena within the Sun-earth system. Specifically, the Sun
ejects charged particles into the surrounding space in all directions (solar
wind). High speed solar wind is a major threat for the modern world, caus-
ing severe damage to satellites, telecommunication infrastructure, under
sea pipelines, among others1. Interested readers can refer to section 3.2.2
for some historical background to the modern models of the solar wind and
the structure Heliospheric Magnetic Field (HMF).
Forecasting near-Earth solar wind speed measured at the L1 point (see
section 3.2.2), based on near-Sun data is a problem of particular importance
in space weather prediction due to its large lead time [Munteanu et al., 2013,
Haaland et al., 2010]. The challenge of ambient solar wind prediction is two
fold. Firstly, although the coronal magnetic field determines the outflow of
the solar wind, there are no direct measurements of the coronal magnetic
field strength. Secondly the propagation of the solar wind through the inter-
planetary medium introduces a non-stationary time delay which currently
cannot be directly measured.
7.1.2 State Of The Art
For the sake of continuity, we give a quick recap of the state of the art
in solar wind forecasting. The reader mostly interested in the machine
1The adverse impact of space weather is estimated to cost 200 to 400 million per year,
but can sporadically lead to much larger losses.
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learning method that we develop can skip this section and continue with
section 7.1.3.
Research in solar wind forecasting has generally divided the problem
into the following components.
1. Using a coronal magnetic field model to extrapolate line of sight pho-
tospheric magnetic field measurements, giving an estimation of the
coronal magnetic field topology and solar wind flow.
2. Propagation of the coronal solar wind to 1 au (1 au is approximately
the distance between the Sun and the Earth).
Reiss et al. [2019] provide an in-depth survey of the state of the art in
solar wind prediction, they survey the important coronal magnetic field
extrapolation models as well as solar wind propagation procedures. We
provide a quick recap for continuity.
The most commonly used coronal magnetic field extrapolation tech-
nique is the Potential Field Source Surface model (PFSS) [Altschuler and
Newkirk, 1969, Schatten et al., 1969]. The PFSS model assumes a cur-
rent free (potential) magnetic field structure above the photosphere and
expresses the magnetic field B as the gradient of a scalar magnetic poten-
tial B = −∇Ψ which can be solved by constraining the magnetic field to
be divergence free (∇2Ψ = 0). Since potential fields give closed magnetic
fields, a spherical source surface, where the magnetic field is assumed to
be radially outwards, is kept as an outer boundary condition. The radius
of the spherical source surface is generally set to a height of 2.5R, where
R = 6.957× 105 km is the solar radius. The effects of currents have been
incorporated in PFSS variants such as the Potential-Field Current Sheet
(PFCS) [Schatten, 1971] and Current-Sheet Source Surface (CSSS) [Zhao
and Hoeksema, 1995] models.
It is possible to compute from the solutions of PFSS like models, not
only the coronal source surface magnetic field strength, but also the ex-
pansion of the magnetic flux tubes of the HMF; the well known flux-tube
expansion factor (fS or FTE). The Wang-Sheeley (WS) model [Wang and
Sheeley, 1990] and the improved Wang-Sheeley-Arge (WSA) model [Arge
and Pizzo, 2000, Arge et al., 2004] both derive empirical relationships be-
tween fS computed from the PFSS technique and the source surface solar
wind speed vS .
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After computing the coronal magnetic field topology and the source
surface solar wind speed, solar wind streams must be propagated to a dis-
tance of around 1 au to estimate near-Earth solar wind speeds. Riley and
Lionello [2011] provide a survey of various solar wind propagation models,
in order of increasing computational complexity.
The simplest propagation technique, known as the ballistic mapping,
assumes constant velocity propagation from the upper corona (30R) to the
Earth, requiring only a longitudinal shift due to solar rotation. Arge and
Pizzo [2000] proposed the Arge-Pizzo kinematic evolution scheme meant to
be a middle ground between the ballistic mapping and the more complex
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) models discussed below.
Riley and Lionello [2011] also propose a solar wind propagation tech-
nique known as the 1-D Upwind model which uses the inviscid Burger’s
equation as a simplified model of solar wind flow. The source surface so-
lar wind speed vS can be mapped using the 1-D Upwind finite difference
scheme to 1 au.
The effect of currents is to distort the coronal magnetic field from a
current free topology, in order to account for the complex dynamics of so-
lar wind flow. PFSS solutions are often used as boundary conditions for
MHD based simulations of the inner heliosphere (20−30R to 1 au). Com-
mon MHD based models include Magnetohydrodynamics Around a Sphere
(MAS) [Linker et al., 1999], ENLIL [Odstrcˇil et al., 1996, Odstrcˇil and
Pizzo, 1999a,b, Odstrcˇil, 2003, Odstrcˇil et al., 2004] and EUHFORIA [Po-
moell and Poedts, 2018].
The most prominent operational solar wind forecasting technique is
the hybrid WSA-ENLIL model2 which consists of the Wang-Sheeley-Arge
(WSA) coronal model coupled with the global heliospheric ENLIL model.
Wintoft and Lundstedt [1997] used coronal magnetic field solutions com-
puted by the PFSS model to train a radial basis function (RBF) network
for predicting the average daily solar wind speed 3 days ahead.
Owens and Riley [2017] used the solutions of MAS model simulated
until 30R to construct an ensemble of near-Sun solar wind conditions and
forward propagated these conditions to 1 au to give probabilistic forecasts
of the near-Earth solar wind speed. Lang and Owens [2019] proposed a
variational data assimilation scheme which used the 1-D Upwind model
2https://www.swpc.noaa.gov/products/wsa-enlil-solar-wind-prediction
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and solar wind speed measurements from L1 to improve inner boundary
conditions at 30R.
The current crop of solar wind propagation techniques provide several
options for modelers, but they pose one or two key issues: 1. they are com-
putationally intensive 2. they fail to assimilate and learn from data. In
this chapter we propose a novel machine learning technique for forecasting
near-Earth solar wind speed from the source surface radial magnetic field
strength and fS computed by the CSSS model as well as the sunspot num-
ber and the F10.7 radio flux. Our proposed model works by constructing a
probability distribution over possible time delays between near-Sun quan-
tities and near-Earth solar wind observations and then uses the aforemen-
tioned probability distribution to formulate a weighted regression problem.
The forecasts are assumed to be the output of a neural network architec-
ture. Below we setup the background of our method in the machine learning
context.
7.1.3 Predicting What & When
Formally the goal is to model the dependency between heliospheric obser-
vations, referred to as cause series, and the solar wind speed series recorded
at L1, referred to as effect series. The key difficulty is that the time lag
between an input and its effect, the solar wind speed recorded at L1, varies
from about 2 to 5 days depending on, among many factors, the initial speed
of the solar wind and its interplay with the HMF. Would the lag be con-
stant, the solar wind prediction problem would boil down to a mainstream
regression problem. The challenge here is to predict, from solar data x(t)
at time t, the value y(t+ τ) of the solar wind speed reaching the Earth at
time t+ τ , where the value y(t+ τ) and the time lag τ depend on x(t).
To our knowledge the regression problem of predicting both what the
effect is and when the effect is observed constitutes a new machine learning
problem, that we called Dynamic Time-Lag Regression (DTLR). Indeed,
the modeling of dependencies among financial time series has been inten-
sively tackled [Zhou and Sornette, 2006]. When considering varying time
lag, many approaches rely on dynamic time warping (DTW) [Sakoe and
Chiba, 1978]. For instance, DTW is used in Gaskell et al. [2015], taking a
Bayesian approach to achieve the temporal alignment of both series under
some restricting assumptions (considering slowly varying time lags and lin-
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ear relationships between the cause and effect time series). More generally,
the use of DTW in time series analysis relies on simplifying assumptions on
the cause and effect series (same dimensionality and structure) and build
upon available cost matrices for the temporal alignment.
This study focuses on the DTLR regression problem and the identifi-
cation of varying time-lag phenomena involving stochastic dependencies of
arbitrary complexity. The originality of the proposed approach compared
to the state of the art in DTW series alignment is threefold. Firstly, the
cause and effect series are of different dimensionality. While the effect se-
ries is scalar, the cause series can be high-dimensional (e.g. images, vectors,
etc). Secondly, the relationship between the cause and the effect series can
be non-linear (the what model). Thirdly, the time lag phenomenon (the
when model) can be non-smooth (as opposed to e.g. Zhou and Sornette
[2006]).
The Bayesian approach proposed to tackle the DTLR regression prob-
lem and the associated learning equations are described in section 7.2, fol-
lowed by a stability analysis and a proof of consistency (section 7.3). The
algorithm is detailed in section 7.4. The experimental setting used to vali-
date the approach is presented in section 7.5, and the proofs of concept of
the approach are discussed in section 7.6
Notations Given two time series, the cause series x(t) (x(t) ∈ X ⊂ RD)
and the observed effect series y(t), the sought model consists of a mapping
f(.) which maps each input pattern x(t) to an output y(φ(t)), and a map-
ping g(.) which determines the time delay φ(t) − t between the input and
output patterns:
y(φ(t)) = f [x(t)] (7.1)
φ(t) = t+ g[x(t)] (7.2)
with
f : X → R, and g : X → R+,
where t ∈ R+ represents the continuous temporal domain. The input signal
x(t) is possibly high dimensional and contains the hidden cause to the effect
y(t) ∈ R; y(t) is assumed to be scalar in the remainder of this chapter. The
mapping g(.) ∈ X → R+ represents the time delay between inputs and
outputs. Vectors are written using bold fonts.
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7.2 Probabilistic Dynamically Delayed Regression
As said, equations (7.1) and (7.2) define a regression problem that differs
from standard regression along two lines. Firstly, the time lag g[x(t)] is
non-stationary as it depends on x(t). Secondly, g[x(t)] is unknown, i.e. it
is not recorded explicitly in the training data.
7.2.1 Assumptions
For the sake of the model identifiability and computational stability, the
time warping function φ(t) = t+g[x(t)] is assumed to be sufficiently regular
w.r.t. t. Formally, φ(.) is assumed to be continuous.
For some authors [Zhou and Sornette, 2006] the monotonicity of φ(.) is
additionally required and enforced using constraints: φ(t1) ≤ φ(t2),∀t1 ≤
t2. However, this assumption will not be enforced in the model proposed
below.
7.2.2 Probabilistic Dynamic Time-Lag Regression
For practical reasons, cause and effect series are sampled at constant rate.
In the following they are noted xt and yt, with t to be understood as
a discrete time index. Accordingly, the mapping g now outputs a discrete
time lag, where the delay g(xt) between cause xt, and effect yt+g(xt), ranges
in a finite set of integers T = {∆tmin, . . . ,∆tmax : 0 ≤ ∆tmin < ∆tmax}
which is defined using domain knowledge.
The unavoidable error due to the discretisation of the continuous time
lag and the uncertainty introduced due to the lack of observations of the
mapping g are mitigated by using a probabilistic model. The time lag, now
a stochastic quantity, is modelled as the vector τ = [τ1, . . . , τ|T |] of binary
latent variables, where τi indicates whether x drives yi (τi = 1) or not
(τi = 0). The assumption that every cause has a single effect is modelled
by imposing3 ∑
i∈T
τi = 1. (7.3)
3Note however that the cause-effect correspondence might be many-to-one, with an
effect depending on several causes.
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Let T denote the set of all binary vectors of length |T |, which satisfy equa-
tion (7.3). In the DTLR framework, the task is to learn two components:
1. a set of independent predictors {yˆi(x), i ∈ T}, and
2. a conditional probability distribution pˆ(τ |x) on T , estimating the
probability of the time delay of the effects of x.
For an input pattern xt, let yt denote the vector of random variables
yt+i, i ∈ T . We express the conditional probability P
[
yt|xt = x
]
as a
mixture of Gaussians4 centered on the predictors yˆi(x),
P
[
yt|xt = x
]
=
∑
τ∈T
pˆ
(
τ |x)
∏
i∈T
N (yˆi(x), σi(τ )) , (7.4)
where the mixture weights are defined as p
(
τ |x). Using the constraint de-
fined in equation (7.3), p
(
τ |x) can be simplified to a vector pˆ(x) consisting
of components [pˆi(x) : i ∈ T ], such that
∑
i∈T pˆi(x) = 1, ∀x, where pˆi(x)
stands for the probability that the effect of xt = x will occur with delay i.
For further simplifying the analysis, we assume that the variance σ2i (τ)
of predictor yˆi does not depend on x, by setting:
σi(τ )
−2 =
(
1 +
∑
j
αijτj
)
σ−2,
with σ2 a default variance and αij ≥ 0 a matrix of non-negative real pa-
rameters. The fact that x can influence yi through predictor yˆi(x) even
when τi = 0 reflects an indirect influence due to the auto-correlation of the
y series. This influence comes with a higher variance, enforced by making
αij a decreasing function of |i − j|. More generally, a large value of αii
compared to αij for i 6= j corresponds to a small auto-correlation time of
the effect series.
Therefore, for any input x a predictive model that learns according to
the DTLR framework must output both yˆ(x) ∈ R|T | and pˆ(x) ∈ R|T |, with
the aim of maximising the probability P
[
ym|xt = x
]
given in equation (7.4).
In this chapter, yˆ(x) and pˆ(x) are assumed to be the outputs of a neural
network. More details on the architecture chosen for this task are given in
section 7.4.
4In many cases, one can map non-Gaussian data into Gaussian using pre-processing
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7.2.3 Learning Criterion
Let us denote the dataset as {(x,y)}data, θ = (yˆ, pˆ, σ, α), and empirical
averaging on the data is noted as Edata. A heuristic derivation shows that
the log-likelihood based on the model in equation (7.4) is approximately
given by
L[{(x,y)}data|θ] = −|T | log(σ)−Edata
[∑
i∈T
1
2σ2
(
yi−yˆi(x)
)2−log(Z(x,y|θ))]
(7.5)
with the normalisation constant Z(x,y|θ) given as:
Z(x,y|θ) =
∑
i∈T
pˆi(x) exp
(
− 1
2σ2
∑
j∈T
αji
(
yj − yˆj(x)
)2
+
1
2
∑
j∈T
log(1 + αji)
)
.
The heuristic derivation of equation (7.5) is given in appendix C. It makes
use of a large-sample approximation (assuming infinitely many observations
in small volumes dxdy); while we do not have any guarantees that it is ac-
curate for realistic sample sizes (and if X is high-dimensional, it may very
well not be); but based on optimising equation (7.5) we get excellent pre-
dictive results, so we have not sought to find a more precise approximation
of the likelihood.
For notational simplicity, the data index t is omitted in the following.
The hyper-parameters σ and matrix α of the model are obtained by opti-
mizing L which gives, for a fixed pˆ(x):
σ2
1 + αij
=
Edata
[(
yi − yˆi(x)
)2
qj(x,y)
]
Edata
[
qj(x,y)
] , (7.6)
with the conditional probability qi(x,y) = P (τi = 1|x,y) defined as
qi(x,y) =
1
Z(x,y|θ) pˆi(x) exp
(
− 1
2σ2
∑
j∈T
αji
(
yj−yˆj(x)
)2
+
1
2
∑
j∈T
log(1+αji)
)
(7.7)
These are implicit equations, since qi(x,y) depends on σ
2, αij , yˆ(x), and
pˆ(x). The proposed algorithm detailed in section 7.4 implements the sad-
dle point method defined in equations (7.6) and (7.7) alternatively. Pre-
dictors yˆi and mixture weights pˆi are updated through gradient descent
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based weight updates. The saddle point probability qi(x,y) is accordingly
updated using equation (7.7). The hyper-parameters σ and αij are subse-
quently updated using equation (7.6) based on the current yˆi, pˆi, and qi.
Section 7.4 gives details about the precise implementation of this procedure.
7.3 Theoretical Analysis
The proposed DTLR approach is shown to be consistent and analysed in
the simple case where α is a diagonal matrix (αij = αδij).
7.3.1 Loss Function & Optimal Predictor
Let us assume that the hyper-parameters of the model have been identified
together with predictors yˆi(x) and weights pˆi(x). These are leveraged to
achieve the prediction of the effect series. For any given input x, the sought
eventual predictor is expressed as (yˆ(x), Iˆ(x)) where Iˆ(x) is the predicted
time lag and yˆ(x) the predicted value. The associated L2 loss is:
L2(yˆ, Iˆ) = Edata
[(
yIˆ(x) − yˆ(x)
)2]
. (7.8)
Then it follows:
Proposition 7.3.1. with same notations as in equation (7.4), with αij =
αδij , α > 0, the optimal composite predictor (y
?, I?) is given by
y?(x) = yˆI?(x)(x) with I
?(x) = argmax
i
(
pˆi(x)
)
,
Proof. In appendix E.
7.3.2 Linear Stability Analysis
The saddle point equations (7.6) and (7.7) admit among others a degenerate
solution p0 corresponding to pˆi(x) = 1/|T |, αij = 0,∀i, j ∈ T , with σ2 = σ20.
Informally the model converges toward this degenerate trivial solution when
there is not enough information to build specialised predictors yˆi.
Let us denote ∆y2i (x) =
(
yi−yˆi(x)
)2
the square error made by predictor
yˆi for x, and
σ20 =
1
|T |Edata
(∑
i∈T
∆y2i (x)
)
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the MSE over the set of the predictors yˆi, i ∈ T .
Let us investigate the conditions under which the degenerate solution
may appear, by computing the Hessian of the log-likelihood and its eigen-
values. Under the simplifying assumption
αij = αδij ,
the model involves 2|T |+ 2 parameters: α, r = σ2/σ20, yˆ and pˆ. After the
computation of the Hessian (appendix D) the system involves three key
statistical quantities, two global:
C1[q] =
1
σ20
Edata
(∑
i∈T
qi(x,y)∆y
2
i (x)
)
, (7.9)
C2[q] =
1
σ40
Edata
[∑
i∈T
qi(x,y)
(
∆y2i (x)−
∑
j∈T
qj(x,y)∆y
2
j (x)
)2]
, (7.10)
and one local:
|u(x)|2 =
∑
i∈T
C2+i[x,q]
2, (7.11)
where u(x) is a |T |-vector of components
C2+i[x,q] =
1
σ20
Edata
[
qi(x,y)
(
∆y2i (x)−
∑
j∈T
qj(x,y)∆y
2
j (x)
)∣∣∣x].
C1 represents the covariance between the latent variables {τi} and the nor-
malised predictor errors, up to a constant. C1 < 1 indicates a positive
correlation between the latent variables and small errors; the smaller the
better. For the degenerate solution, i.e. q = q0 uniform, C1[q0] = 1
and C2[q0] represents the default variability among the prediction errors.
C2+i[x,q] informally measures the quality of predictor yˆi relatively to the
other ones. More precisely, a negative value of C2+i[x,q] indicates that yˆi
is doing better than average in the neighborhood of x. At a saddle point
the parameters are given by:
σ2
σ20
=
|T | − C1[q]
|T | − 1 and α =
|T |
|T | − 1
1− C1[q]
C1[q]
.
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The predictors yˆ are decoupled from the rest whenever they are centered,
which we assume. If pˆ is fixed, a saddle point is stable if and only if
C2[q] < 2C
2
1 [q] +O
( 1
|T |
)
.
In particular, the degenerate solution is unstable if
C2[q0] > 2
(
1− 1|T |
)
.
Note that when ∆yi(x) are i.i.d and centered, with variance σ
2
0 and relative
kurtosis κ (conditionally to x) one has C2 = (2 + κ)(1− 1/|T |). Therefore,
whenever ∆y2i (x) fluctuates and the relative kurtosis is non-negative, the
degenerate solution is unstable and will thus be avoided.
When pˆ(x) is iteratively refined by successive weight updates, the de-
generate trivial solution becomes unstable as soon as |u(x)|2 is non-zero,
due to the fact that the gradient is inversely proportional to u(x) (with
dpˆ(x) ∝ −|u(x)|2u(x)), thus rewarding the predictors with lowest errors
by increasing their weights. The system is then driven toward other solu-
tions, among which the localised solutions of the form:
pˆi(x) = δiI(x),
with an input dependent index I(x) ∈ T . As shown in appendix D, the
solution of highest likelihood of this type is also optimal with respect to
the loss function (equation (7.8)). The stability of such localised solutions
and the existence of other (non-localised) solutions is left for further work.
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7.4 Overview Of The DTLR Algorithm
Initialization of α and σ
it←− 0 ;
while it < max do
while epoch do
θNN ←− Optimise(L(θNN , α, σ2)) ;
end
σ2 ←− σ20 |T |−C1[q]|T |−1 ;
α←− |T ||T |−1 1−C1[q]C1[q] ;
end
Result: Network weights θNN , hyper-parameters α, σ
2
Algorithm 1: DTLR algorithm
The DTLR algorithm learns both regression models yˆ(x) and pˆ(x) from
series xt and yt, using alternate optimization of the model parameters and
the model hyper-parameters α and σ2, after equations (7.6) and (7.7). The
model search space is that of neural nets, parametrized by their weight
vector θNN . The inner optimization loop updates θNN using mini-batch
based stochastic gradient descent. At the end of each epoch, after all mini-
batches have been considered, the outer optimization loop computes hyper-
parameters α and σ2 on the whole data.
The initialization of hyper-parameters α and σ is settled using prelimi-
nary experiments (same setting for all considered problems: α ∼ U(0.75, 2);
σ2 ∼ U(10−5, 5)).
The neural architecture implements predictors yˆ(x) and weights pˆ(x)
on the top of a same feature extractor from input x. The architecture of
the feature extractor is a two-hidden layer fully connected network. On the
top of the feature extractor are the one-layer yˆ and pˆ models, each with
|T | output neurons, with |T | the size of the chosen interval for the time lag.
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Table 7.1: Network Architecture Details
Problem # Hidden layers Layer sizes Activations
I 2 [40, 40] [ReLU, Sigmoid]
II 2 [40, 40] [ReLU, Sigmoid]
III 2 [40, 40] [ReLU, Sigmoid]
IV 2 [60, 40] [ReLU, Sigmoid]
Solar Wind 2 [50, 50] [ReLU, Sigmoid]
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Figure 7.1: Architecture of the neural network specified by the number of
units (nv, nh1 , n
h
2 , 2|T |) in each layer.
7.5 Experimental Setting
The goal of the experiments is twofold. Firstly, the DTLR predictive per-
formance is assessed by considering 1. the RMSE of the predicted effect
series yˆt, computed from Eq. (7.3.1) 2. the accuracy of the time lag predic-
tion. The latter performance indicator is measured and compared to the
ground truth using synthetic problems, detailed below: although time lag
relationships do exist in real world data sets [Munteanu et al., 2013, Zhou
and Sornette, 2006], we are not aware of datasets with time lag relationships
explicitly annotated. The former performance indicator is comparatively
assessed using the naive baseline, the regression model computed by assum-
ing a fixed time lag set to ∆tmin+∆tmax2 . The Pearson correlation of between
yt and the predicted yˆt series is also considered as overall performance in-
dicator of the prediction.
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Table 7.2: Synthetic and Real-World Problems. For the solar wind problem,
training and test data sizes represent one cross validation fold
Problem # train # test d |T |
I 10, 000 2, 000 10 15
II 10, 000 2, 000 10 20
III 10, 000 2, 000 10 20
IV 10, 000 2, 000 10 20
Solar Wind 77, 367 648 374 12
The second goal of experiments is to determine how informative are the
key statistical quantities σ0 and C1 (section 7.3.2), and whether they can
effectively be used as measures of confidence about the prediction results.
Table 7.2 summarises the dimensions of the synthetic and real problems
used as proofs of concept for the DTLR validation.
Synthetic Problems. Four synthetic problems of increasing difficulty are
generated using Stochastic Langevin Dynamics. In all problems, the cause
signal xt ∈ R10 and the effect signal yt are generated as follows (with
η = 0.02, s2 = 0.7):
xt+1 = (1− η)xt +N (0, s2) (7.12)
vt = k||xt||2 + c (7.13)
yt+g(xt) = f(vt), (7.14)
with time-lag mapping g(xt) ranges in a time interval with width 20 (except
for problem I where |T | = 15). The complexity of the synthetic problems
is governed by the amplitude and time-lag functions f and g, as shown in
the table below.
Problem f(vt) g(xt) Other
I vt 5 k = 10, c = 0
II vt 100/vt k = 1, c = 10
III
√
v2t + 2ad (
√
v2t + 2ad− v)/a k = 5, a = 5, d = 1000, c = 100
IV vt g(xt) = exp (vt) / (1 + exp(vt/20)) k = 10, c = 40
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Solar Wind Speed Prediction As said in section 7.1.1, the task of pre-
dicting solar wind speed from heliospheric data not only has scientific sig-
nificance; it is also challenging due to the distance between the Sun and the
Earth and the non-stationary propagation time of the solar plasma through
the interplanetary medium.
The inputs xt are compiled from two sources, synoptic Carrington maps
of the photospheric magnetic field taken from the Global Oscillation Net-
work Group (GONG) and solar activity proxies taken from the OMNI data
set5. Specifically, xt is a vector consisting of the components outlined in
table 7.3.
For each input pattern, time lagged solar wind data is extracted cor-
responding to minimum and maximum time delays of two and five days
respectively. For computational convenience, each three day time window
is pre-processed by computing sliding six hour medians yielding |T | = 12
time slots6. Before training, the solar wind data was mapped into stan-
dardized Gaussian space by applying a quantile-quantile followed by the
inverse probit mapping.
DTLR is validated using a 9 fold cross-validation, where the test data
consists of one (continuous) Carrington rotation (see table 7.4). The per-
formance on Carrington rotation 2077 (first fold in table 7.4) is compared
with the state of the art [Riley and Lionello, 2011] in table 7.6, while the
overall cross-validation performance is compared with a fixed time lag base-
line which uses the same inputs as the DTLR model (table 7.3) and has the
same architecture until the penultimate layer (figure 7.1). For Carrington
rotations 2077 and 2184, the hourly solar wind time series reconstructions
are shown in figures 7.6a and 7.6b respectively.
5https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov
6Before computing the cross-validation performance, the predictions are mapped back
to hourly resolution using interpolation
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Quantity Source Domain Notes
log fS GONG R180 fS or FTE is computed from
the outputs of the CSSS
model.
Bcp GONG R180 The radial magnetic field
strength on the solar cusp sur-
face is the primary output
computed by the CSSS model.
v27 OMNI R|T | v27 is the solar wind speed
recorded 27 days prior, one for
each value of the forward time
window.
SSN OMNI R+ The sun spot number mea-
sures the number of visible
sun spots on the solar disk.
F10.7 OMNI R+ F10.7 is the measured solar
radio flux.
Table 7.3: Inputs used in the DTLR solar wind forecast model.
Table 7.4: Cross validation splits used to evaluate DTLR on the solar wind
forecasting task
Split Id Carrington Rotation Start End
1 2077 2008/11/20 07:00:04 2008/12/17 14:38:34
2 2090 2009/11/09 20:33:43 2009/12/07 04:03:59
3 2104 2010/11/26 17:32:44 2010/12/24 01:15:56
4 2117 2011/11/16 07:04:41 2011/12/13 14:39:28
5 2130 2012/11/04 20:39:43 2012/12/02 04:06:23
6 2143 2013/10/25 10:17:52 2013/11/21 17:36:35
7 2157 2014/11/11 07:09:56 2014/12/08 14:41:02
8 2171 2015/11/28 04:09:27 2015/12/25 11:53:33
9 2184 2016/11/16 17:41:04 2016/12/14 01:16:43
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7.6 Empirical validation
Table 7.5 summarises the DTLR performance on the synthetic and real-
world problems, respectively compared to the naive baseline (constant time
lag) and to the state of the art for the real-world solar wind problem.
The values of the σ0 and C1 quantities involved in the stability analysis
(section 7.3.2) are also reported. As said, C1 < 1 indicates a specialization
among predictors found by the solution. The comparison of σ0 and the
RMSE indicates how better the learned model is compared to the trivial
degenerate solution (uniform pˆ, assigning an equal weight to all yˆi). Finally,
the Pearson correlation between yˆt and yt is reported; while its absolute
value is less informative than it appears due to the auto-correlation of the
series, it allows to compare different predictors.
On the easy Problem I, the model predicts the correct time lag for
97.93% of the samples. The higher value of σ0 in problems I and II com-
pared to the other problems is explained from the higher variance in the
generated time series y(t).
On Problem II, the model accurately learns the inverse relationship
between xt, g(xt) and yt on average. The time lag is overestimated in the
regions with low time lag (with high velocity), which is blamed on the low
sample density in this region, due to the data generation process.
Interestingly, Problems III and IV are better handled by DTLR, de-
spite a more complex dynamic time lag relationship. In both latter cases
however, the model tends to under-estimate the time lag in the high time
lag regions and conversely to over-estimate it in the low time lag region.
Concerning the solar wind problem, DTLR shows encouraging results on
the cross-validation experiments as can be seen in table 7.5 and visualised
in figure 7.5. The significantly higher difficulty of the solar wind forecasting
Table 7.5: Performance: DTLR / Base Line / DTLR Time Lag Prediction
Problem M.A.E R.M.S.E Pearson Corr. σ0 C1
Pb I 8.82 / 21.79 / 0.021 12.35 / 28.79 / 0.26 0.98 / 0.87 / – 29.8 0.14
Pb II 10.15 / 27.40 / 0.4 13.70 / 35.11 / 0.67 0.95 / 0.73 / 0.70 26.83 0.16
Pb III 3.17 / 11.01 / 0.17 4.63 / 14.99 / 0.42 0.98 / 0.79 / 0.84 11.84 0.09
Pb IV 3.88 / 12.28 / 0.34 5.33 / 15.89 / 0.64 0.98 /0.79/ 0.81 12.18 0.13
Solar Wind 56.35 / 66.45 / – 74.20 / 84.53 / – 0.6 / 0.41 / – 76.46 0.89
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Figure 7.2: Problem II, Results
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Figure 7.5: Predicted vs Actual Solar Wind Speed, red diagonal represents
a perfect prediction and blue lines are contours.
problem is witnessed by the C1 value close to the degenerate value of 1. In
table 7.6, we compare the performance of the DTLR model and the fixed
time lag baseline with the state of the art from Reiss et al. [2019], on the
solar wind data from Carrington rotation 2077 (see table 7.4). The DTLR
model gives improvements in predictive performance.
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Table 7.6: Performance Comparison on CR 2077: DTLR , Fixed Lag Base
Line vs Reiss et al. [2019]
Model M.A.E R.M.S.E
WS 74.09 85.27
DCHB 83.83 103.43
WSA 68.54 82.62
Ensemble Median (WS) 71.52 83.36
Ensemble Median (DCHB) 78.27 100.04
Ensemble Median (WSA) 62.24 74.86
Persistence (4 days) 130.48 161.99
Persistence (27 days) 66.54 78.86
Fixed Lag Baseline 67.33 80.39
DTLR 60.19 72.64
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Figure 7.6: Solar Wind Prediction: reconstructed time series predictions
7.7 Conclusions
The contribution of the work is twofold. Firstly, we define a new ML
setting, motivated by an important scientific and practical problem from
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the domain of space weather, emphasizing that this real-world problem is
open for over two decades. This ML setting, called Dynamic Time Lag
Regression, is concerned with the inference of lagged causal relationships
between time series.
Secondly, the proposed DTLR formalization supports the definition of
a nested inference procedure, relying on a saddle point optimization pro-
cess. A closed form analysis of the stability of the inferred model under
simplifying assumptions has been conducted, yielding a practical alternate
optimization formulation, implemented in the DTLR algorithm. The ap-
proach demonstrates its merits with some proofs of concept on synthetic
problems considering time lag models with diverse complexity. The ap-
plication on our motivating real-world problem shows the potential of the
approach, considering that the DTLR model involves no domain knowledge
in the pre-processing of the data or in the sought prediction model. From
an applicative perspective, a next step toward improving the predictive
performances will consist of enriching the data sources and the description
of the cause series xt.
On the methodological side, the longer term research perspective con-
sists of extending the proposed nested inference procedure and integrating
the model selection step within the inference architecture; the challenge is
to provide the algorithm with the means of assessing online the stability
and/or the degeneracy of the learning trajectory.
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This thesis represents an exploration of the possibilities for using machine
learning techniques for advancing space weather research. The work pre-
sented here was classified into three principal research problems or themes
as mentioned in chapter 1. Below we give a quick summary of the main
achievements of this thesis and avenues for further research.
8.1 Discussion
The guiding motivation of this thesis was the creation of next-generation
space weather forecasting and monitoring systems. From an operational
perspective, this goal is a challenging and long-term endeavour. From the
point of view of research, the work presented in this thesis breaks down the
Sun-Earth system into components and establishes important paradigms
for building forecasting and inference systems for each component. Below,
we give a more detailed overview of the achievements of this work and some
further research questions.
Geomagnetic Time Series Forecasting
Using Gaussian process auto-regressive methods, it is possible to obtain
accurate and reliable probabilistic forecasts for the Dst index, up to five
hours ahead. By viewing the prediction problem from a probabilistic lens,
the GP-AR, GP-ARX, and GPNN models proposed in chapters 4 and 5
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represent an important paradigm shift for geomagnetic activity modeling.
The ability to provide probabilistic forecasts will become an indispensable
component of future space weather monitoring systems.
The GP-AR and GP-ARX models give a general framework for mod-
eling non-linear dynamical systems and provide uncertainty estimates on
their time evolution. Their main drawback is the O(N3) time complex-
ity for performing inference which makes applications on large data sets
challenging. By using neural network based models as mean functions of
GP models, one can create hybrid models which somewhat circumvent this
drawback while retaining the probabilistic forecasting capabilities.
Radiation Belt Parameter Inference
In chapter 6, we proposed a machine learning based surrogate model which
is informed by models of physical dynamics and can compute likelihoods
over irregularly spaced observations.
Although physics informed machine learning models may not offer ben-
efits over finite difference, finite volume, and finite element based meth-
ods for solving forward problems, when solving inverse problems they have
some desirable properties: the ability to synthesise irregular observations
and physics models into a unified methodology for parameter inference and
uncertainty quantification.
When performing inference over the parameters of the radiation belt
dynamics, one needs to take into account the sensitivity of the radiation
belt model to its parameters. It is advisable to use domain knowledge and
sensitivity analysis to constrain the numerical ranges of the parameter prior
distributions as this aides identification and obtaining compact uncertainty
estimates.
Casting the surrogate optimisation problem (equation (6.5)) in its dual
form enables the use of potentially infinite dimensional basis function ex-
pansions but it introduces the same computational challenges that come
with Gaussian process inference.
Physics informed machine learning models have the potential to play
an important role in data assimilation and probabilistic inference, the un-
certainties obtained for unobserved physical parameters can provide quali-
tative indications about the adequacy of a particular physical model.
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Solar Wind Prediction
The effect of time lag relationships between interacting systems can im-
pact the performance of predictive models which give forecasts for a fixed
time horizon. In chapter 7, we proposed the dynamic time-lag regression
(DTLR) framework, a novel machine learning approach for training pre-
dictive models on time series data sets which have non-stationary time lag
dependencies.
The task of predicting near-Earth solar wind speed from heliospheric
data is very challenging and requires astute application of all the tools
at our disposal: 1. models of the heliospheric magnetic field, 2. machine
learning techniques, and 3. solar and near-Earth data. Using the DTLR
framework, we were able to achieve encouraging progress in the forecasting
of near-Earth solar wind speed.
8.2 Further Research
Although the space weather problem is the central motivation for the work
presented here, the techniques presented in this thesis are generally appli-
cable in the modeling and forecasting of physical systems. Some possible
questions for further research are listed below.
1. With the existing state of the art, how far can we extend the time
horizon of geomagnetic activity forecasts? What kind of data and
methods will be important in making ten-hour-ahead or twelve-hour-
ahead forecasts of the Dst index?
2. How do we extend the phase space density surrogate model to higher
dimensional radiation belt dynamics, i.e. diffusion across all three
adiabatic invariants? How do we deal with the computational chal-
lenges that arise from performing inference over parameters of 3-d
diffusion models and large scale data sets?
3. When working in the context of PDE constrained inverse problems,
how do we separate uncertainties arising from parameter identifia-
bility and forward model inadequacy? How do we perform inference
over the parameters of a non-linear PDE using machine learning based
surrogate models?
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4. How can we improve the accuracy of solar wind forecasts made by
the DTLR model? Can we combine the current sheet source surface
(CSSS) model and DTLR models into an operational solar wind fore-
casting system? Is it beneficial to use a surrogate in place of the CSSS
model to compute the topology of the coronal magnetic field?
5. What are the possible applications of the DTLR model in domains
other than space weather? Is the DTLR model suitable for forecasting
applications in finance or energy grids?
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Appendix A
Notes On Gaussian Process
Time Series Models
Gaussian processes provide a systematic and flexible framework for prob-
abilistic inference in machine learning. Their formulation is general and
their existence is dependent on two key conditions outlined in section 4.2
which we restate here.
For any input space X , a real valued scalar GP (equation (A.1)) can be
created given two functions.
1. A mean function m : X −→ R.
2. A symmetric positive definite covariance function (kernel) K : X ×
X −→ R+ [Berlinet and Thomas-Agnan, 2004, ch. 1&2].
f(x) ∼ GP(m(x),K(x, x′)) (A.1)
It is important to note that there are no restrictions placed on the input
space X in GPs. The inputs can be continuous, discrete or have complex
structure. Rasmussen and Williams [2005, ch. 4, sec. 4.4] give some exam-
ples of covariance functions defined over the space of strings (sequences of
characters drawn from a finite alphabet) and note that it is indeed possible
to construct covariance functions over structured objects such as trees and
general graphs.
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Gaussian process time series modelling has a rich body of work [Turner,
2012, Frigola-Alcalde, 2016]. There are two ways in which GP models can
be applied to time series data: 1. explicit time & 2. implicit time
Explicit vs Implicit Representation
Depending on whether or not time appears directly in the inputs space
of a GP, we can classify a GP time series model as explicit or implicit
respectively. Notationally, explicit and implicit time GP formulations are
shown in equation (A.2) and equation (A.3) respectively.
y(t) ∼ GP(m(t),K(t, s)) (A.2)
y(t) ∼ GP(m(x(t)),K(x(t),x(s))) (A.3)
In the explicit time GP model, the mean and covariance of the process are
functions of the continuous time coordinate t. On the other hand in implicit
time GP models, the mean and covariance are functions of some state
space xt. This key difference has significant implications for the system
trajectories and uncertainty characteristics.
In section 4.3, we formulated the Dst prediction model according to
equation (A.3). By setting x(t) to a time history of Dst and possibly solar
wind parameters, we built the GP-AR and GP-ARX prediction models.
GP-AR & GP-ARX Models
Implicit time GP models (equation (A.3)) define probabilistic dynamics
for a system y(t) in terms of some time varying system state x(t). To
define their finite dimensional distributions using the GP methodology, we
discretely subsample y(t) and (t) and denote their discrete analogues as yt
and xt respectively.
We give a detailed picture of the GP-AR model, its finite dimensional
distribution, its sampling and dynamics. The GP-ARX model is a straight
forward extension of the GP-AR dynamics shown below.
We first setup some background notation. The GP-AR system of order
p, is determined by the system state xt; a dimensional vector composed of
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the time history of the system, shown in equation (A.4).
xt =
yt−1...
yt−p

p×1
(A.4)
For every time step t, we combine all system states xt, · · · ,xp−1 into a
design matrix Xt shown in equation (A.5). The system trajectory yt in
equation (A.6) is the path taken by the system from time step p to time
step t.
Xt =
x
T
t
...
xTp

(t−p+1)×p
(A.5)
yt =
yt...
yp

(t−p+1)×1
(A.6)
Joint Distribution
The joint distribution of the system trajectory conditional on its initial
state is a multivariate Gaussian as shown in equation (A.7). The mean and
covariance of the joint distribution are calculated using the mean function
m(.) and kernel K(., .) from equation (A.3).
Although the joint distribution of the system trajectory is straight for-
ward to compute, sampling trajectories from the joint distribution is in-
tractable because elements of the mean vector and covariance matrix are
not computable unless the entire trajectory is known beforehand.
To circumvent the sampling intractability of equation (A.7), we use a
probabilistic simulation based approach to the GP-AR process.
yp, · · · , yt|y0, · · · , yp−1 ∼ N

m(xp)...
m(xt)
 ,
K(xp,xp) · · · K(xp,xt)... . . . ...
K(xt,xp) · · · K(xt,xt)


(A.7)
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GP-AR: Dynamics & Sampling
GP-AR and GP-ARX models can be understood as probabilistic simulation
models. The iterative dynamics of GP-AR is captured in equations (A.8)
and (A.9). The initial seed of the process is the system trajectory from time
step 0 to time step p − 1 which is sampled from a standard multivariate
Gaussian distribution. At each time step t, yt conditional to the system
trajectory yt−1 is sampled from a Gaussian distribution (equation (A.9))
whose mean and covariance are calculated by appropriately conditioning
the joint distribution in equation (A.7) and constructing the system state
xt and design matrix Xt−1.
(y0, · · · , yp−1) ∼ N (0, I) (A.8)
yt|yt−1 ∼ N (m¯t, σ¯2t ) (A.9)
m¯t = m(xt) + k
T
t K
−1
t (yt −m(Xt−1))
σ¯2t = K(xt,xt)− kTt K−1t kt
(A.10)
In equation (A.10), the mean and variance of the conditional distribu-
tion of yt|yt−1 are computed, where Kt = [K(Xt−1,Xt−1)](t−p)×(t−p) is
the covariance matrix computed between each pair of rows of Xt−1 and
kt = [K(xt,Xt−1)]1×(t−p) is the cross covariance matrix computed between
the input features xt and each row of the Xt−1.
Relationship with Time Series Models : AR(p)
Due to the abstract nature of GPs, they generalize common time series
models. For example, consider AR(p), the family of discrete auto-regressive
time series models shown in equations (A.11) and (A.12). At each time step,
the systems state yt is determined by a linear combination of p previous
system states yt−1, · · · , yt−p plus Gaussian noise.
yt =
p∑
k=1
βkyt−k + zt (A.11)
zt ∼ N (0, σ2ε) (A.12)
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We can write equations (A.11) and (A.12) in probabilistic form as:
yt|yt−1, · · · , yt−p ∼ N (
p∑
k=1
βkyt−k, σ2ε)
We can see that the GP-AR model family contains the AR(p) model in
equation (A.11) as a special case. By setting m(xt) =
∑p
k=1 βkYt−k and
K(xt,xs) = σ
2
εδ(xt,xs), where δ(., .) is the Dirac delta function, we obtain
the conditional probability density of the random variable yt|yt−1, · · · , yt−p
described above. Roberts et al. [2013] note that the AR(p) process is also
equivalent to an explicit time GP model having m(t) = E[y(0)] and a
Mate´rn covariance function
K(t, s) = σ2
21−ν
Γ(ν)
(√
2ν
|t− s|
ρ
)ν
Kν
(√
2ν
|t− s|
ρ
)
with ν = p+ 12 , where Γ(.) the gamma function, Kν(.) the modified Bessel
function of the second kind, ρ being the length scale and σ2 the amplitude
of K(., .).
The advantage of the implicit time GP-AR model over the explicit time
GP model is that the GP-AR family can also simulate non-linear auto-
regressive processes. This is because the kernel creates a Hilbert space
H(C) spanned by a basis of non-linear orthogonal basis functions φ ∈ H(C),
such that the kernel can be decomposed [Rasmussen and Williams, 2005,
sec. 4.3] in the following manner.
K(xt,xs) =
∞∑
i=1
λiφ(xt) ¯φ(xs)
Rasmussen and Williams [2005, ch. 2] also notes that ‘Gaussian process re-
gression can be viewed as Bayesian linear regression with a possibly infinite
number of basis functions’. We provide a simple example of how the GP-
AR model can approximate the dynamics of a non-linear auto-regressive
system.
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Figure A.1: Samples drawn from non-linear autoregressive model in equa-
tion (A.13). The path coloured in black is used partially (t ≤ 40) in the
training and the rest as test data
Example: System Identification
Consider yt, a quadratic auto-regressive system of order three, expressed
below.
y0 ∼ N (0, 1) (A.13)
ε ∼ N (0, σ2ε) (A.14)
yt = −0.05yt−1 + 0.25yt−2 − 0.63yt−3 (A.15)
− 4× 10−3y2t−1 − 0.02y2t−3 − 0.05y2t−2 (A.16)
− 0.048yt−2yt−1 − 0.02yt−1yt−3 − 0.06yt−2yt−3 (A.17)
+ ε (A.18)
The initial state y0 is sampled from the standard Gaussian distribution. At
time t, yt is determined by a series expansion up to degree two, of monomials
constructed from yt−1, yt−2, yt−3, plus Gaussian distributed noise ε.
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Using the sampling procedure described above, we construct 10 sample
paths of temporal length 100 for training and testing the GP-AR model
(some of them shown in figure A.1). The portion t > 40 of the black path
in figure A.1 is reserved for model evaluation while its earlier segment as
well as all other sample paths are retained for model training.
We construct a GP-AR model with input xt =
yt−1yt−2
yt−3
, as
yt = f(xt) + 
f(xt) ∼ GP(m(xt),K(xt,xs))
 ∼ N (0, σ2 )
with mean and covariance functions are defined as
m(xt) = −0.05yt−1 + 0.25yt−2 − 0.63yt−3
K(xt,xs) = σ
2 exp
(
−1
2
||xt − xs||2
l2
)
where the kernel and noise parameters are initialised as follows σ2 = 2,
l = 1, σ2 = 0.5. In figure A.2, we show some samples drawn from this GP-
AR prior. During the training procedure, the model’s hyper-parameters are
selected using the CSA procedure described in section 4.2.3. After choosing
the model hyper-parameters, the model is tested on the portion t > 40 of
the black path in figure A.1.
In figure A.3, the posterior predictive distribution of the GP-AR model
is used to generate one step ahead predictions with error bars. The GP-AR
model is able to approximate the quadratic dynamics of equation (A.13),
although the prior mean function m(xt) = −0.05yt−1 + 0.25yt−2− 0.63yt−3
only captures the linear components of equation (A.11), the kernel enables
modelling of the quadratic components.
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Figure A.2: Prior samples drawn from a GP-AR model (equations (A.8)
and (A.9)) with an squared exponential kernel.
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Figure A.3: Predictions made by the GP-AR model, error bars shaded in
blue.
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Appendix B
Sensitivity Analysis of the
Radial Diffusion System
Model Sensitivity
Sensitivity analysis originated from the need to quantify the effect that
small errors in parameters of a partial differential equation (PDE) have on
its solution. Koda et al. [1979] described three approaches to sensitivity
analysis of partial differential equations:
1. the direct method,
2. the variational method, and
3. the Fourier amplitude sensitivity test (FAST).
They compared these techniques by applying them on the problem of at-
mospheric diffusion.
Sensitivity of partial differential equations to their parameters has im-
portant implications for PDE constrained inverse problems. As a general
rule, parameter identifiability increases with increasing sensitivity. For the
Bayesian PDE inverse problem, this implies that posterior uncertainties of
a parameter decrease if the forward model is sensitive to that parameter.
In this appendix, we apply the direct method of sensitivity analysis on
the radial diffusion system from section 6.2 and visualise the sensitivity of
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the phase space density to the parameters of the diffusion field, the loss
rate, and the source term.
Sensitivity: The Direct Method
Consider the PDE system introduced in equation (6.4)
Lθf(x) = qθ(x) , (B.1)
where Lθ is a differential operator, qθ(x) a source term, and θ is a vector
containing all the parameters which define the forward model Fθ = (Lθ, qθ).
The sensitivity of the PDE in the region around θ = θ∗ is defined as the
local gradient of its solution f(`, t; θ) with respect to the model parameters
θ, which is given by
s(`, t, θ) =
∂
∂θ
f(`, t; θ)
∣∣∣∣
θ=θ∗
.
The sensitivity s(`, t, θ) is a function of space, time, and the forward model
parameters. In the direct method of sensitivity analysis, it can be computed
by differentiating both sides of equation (B.1) with respect to θ as follows:
∂
∂θ
Lθ[f(x)] = ∂
∂θ
qθ(x) .
The expression above can be written as a PDE expressed in terms of the
model sensitivity s(`, t, θ), the solution f(`, t; θ), and their derivatives, given
by
L˜θ[s(`, t, θ), f(`, t; θ)] = ∂
∂θ
qθ(x) , (B.2)
where L˜ is the differential operator resulting from the differentiation of
equation (B.1) by θ. Equations (B.1) and (B.2) form a system of coupled
PDEs which can be solved numerically to obtain f(`, t; θ) and s(`, t, θ).
Sensitivity of the Phase Space Density
The direct method of sensitivity analysis can be applied on the radial dif-
fusion model presented in section 6.2. Let θ = [θκ, θλ, θq] be a vector
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containing all the parameters of the forward model, where θκ, θλ, and θq
are the parameters of the diffusion field κ(`, t), loss rate λ(`, t), and source
term q(`, t) respectively. It is assumed that the parametrization scheme for
κ(`, t), λ(`, t), and q(`, t) is that which is outlined in section 6.2.1. There-
fore, θκ, θλ, and θq are each three dimensional, making θ a nine dimensional
vector.
Differentiating radial diffusion PDE in equation (6.1) with respect to
an individual parameter θi yields the PDE describing the sensitivity com-
ponent si, given by
∂si
∂t
= `2
∂
∂`
(
κ(`, t)
`2
∂si
∂`
+
1
`2
∂κ(`, t)
∂θi
∂f
∂`
)
M,J
− λ(`, t)si − ∂λ(`, t)
∂θi
f
+
∂q(`, t)
∂θi
.
(B.3)
We can simplify equation (B.3) further depending on which quantity the
parameter θi belongs to. Equations (B.4) to (B.6) give the sensitivity equa-
tions for the parameters of κ(`, t), λ(`, t), and q(`, t) respectively.
∂sκ
∂t
= `2
∂
∂`
(
κ(`, t)
`2
∂sκ
∂`
+
1
`2
∂κ(`, t)
∂θκ
∂f
∂`
)
M,J
− λ(`, t)sκ (B.4)
∂sλ
∂t
= `2
∂
∂`
(
κ(`, t)
`2
∂sλ
∂`
)
M,J
− λ(`, t)sλ − ∂λ(`, t)
∂θλ
f (B.5)
∂sq
∂t
= `2
∂
∂`
(
κ(`, t)
`2
∂sq
∂`
)
M,J
− λ(`, t)sq + ∂
∂θq
q(`, t) (B.6)
Example
We solve equations (6.1) and (B.4) to (B.6) numerically, using the bound-
ary conditions stated in section 6.5.1. The PSD and the sensitivities are
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computed on a space-time grid of size 50 × 100, for the values listed in
table 6.2.
Figure B.1 shows the computed solution for the PSD as a function of
time on the x-axis and L∗ or ` on the y-axis. The parameters sensitivities
can differ by an order of magnitude or more, hence we plot them on separate
charts for greater clarity.
From figures B.2 and B.3 we observe that the forward model is most
sensitive to the parameter b. In fact within each parameter set θκ, θλ, and
θq, the model is more sensitive to parameter b as compared to α and β.
2
4
6
0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5
t
L∗
1000
2000
f(L∗,t)
Figure B.1: The radial diffusion solution.
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Figure B.2: Sensitivity of the forward model to the parameters of the source
term.
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Figure B.3: Sensitivity of the forward model to the parameters α and β of
the diffusion field and loss rate.
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Figure B.4: Sensitivity of the forward model to the parameter b of the
diffusion field, loss rate, and the source term.
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Appendix C
Log Likelihood Of The DTLR
Model
Direct computation
Due to the single effect constraint in equation (7.3) the mixture model in
equation (7.4) can be expressed as
P (y|x) =
(∑
i∈T
pˆi(x)
∏
j∈T
√
1 + αji
2piσ2
e−
1
2σ2
(1+αji)
(
yj−yˆj(x)
)2)
=
(∑
i∈T
pˆi(x)
∏
j∈T
√
1 + αji
2piσ2
e−
1
2σ2
αji
(
yj−yˆj(x)
)2)
× exp
(
− 1
2σ2
∑
j∈T
(
yj − yˆj(x)
)2)
.
Let θ
def
= (yˆ, pˆ, σ, α) denote the parameters of the model and consider the
probability that yˆi is the predictor corresponding to the ground truth time-
lag, conditioned on the pair (x,y):
qi(x,y) = P (τi = 1|x,y)
=
pˆi(x) exp
(
− 1
2σ2
∑
j∈T αji
(
yj − yˆj(x)
)2
+ 12
∑
j∈T log(1 + αji)
)
Z(x,y|θ) ,
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with
Z(x,y|θ) =
∑
i∈T
pˆi(x) exp
(
− 1
2σ2
∑
j∈T
αji
(
yj − yˆj(x)
)2
+
1
2
∑
j∈T
log(1 + αji)
)
.
This results in
L[{(x,y)}data|θ] = −|T | log(σ)
−Edata
[∑
i∈T
1
2σ2
(
yi − yˆi(x)
)2 − log(Z(x,y|θ))].
Large deviation argument
Even though the log likelihood can be obtained by direct summation, for
sake of generality we show how this can result from a large deviation prin-
ciple. Assume that the number of learning samples tends to infinity, and
so that in a small volume dv = dxdy around a given joint configuration
(x,y), the number of data Nx,y becomes large. Restricting the likelihood
to this subset of the data yields the following:
Lx,y =
Nx,y∏
m=1
∑
{τ (m)}
pˆ(τ (m)|x)∏
i∈T
√
2pi σi(τ (m))
exp
(
−1
2
∑
i∈T
(
yi − yˆi(x)
)2
σi(τ (m))2
)
.
Upon introducing the relative frequencies:
qi(x,y) =
1
Nx,y
Nx,y∑
m=1
τ
(m)
i satisfying
∑
i∈T
qi(x,y) = 1,
the sum over the τ
(m)
i is replaced by a sum over these new variables, with
the summand obeying a large deviation principle
Lx,y 
∑
q
exp
(
−Nx,yFx,y
[
q
])
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where the rate function reads
Fx,y
[
q
]
=|T | log(σ)
+
∑
i∈T
[(
yi − yˆi(x)
)2 1 +∑j∈T αijqj
2σ2
− 1
2
qi
∑
j∈T
log(1 + αji) + qi log
qi
pˆi
]
.
Taking the saddle point for qi yields equation (7.6). Inserting this into F
and taking the average over the data set yields the log likelihood (equa-
tion (7.7)) with opposite sign:
L[{(x,y)}data|θ] = −Edata
[
Fx,y
[
q(x,y)
]]
.
Saddle point equations
Now we turn to the self-consistent equations relating the parameters θ
of the model at a saddle point of the log likelihood function. First, the
optimization of the predictors yˆ yields:
∂L
∂yˆi(x)
=
1
σ2
Edata
[(
yi − yˆi(x)
)(
1 +
∑
j∈T
αijqj(x,y)
)∣∣∣x].
Then the optimization of pˆ gives:
∂L
∂pˆi(x)
= Edata
[qi(x,y)
pˆi(x)
− λ(x)
∣∣∣x],
=
1
pˆi(x)
Edata
[
qi(x,y)
∣∣∣x]− λ(x)
with λ(x) a Lagrange multiplier to insure that
∑
i pˆi(x) = 1 This gives
pˆi(x) =
1
λ(x)
Edata
[
qi(x,y)
∣∣∣x]
Hence ∑
i∈T
pˆi(x) =
1
λ(x)
= 1 ∀x
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in order to fulfill the normalization constraint, yielding
yˆi(x) =
Edata
[
yi
(
1 +
∑
j∈T αijqj(x,y)
)∣∣∣x]
Edata
[
1 +
∑
j∈T αijqj(x,y)
∣∣∣x] (C.1)
pˆi(x) = Edata
[
qi(x,y)
∣∣∣x], (C.2)
Finally the optimization of α reads:
∂L
∂αij
=
1
2(1 + αij)
Edata
[
qj(x,y)
]− 1
2σ2
Edata
[(
yi − yˆi(x)
)2
qj(x,y)
]
.
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Stability Analysis Of The
DTLR Model
The analysis is restricted for simplicity to the case αij = αδij . The log
likelihood as a function of r = σ2/σ20 and β = α/r after inserting the
optimal q = q(x,y) reads in that case
L(r, β) = −|T |
2
log(r)− |T |
2r
+
1
2
log(1+rβ)+Edata
[
log(Z)−λ(x)
∑
i∈T
pˆi(x)
]
with
Z =
∑
i
pˆi(x) exp
(
− β
2σ20
∆y2i (x)
)
,
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and where λ(x) is a Lagrange multiplier which has been added to impose
the normalization of pˆ. The gradient reads
∂L
∂r
=
1
2r2
(
|T |(1− r) + βr
2
1 + βr
)
,
∂L
∂β
=
r
2(1 + rβ)
− 1
2
C1[q],
∂L
∂yˆi(x)
=
1
σ2
Edata
[(
yi − yˆi(x)
)(
1 + αqi(x,y)
)∣∣∣x].
∂L
∂pˆi(x)
=
Edata
[
qi(x,y)|x
]
pˆi(x)
− λ(x),
with
C1[q] =
1
σ20
Edata
(∑
i∈T
qi(x,y)∆y
2
i (x)
)
,
This leads to the following relation at the saddle point:
r =
|T | − C1[q]
|T | − 1 ,
α =
|T |
|T | − 1
1− C1[q]
C1[q]
,
yˆi(x) =
Edata
[
yi
(
1 + αqi(x,y)
)∣∣∣x]
Edata
[
1 + αqi(x,y)
∣∣∣x]
pˆi(x) = Edata
[
qi(x,y)|x
]
.
Let us now compute the Hessian. It is easy to see that the block correspond-
ing to the predictors yˆ decouples from the rest as soon as these predictors
are centered.
Denoting
C2[q] =
1
σ40
Edata
[∑
i∈T
qi(x,y)
(
∆y2i (x)−
n∑
j=1
qj(x,y)∆y
2
j (x)
)2]
,
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we have
∂2L
∂r2
=
1
2r2
(
−|T |+ 2 |T ||T | − 1
(
C1[q]− 1
)− β2C21 [q])
∂2L
∂r∂β
=
1
2r2
C21 [q]
∂2L
∂β2
=
1
4
(
C2[q]− 2C21 [q]
)
∂2L
∂pˆi(x)∂pˆj(x)
= −Edata
[
qi(x,y)qj(x,y)|x
]
pˆi(x)pˆj(x)
∂2L
∂r∂pˆi(x)
= 0
∂2L
∂β∂pˆi(x)
= −ui[x,q]
2pˆi(x)
,
where
ui[x,q]
def
=
1
σ20
Edata
[
qi(x,y)
(
∆y2i (x)−
∑
j∈T
qj(x,y)∆y
2
j (x)
)|x].
There are two blocks in this Hessian, the one corresponding to r and β and
the one corresponding to derivatives with respect to pˆi. The stability of the
first one depends on the sign of C2[q]−2C21 [q] for |T | large while the second
block is always stable as being an average of the exterior product of the
vector (q1(x,y)/pˆ1(x), . . . , q|T |(x,y)/pˆ|T |(x)) by itself. At the degenerate
point α = 0, r = 1, pˆi = 1/|T | the Hessian simplifies as follows. Denote
dη = dre1 + dβe2 +
∫
dx
∑
i∈T
dpˆi(x)ei+2(x)
a given vector of perturbations, decomposed onto a set of unit tangent
vectors, {e1 and e2} being respectively associated to r and β, while ei(x)
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associated to pˆi(x) for all i ∈ T and x ∈ X . Denote
u =
∑
i∈T
∫
dxui[x]ei(x)
v(x) =
∑
i∈T
ei(x)
with
C2 =
1
|T |σ40
Edata
[∑
i∈T
(
∆y2i (x)−
1
|T |
∑
j∈T
∆y2j (x)
)2]
.
ui[x] =
1
σ20
Edata
[
∆y2i (x)− σ20|x
]
.
With these notations the Hessian reads:
H =
1
2
(
−|T |e1et1+e1et2+e2et1+
(C2
2
−1)e2et2−uet2−e2ut−∫ dxv(x)vt(x)).
In fact we are interested in the eigenvalues of H in the subspace of defor-
mations which conserve the norm of pˆ, i.e. orthogonal to v(x), thereby
given by
η = η1e1 + η2e2 + η3u.
In this subspace the Hessian reads
H =
1
2

−|T | 1 0
1
C2
2
− 1 −M |T |C2
0 −M |T |C2 0
 ,
where M is the number of data points, resulting from the fact that∑
i∈T
∫
dxui[x]
2 =
M
σ40
Edata
[∑
i∈T
(
∆y2i (x)− σ20
)2]
,
= MC2,
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because Edata(·|x) as a function of x is actually a point-wise function on
the data. If |u|2 > 0 or if |u| = 0 and 1 + |T |(C2/2− 1) > 0 there is at least
one positive eigenvalue. Let Λ be such an eigenvalue. After eliminating
dr and dβ from the eigenvalue equations in dη, the deformation along this
mode verifies
dη ∝ Λe1 + Λ(|T |+ Λ)e2 −M |T |(|T |+ Λ)C2u,
which corresponds to increasing r and α while decreasing for each x the pˆi
having the highest mean relative error ui[x].
Concerning solutions for which
pˆi(x) = δiIˆ(x)
is concentrated on some index Iˆ(x), the analysis is more complex. In that
case C2[p] = 0 and C1[p] > 0. The (r, β) sector has 2 negative eigenvalues,
while the pˆ block is (−) a covariance matrix, so it has as well negative eigen-
values. The coupling between these two blocks could however in principle
generate in some cases some instabilities.
Still, the log likelihood of such solutions reads
L = −|T |
2
log(σ2)+
1
2
log(1+α)− 1
2σ2
Edata
[∑
i∈T
∆y2i (x)
]
− α
2σ2
Edata
[
∆y2I(x)(x)
]
so we get the following optimal solution
σ2 =
1
|T |Edata
[∑
i∈T
∆y2i (x)
]
,
1
1 + α
=
Edata
[
∆y2I(x)(x)
]
σ2
,
I(x) = argmin
i∈T
Edata
[
∆y2i (x)|x
]
.
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Appendix E
The Optimal DTLR Predictor
Given I(x) a candidate index function we associate the point-like measure
pi(x) = δi,I(x).
Written in terms of p the loss function reads
L2(yˆ, p) = Ex,y
[∑
i∈T
pi(x)
(
yi − yˆ(x)
)2]
.
Under equation (7.4) (with αij = αδij) the loss is equal to
L2(yˆ, p) = Ex
[∑
i∈T
pi(x)
((
yˆi(x)− yˆ(x)
)2 − pˆi(x) ασ2
1 + α
)]
+ σ2
The minimization w.r.t. yˆ yields
yˆ(x) =
∑
i∈T
pi(x)yˆi(x). (E.1)
In turn, as a function of pi the loss being a convex combination, its mini-
mization yields
pi(x) = δi,I(x), (E.2)
I(x) = argmin
i∈T
((
yˆi(x)− yˆ(x)
)2 − pˆi(x) ασ2
1 + α
)
. (E.3)
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Combining these equations (E.1,E.2,E.3) we get
I(x) = argmax
i∈T
(
pˆi(x)
)
,
which concludes the proof.
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